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ABSTRACT

This work fulfills a three-fold purpose.

First, it

identifies and conceptualizes patriarchal imposition as a
social problem.

Patriarchal imposition refers to a category

of micro-level, social interaction in which male actors
attain desired social outcomes at the expense of female
actors.

Date rape provides an example of such imposition.

Second, this work elaborates an integrative theoretical
understanding of the socio-cultural production of
patriarchal imposition by joining three diverse paradigms:
abstract individualism, social rationalism, and identity
maintenance.

Integration is accomplished by providing

elaborations of each paradigm separately, by critically
comparing propositions generated from each paradigm, and by
treating mutually exclusive propositions as suggesting
alternative pathways in the production of social action.
This integration yields three central propositions:

(1) the

socio-cultural presentation of stereotypically dominant male
identities and stereotypically submissive female identities
influences men's motivation for patriarchal imposition,

(2)

the socio-cultural presentation of gendered conflicts of
interest with respect to outcomes of social interaction
influences men's motivation for patriarchal imposition, and
(3) The socio-cultural presentation of males as

8

disproportionately successful in attaining desired outcomes
in gendered conflict influences men's motivation for
patriarchal imposition.
In addressing the third purpose, this work applies a
unique method of content analysis on a sample of popular
motion pictures, the top-ten box-office successes for each
year 1986-1990.

This content analysis deconstructs the

sample into an aggregate data set of gendered relationships
and interaction events of gendered conflict.

Statistical

procedures of logistic regression are applied to this data,
and results support each central proposition.

Qualitative

interpretation of the data provide further support and also
identify emergent themes in the cultural portrayal of
gendered conflict.
These results indicate that paradigmatic debate of
patriarchal culture's influence on men's motivation
disguises the reality that varying perspectives offer
similar conclusions, namely that patriarchal culture does
influence men's motivation for patriarchal imposition in
various ways.
social change.

The real debate concerns the politics of
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CHAPTER. ONE:
INTR.ODUCTION

Four years ago,
tightly

focused.

when I

first began this work,

Substantively,

motivation of date rape.

I

was

I

was

interested in the

Theoretically, I was interested in

symbolic interactionism and the relationship between emotions
and the social self.

Taken together, these interests led me

to propose a dissertation on the motivational influence of
emotions generated from masculine definitions of self, and how
such

influences

relate

to

the

enactment

aggression within dating relationships.

of

male

sexual

I have long since

abandoned this tight focus.
The more I
wrote,

the

read,

more

the more I thought,

distracted

I

became.

and the more I
Generally,

these

distractions fell along three lines.

The first concerned the

social construction of masculinity.

If I view emotions as an

important link between identity and action, and if I do not
take an essentialist approach to the relationship of sex to
gender identity, then how is masculinity constructed in the
first place?

The second line of distraction emerged from an

underlying inconsistency between my theoretical foundation and
the substantive focus of my work.
suggests

that

action

is

best

If symbolic interactionism
analyzed

according

to

its

10

symbolic meaning to actors, then why am I framing my research
question

in

terms

of

a

specific

action

symbolically meaningful category of actions?

instead

of

a

I became aware

of the third line of distraction, by far the most problematic
one, as I gradually realized that the theoretical approach I
had taken to this work stood in direct
philosophy

of

relativistic,

science.

If

I

view

the

individual

perception

as

opposition to my
social

world

subjective,

as
and

theoretical perspective as necessarily partial, then why am I
framing my dissertation so narrowly within one theoretical
paradigm?
I have significantly broadened the dissertation you are
about to read along these three lines.

The first line of

distraction has influenced me to broaden my analytical focus
to include the relationship of macro-level social and cultural
processes
action.

to

individual

motivation

and

individual

social

In order to keep this project manageable,

I have

eliminated any treatment of the individual-level that is not
wholly abstract.
that

between

tendencies.

The theoretical relationship I do pursue is

macro-level
In

methodological

other

culture
words,

individualism

I
which

and

aggregate

apply
uses

a

action

version
an

of

abstract

conceptualization of the "average male" as a mechanism in the
socio-cultural production of male dominant patterns of action
and interaction.
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Regarding

the

second

line

of

distraction,

I

have

reformulated my substantive focus to treat date rape as a
socially

and

politically

category of action.
imposition.

important

example

of

a

broader

I term this broader category patriarchal

The key issue here is gendered conflict, and the

key symbolic element of this conflict is that men impose their
interests against the expressed interests of women.

Thus,

regardless of the who, the what, the where, when, why, and how
of

such

impositions,

constant.

the

symbolic

meaning

is

relatively

Perhaps an example will clarify this point up

front.
Recently, I witnessed a case of patriarchal imposition at
a local movie theater.

It was a late show on a Wednesday

night, so the theater was virtually empty.

A young woman and

man, each probably in their twenties, arrived together shortly
after I did and set about deciding where to sit.

Since the

theater was empty, they had the full range of seats from which
to choose.
fidgeting,

The woman was obviously uncomfortable; she was
frowning,

and scanning the theater as her date

strode down to the front.

She offered, "Where do you want to

sit?"
"I don't know," he replied as he purposefully continued
on towards the front.
She sighed.

"Let's sit here, honey," she said as she

stopped at a row about half way up.

He ignored her, continued
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on, and turned into the third row from the front.

She moved

up to a row five behind him, turned in, and sat down.
sit back here, honey.
"No.

"Let's

My neck hurts when I sit up front."

Let's sit up here."

He turned and smiled at her,

turning the issue into a joke.

"These seats are better."

She responded with a giggle,
fi ve seats that separated them,

climbed over two of the

and sat down.

"How 'bout

here?"
He responded by turning back towards the screen, ignoring
her.
She climbed over another seat.
"Here?"

"Here?"

And another.

She climbed over the last seat separating them and

sat down beside him.

He put his arm around her.

What, you may ask, does this have to do with date rape?
It wasn't physically sexual.

It wasn't violent or aggressive.

He didn't force her to sit in the fifth row with him.
there was conflict,

But

she did clearly express an interest of

hers that was in contrast to his, he did ignore her, and he
did

end

up

getting

similarity

between

symbolizes

a

his

this

way
event

hierarchically

between a man and a

woman,

despite
and

her

date

ordered

protest.

rape

status

is

that

The
it

relationship

a status relationship that is

meaningfully expressed by a man's attainment of desired ends
at the expense of a woman's.
In terms of the third line of distraction, my philosophy
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of science necessitated that I broaden my theoretical focus
beyond symbolic interactionism.
interactionist

paradigm

to

Thus,

instead of using the

refute

other

camps,

namely

essentialism and rationalism, I attempt to incorporate in this
work

the

partial

contributions

of

each

to

institution

so

an

integrated

perspective on social action.
It

is

awkward

in

an

dedicated

to

specialization, partisanship, and competition to set about the
task of integrating diverse arguments and minimizing debate
rather than delineating diverse arguments and entering into
debate.

However, my decision to 'do so has proven cathartic.

Not only have I avoided the temptation to create and kill off
straw people, but I have also come to realize that alternative
theories tend to logically agree with each other much more
often than they disagree.

I have concluded that most of our

arguments in academia have more to do with status competition
than they do with logical disagreement.
While I have tried to avoid theoretical partisanship in
this work,

I explicitly base it in political partisanship.

This is not a value-free piece of sociological research.
is

explicitly

feminist,

meaning

that

I

view

It

patriarchal

culture, dominant masculine identities, patriarchal imposition
at the individual level,

and patriarchal domination at the

aggregate level as socially destructive, politically unjust,
morally bankrupt,

spiritually empty,

and just plain wrong.
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They need, in my opinion, to be considered always in terms of
change.

Ultimately, this change must involve change in boys'

and men's behavior,

especially as boys'

and men's behavior

relates to girls' and women's immediate circumstances.
I do speak from experience.

Yes,

I hope that, just as I have been

changed by my exposure to feminists, feminisms, and feminist
research, my work may contribute to a cycle of change.
I urge you to approach this work as a process, a process
which began prior to the title page and is not yet complete.
There are no starting points or end points contained in these
pages.
I

am

In chapter two, I attempt to express what it is that
doing

and

why

it

is

that

I

think

it

important.

Conceptualization is the primary tool here, and I discuss the
central

concepts

of

patriarchy,

patriarchal

domination,

patriarchal imposition, and socio-cultural process.
Given this conceptualization, I provide in chapter three
theoretical

historical

paradigms

concerning the genesis of individual social action.

The first

of these,

overviews

which I

of

the

refer to as

three

abstract

individualism,

is

essentialist in its treatment of social action as universally
rooted in the biology of the human species.

In the abstract,

then, the individual as a biological organism pre-exists the
social

and

cultural

contexts

into

which

s/he

is

born.

Therefore, the motivation for social action is conceptualized
as pre-existing society.

The second paradigm, which I term
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social rationalism, views social action as primarily grounded
in

concrete

acquire.

objects

of

desire

which

individuals

seek

to

Unlike abstract individualism, social rationalism

does not offer an essentialist explanation of the relationship
of an object and the desire to acquire it.
rather,

is

viewed

as

learned.

maintenance paradigm treats

This relationship,

Finally,

social

action

the
as

identity

symbolic

of

social identity, and social identity as the product of social
Not

construction.

only does this perspective eschew the

essentialism of abstract individualism, but it also minimizes
the influence of cognition and choice on social action which
social rationalism emphasizes.
While chapter three of this work is probably the most
dense,

chapter

complexity.

four

is

the

most

ambitious

in

terms

of

Here, I offer a critical comparison of the three

paradigms in order to isolate paradigmatic debate of three
types:

mutually

theoretical

exclusive

emphasis,

application.

Following

propositions,

differential

and

differential

this

comparison,

substantive
I

provide

a

theoretical integration of the three paradigms which overcomes
points of debate by viewing each as suggesting multiple social
realities.

I

then apply this

integrated model

of social

action to an understanding of the relationship between sociocultural process and social action.
Taken

together,

chapters two

through

four

provide

a
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theoretical grounding for a conceptualization of patriarchal
socio-cultural processes as relevant to the production of
patriarchal imposition.

In chapter five, I use this grounding

to generate a methodology designed to evaluate a
arena of socio-cultural process,
transmission.

specific

that of popular cultural

This methodology involves the content analysis

of a sample of fifty popular movies as operationalized by the
integrated theory.

In order to maximize both reliability and

validity, I apply both quantitative and qualitative analyses
to the data at hand.
In chapters six and seven,

respectively,

I provide the

results of these quantitative and qualitative analyses.
results
relevant

demonstrate
to

the

that popular culture
motivation

of

is theoretically

patriarchal

regardless of one's paradigmatic partisanship.
of

the

integrated

model

finds

supportive of such imposition.

cultural

These

imposition
Each element

content

to

be

Propositions generated by

abstract individualism indicate that popular culture fails to
inhibit or suppress innate drives for male self-gratification.
Propositions

generated

by

social

rationalism

reveal

that

popular culture supports gendered conflicts of interest and
fosters inordinately high expectations of success in gendered
conflict for males.

Propositions generated by the identity

maintenance paradigm offer that popular culture constructs
male dominant and female subordinate stereotypes of gender
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identity and associates these stereotypes with male imposed
outcomes of interactive conflict.
Because the various theoretical paradigms are unanimous
in their evaluation of the cultural content analyzed here, I
argue that theoretical debates regarding the relationship of
popular culture to patriarchal
bluntly,

smoke

screens.

imposition are,

Such debates

to put

speak more

of

it
the

profession of sociology and the competitive organization of
our social world than they do of the reality of patriarchal
imposition.

The remaining question concerns whether or not

we, as a society, want to change.

I use chapter eight as an

opportunity to discuss the broader political implications of
this work.

Such implications include the conceptualization of

popular media as political and the politics of censorship.
Before moving ahead, I will take a cue from Naomi Wolf's
preface to the first paperback edition of The Beauty Myth
(1992), and anticipate some potential criticisms of this work.
First

of

all,

masculinity,

this

and

I

work

is

do· not

neither

anti-male

automatically

images of masculinity in popular culture.

label

nor

anti-

pejorative

I am male,

I am

masculine, and I believe that cultural images of masculinity
are important role models in the male transition of boy to
man.
My criticism concerns the qualitative presentation of
subordinated

femaleness,

femininity,

and

female

cultural
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imagery as necessary aspects of patriarchal conceptualizations
of maleness, masculinity, and male cultural imagery.

This is

not to say that a given female should never be presented
culturally or in actuality as subordinate to a given male.
Rather,

such

presentations

should

be

balanced,

at

the

aggregate level, by parallel presentations of given males as
subordinate to

given

females.

With

such a

balance,

the

subordination of one is not necessary to the existence of the
other; this is my definition of social equality.
Further,

like Wolf,

I do not propose that patriarchal

domination is maintained by a conspiracy of strategic male
actors.

However,

patriarchal
survival

unlike Wolf,

domination

mechanisms

is

of

neither do

maintained

patriarchy

as

by
a

I

propose that

the

functional

social

organism.

Rather, I view patriarchal domination as the net consequences
of a complex and turbulent social system.
and

interactive

factors.

product

of

a

multitude

It is the dynamic
of

contributing

The key word here is interaction, and the logic is

that of chaos theory.

Chaos, here,

is not synonymous with

randomness.
The driving assumption

I

offer is that

the

specific

product of the interaction of multiple social actors is not
reducible to the interests of any sub-set of actors.

Neither

is it reducible to some aggregate intelligence.

Thus, while

I

of

disagree

with

Wolf

in

her

assignment

causal
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responsibility
actors,

I

to

also

a

level

disagree

other
with

than

the

that

of

assignment

individual
of

causal

responsibility for a complex system to the strategic purposes
of individuals.

In other words, I do not view patriarchy as

a rational system, be rationality defined according to system
function or individual interest.
Finally,

I explicitly recognize that I do not present,

nor even attempt to present, an empirical test regarding the
cultural foundation of patriarchal domination.

I do not link

measured variation on one variable to measured variation on
another.

Rather, my purpose here is to describe and evaluate

popular culture in terms of various theoretical perspectives.
By

showing that

insights

about

theoretically
imposition,
political

I

these

various perspectives

popular

relevant
hope

rather

to

than

to

culture,
the

namely

production

distinguish
theoretical.

yield similar

the
The

that
of

real

it

is

patriarchal
question

question

is

as
not

whether or not popular culture is supportive of male dominant
actions such as date rape.

It is.

The real question is

whether we want to do something about it and, if so, what.
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CHAPTER TWO:
THE PROBLEM

Introduction

What is patriarchy?
this

question

commercial.

is

to

My knee-jerk, emotional response to

exclaim that

patriarchy

is

a

beer

It is a law which allows men to go topless on a

sunny afternoon on the mall,
definition of stud and of slut.

but not women.

It

is the

It is a military-industrial

complex which excludes non-straight non-men from the making of
decisions of war and decisions of profit, insurance breaks for
people with heterosexual marriage licenses, and diapers with
blue or pink ribbons.

It is the very requirement of defining

patriarchy as an objective, scientific variable which must be
proven beyond reasonable doubt to exist in relation to other
objectively defined variables if it is to be taken seriously.
And it is the definition of "reasonable doubt" in such a way
as to make such proof a practical impossibility.
However, as a student of sociology who hopes to join the
ranks of academia, I both expect the question to be asked and
accept that it must be answered.

Therefore, my rational mind

is able to overcome my emotional reaction and I am able to go
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forward with this work. 1
There
However,

is

no

single

answer to

the

question

various theoretical treatments

at

hand.

of patriarchy are

usefully discussed in terms of their focus on patriarchy as an
organized social system, patriarchy as forces which produce,
maintain, and reproduce such a system, and patriarchy as the
social consequences of such a system.
In terms of patriarchy as an organized social system,
Heidi

Hartmann

has

offered

definition of patriarchy.

perhaps

the

most

well-known

For Hartmann, it is:

... a set of social relations between men, which have
a material base, and which, though hierarchical, establish
or create interdependence and solidarity among men that
enable them to dominate women.
(1981, p. 14)
What is important here is that the social relations of which
Hartmann writes are not treated as randomly occurring.

They

are a set.

They

They exclude women.

are consequential.

Thus,

They are hierarchical.

they are made,

and they can be

unmade.
In terms of forces which have led to the establishment of
such

a

offered.

system,

various

Shulamith

theoretical

Firestone

treatments

(1970),

in

her

have
work,

been
The

Dialectic of Sex, points to the tyranny of a biology which

lThis statement is not meant to be sentimental or to invoke
sympathy. It is a theoretically relevant statement concerning the
relationship between normative expectations, the genera"t.ion of
emotions, and motivation.
Its relevance will be made clear in
subsequent chapters of this work.
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relegates primary responsibility for the reproduction of the
species to only half of its members.
(1984)

Janet Saltzman Chafetz

points to the social-structural relationship of the

female role with modes of economic production.

Peggy Reeves

Sanday (1981) focuses on social ideologies which arise out of
the relationship of a people to their physical environment.
Despite the apparent differences

in these arguments,

each

recognizes the system of male domination produced as a nonrandom entity,

an entity which exists in relation to the

systematic interaction of its causes.
In terms of the consequences of such a system, various
substantive interests have been expressed.
include economic inequality

(England 1992,

Such interests
Coverdill 1988,

England and Farkas 1986, Reskin 1984, Kanter 1977), sex-role
socialization (Berk 1985, Gerson 1985, Gilligan 1982, Chodorow
1978), self-esteem (Steinem 1993), emotional labor (Hochschild
1983),

as well as rape and sexual terrorism

Herman 1989, Barry 1979).

(Sanday 1990,

The list goes on and on.

Again,

since relevant social organization is the non-random product
of systematic influences,
just happen.
Whatever
emphasis,

the system's consequences do not

They are produced.
one's

one thing

conceptualization
about

patriarchy

is

and

theoretical

certain.

It

is

realized, in part, through the aggregated agency of individual
men.

This is not to say that individual men are responsible
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in an ultimate sense for patriarchy.
being

can

ever

variable,

for

creation

viewed

be

all

validly

No individual human

treated

are

the

as

biological,

as
of

product

an

"independent"

creation,

be

that

social-environmental,

spiritual, or some combination thereof.

Individuals may only

be validly treated either as "dependent" variables of creation
or as mechanisms through which the externally originating
forces of biology, society, or spirituality produce individual
action.

men

But men do much of patriarchy's dirty work.

Individual

often

agents

serve

patriarchy,

and

relationship

as
it

to

the
is

willing

the

the

or

social

unwilling

action

subordination,

of men

and

oppression,

exploitation of women that is the focus of this work.
such,

this work falls within a

of
its
and
As

research perspective which

explores gender as a structural system of domination and the
masculine

identity

as

a

socially

constructed

patriarchal social domination (Kimmel 1987).

agent

of
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Patriarchal Social Domination:

Patriarchal

social

substantive forms.

I

domination

Some Examples

exists

in

various

define such domination here as the

realized subordination of the interests of the group female to
the interests of the group male.
social

domination as

a

Thus,

macro-level,

I view patriarchal

aggregate phenomenon.

Some substantive forms of patriarchal social domination may
appear relatively mundane and/or trivial, in that they are so
pervasive that they appear natural and the consequences for
individual women reveal

little significant injury.

Other

forms, however, appear in no way natural and reveal injuries
that are in no way insignificant.
At the aggregate level, it is clear that men dominate in
their day-to-day social interaction with women.

This fact is

readily evident, for example, in research reports concerning
gendered patterns in verbal communication
1981, Fergusen 1977).

(McCarrick et al

Quite simply, when women and men are

engaged in conversation, men interrupt women more so than the
reverse and use such interruption to manipulate conversation
and

direct

it

towards

their

own

points

of

interest

and

expertise.
Furthermore, in established gendered relationships, such
as those between husbands and wives, males dominate decision-
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making processes in which disagreement arises
Farkas 1986, Blood and Wolfe 1960).

(England and

In fact, Blood and Wolf

acknowledge that "the whole conception of a hen-pecked husband
implies a norm that is being violated."

(1960, p. 12)

The

contemporary, youth-culture phrase for a parallel violation is
that of the "pussy-whipped" boyfriend.
pejorative

response

identifies

the

In either case,

occurrence

of

a

a

non-

normative decision-making pattern.
Such

communicative

and decision-making

domination

of

women by men in the private sphere effectively maintains a
hierarchical ordering of interpersonal relations.
degree

that

men

effectively

manipulate

To the

communication

and

control decision-making, interpersonal relations between men
and women are primarily defined by men and generate social
outcomes primarily dictated by men.
Ever since the kangaroo court fiasco of the Clarence
Thomas-Anita Hill Senate Judiciary Committee hearings, sexual
harassment has come to the forefront of public interest.

Even

without such public drama, however, sexual harassment existed
as a primary example of patriarchal social domination in the
public sphere.

It is not important here to precisely define

sexual harassment in terms of legalities or specific types of
behavior.

Suffice it to say that the sexual harassment of

women by men is the uninvited social imposition of sexuality
into public social settings in which women would like to be
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treated according to some other standard than their sex.
The magnitude of sexual harassment in society has been
documented in various contexts.

Women frequently are sexually

harassed on the street by the whistles, cat-calls, stares, and
pinches of strange men (Kissling 1991).

Within such contexts,

sexual harassment takes the form of sexual terrorism,
women

experience

individual

instances

"mini-rapes" (Herman 1989, p. 20).
on the job,
male

of

such

and

harassment

Women are sexually harassed

regardless of whether the job is traditionally

or traditionally

female,

blue-collar or white-collar

(Mansfield et al 1991, Padavic and Reskin 1990, Lafontaine and
Trudeau 1986, Mechling and Mechling 1985).
harassed as soldiers
police

officers

defendants,

Women are sexually

(Martindale 1991, Moskos 1985)

(Timmins

litigants,

and

Hainsworth

lawyers,

law

1989).

students,

and as
Female

and

court

personnel" are sexually harassed by male judges (Angel 1991),
female college students by male professors (Fitzgerald et al
1989, Reilly et al 1986, Rubin and Borgers 1980), and female
college professors by male students (Grauerholz 1989).
are sexually harassed at church
Beth Schneider
harassment

as

(1991),
deviance

(Majka 1991).

Women

As noted by

sociology's failure to treat sexual
suggests

the

normality

of

sexual

harassment in patriarchal social systems.
While the current intensity of public debate suggests
that sexual harassment is anything but mundane as a social
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issue, sexual harassment may be viewed as relatively trivial
in comparison to social problems such as teen suicide and gang
violence.

This

is

probably

because

the

psychological,

emotional, and economic injury sustained by sexually harassed
women is not manifested as physical injury.

If patriarchal

social domination

the

stopped here,

I

imagine,

sexual equality might not be so loud.
however.
violent

cries

for

It does not stop here,

Patriarchal social domination does take a physically
form,

and

its

consequences

for

women

are

often

manifested as physical injury.
There is no doubt that violent crime predominantly is
perpetrated by men and that the relationship of women to
violent crime is primarily via the socially imposed role of
victim.

This role must be viewed as socially imposed unless

female victims are viewed according to the patriarchal myth of
female masochism (Symonds 1979).

While the male perpetrator-

female victim role relationship in regards to violence is a
gendered relationship,

it

is

spurious to

assume that

the

gendering of the relationship causes the violence experienced
by women per se.

Much male violence against women must be

considered within the broader context of a male culture of
violence and aggression which exists outside of, as well as
within,

male-female

relations.

Often,

I

am

sure,

women

experience violence at the hands of men less because they are
women than because they happen to be in the wrong place at the
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wrong time.

However, if we restrict our analysis to violence

experienced by women at the hands of men within the contexts
of ongoing, interpersonal relationships, male violence against
women

clearly

is

influenced

by

the

gendered

context

of

relevant relations.
I find it distressing, depressing, and infuriating that
women are so

frequently brutalized by male acquaintances,

relatives, lovers, and spouses.

Such abuse has widely been

analyzed in various academic literatures.
brought to

Nadelhaft

(1987)

our attention the systematic pattern of

"wife

torture" in nineteenth century America, and more contemporary
rates of wife abuse document that this pattern has continued
unchecked as it has travelled into the twentieth century and·
towards the twenty-first

(Chapman 1990,

Strauss and Gelles

1986, Gelles 1985, Gelles and Strauss 1979, Lesse 1979).

In

fact,

of

Margaret

Dicanio

(1980)

reports

that

up

to

50%

married women have experienced physical abuse as occurring
within the contexts of their marital relations.
The ultimate consequence of male violence against women
in ongoing interpersonal relations is what Karen Stout (1989,
1992)

refers to as "Intimate Femicide."

Here,

patriarchal

social domination takes its most ruthless and conclusive form,
as

women

lovers.

are murdered by their husbands,

boyfriends,

and

According to the Uniform Crime Reports for the United

States for 1992

(p.

17),

2,792 women were the victims of
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murder in single victim-single offender situations, and the
offenders in 2,500 of these cases were known to be male.

Of

these

or

male

offenders,

fully

boyfriends of the victims.

29%

were

the

husbands

Thus, in 1992, over one-fourth of

female murders are cases of intimate femicide. 2

There is

nothing either mundane or trivial about death at the hands of
an intimate partner.

2In contrast, only 13% of male victims were murdered by
females and only 4% by wives or girlfriends. However, it is not my
intent here to compare men's social action to women's social
action. My questions concern why men, as a group, act the way they
do, not why men act differently than women.
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Conceptualizing the Problem

The preceding empirical examples of patriarchal social
domination vary according to the behavioral contexts of said
domination.

It is tempting,

discipline

especially in an intellectual

rooted in behavioristic explanations

of social

reality, to offer theoretical explanations which treat each
behavioral type of patriarchal social domination separately.
This work, however, focuses on the various behavioral types of
patriarchal

social

domination

in

terms

of

relationship to an organized social system.
they

are

treated

differences.

according

The

most

to

their

In such light,

similarities

obvious

similarity

common

rather
is

that

than
all

behavioral forms of patriarchal social domination require that
involved males hold power advantages over involved females.
Perhaps the central historical focus of sociology is the
analysis

of

sociological

social

power.

literature

vary

While
in

definitions

emphasis

on

in
power

the
as

potential, use of potential, or outcome of using potential and
power as structurally or individually located (Molm and Hedley
1991),

a common theme across definitions of power concerns

social conflict

and the

another's resistance.

imposition of one's will against

Whether focus is on the ability to

impose, the act of imposition, or the outcome of imposition,
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it is clear that power, social conflict, and social imposition
are conceptually tied.
However, imposition cannot be explained by power alone.
A necessary question concerns why one would act to impose
their will against another,

why a given male would act to

impose his will against a given female.
Before addressing this question, let us start by assuming
that patriarchal social organization provides most men with
the social power to impose their will against at least some
women.

For purposes

of simplicity,

let us

also consider

social conflict and imposition in terms of the gendered dyad.
We may now proceed with a micro-level conceptualization of
patriarchal social domination.
A gendered interaction situation is created when a male
and a female enter into social interaction within a specific
locus of tempero-spatial relations.
human

and

material

resources,

as

Such a situation contains
well

as

the

symbolic

resources of meaning potentially conveyed by the perception of
human and material resources as social objects.

Each actor

forms a subjective definition of the interaction situation
based on their perception of the symbolic resources available.
Within the

interaction situation,

an

actor

initiates

action based upon her/his definition of situation.

Such

initiation is met with action response on the part of the
other

actor,

and

interaction proceeds

along

an

initiated
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pathway to its conclusion.

While relevant social action and

interaction may take potentially infinite pathways, I define
an

interaction event

as

the occurrence within a

tempero-

spatially bounded interaction situation of specified initiated
action, subsequent interaction, and consequent outcomes.
Gendered social conflict is evidenced within the gendered
interaction event when the male actor and female actor hold
different

desires

concerning how each wants the

event to

proceed.

When these different desires are mutually exclusive,

when the

realization of action,

interaction,

and outcomes

desired by one actor requires the subordination of the desire
of the other actor, social conflict is non-negotiable.
Under

conditions

of

non-negotiable

social

conflict,

social action that is initiated by one actor is met with
dissatisfaction

by

the

other.

Thus,

when

a

male

actor

initiates a desired pathway of social interaction, that action
is met with the expression of dissatisfaction by the female
actor,

an expression she manifests through social action. 3

Such action may include negative response, failure to respond,
or the initiation of an alternative action pathway.
case,

In any

the expression of dissatisfaction serves to deflect

3This is not to say that dissatisfaction is real only if it is
expressed through social action.
In fact, extreme instances of
social domination often constrain against even the expression of
dissatisfaction by subordinates. However, for interactive conflict
to transpire, the expression of dissatisfaction is required.
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initiated action within the interaction situation.

Of course,

female initiation and male expression of dissatisfaction also
reveals gendered social conflict.
Under

conditions

of

non-negotiable,

gendered

social

conflict, three general categories of outcome are possible:
(1) subordination of the desire of the initiating actor,

(2)

subordination of the desire of the deflecting actor, or (3)
compromise or a stalemate which subordinates neither actor.
Whenever experienced outcomes subordinate the desire of an
actor, the interaction event is a case of social imposition.
Imposition, here, is defined in terms of the experience by one
actor of undesired social action, interaction, and outcomes,
not in terms of the intentions of the other.

The question of

intentionality is a separate question which will be treated in
subsequent chapters of this work.
However,
male

actors,

irrespective of the intentions of individual
gendered

interaction

undesired social action,

interaction,

events

which

impose

and outcomes against

females are individual cases of patriarchal social domination.
I refer to such cases as cases of patriarchal imposition.
Thus,

the

categorical

examples

of patriarchal

domination

discussed previously are the aggregate, substantive reality of
patriarchal imposition in society.

Each data point which

contributes to the production of this aggregate reality is an
interaction event of patriarchal imposition.
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The use of this term is offered for political purpose.
I

use

it

gendered

to

highlight

conflict

to

the

relationship

macro-level

of

patterns

micro-level,

of

patriarchal

social domination, not to contrast male dominated, micro-level
conflict to female dominated, micro-level conflict.

Under

patriarchy,

enact

most

men

have

the

social

power

to

patriarchal impositions against at least some women.

The

question remains, why do so many men so often take advantage
of this inequality?
Before

theoretically

addressing

this

question,

a

heuristic example is useful for both conceptual and political
reasons.

Conceptually, any example provides a context which

fosters

understanding

by

eliciting

sympathetic

potentially, empathetic responses in readers.

or,

Politically,

the provision of a socio-historically relevant and salient
heuristic example highlights the significance of patriarchal
imposition in the lives of members of a society.

A heuristic

treatment of the interaction event of date rape fulfills both
of these goals.
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A Heuristic Example:

Date Rape

A fundamental principle of feminist ideologies recognizes
that patriarchal social relations challenge the basic human
right of individual women to autonomously control their own
physicality and sexuality within biological and technological
parameters.

This principle is in no way new.

As noted in an

1855 letter to Antoinette Brown from Lucy Stone:
No two of us think about it, and yet it is clear to me,
that question underlies the whole movement, and our little
skirmishing for better laws, and the right to vote, will
yet be swallowed up in the real question, viz: Has a
woman a right to herself? It is very little to me to have
the right to vote, to own property, etc., if I may not
keep my body, and its uses, in my own absolute right. Not
one wife in a thousand can do that now.
(Sheffield 1989, p.3)
Specific

applications

feminist

discourses

education

and

abortion.
however,

of

this

principle

concerning

pre-natal

health

access
care,

abound
to

birth

in modern

reproductive
control,

and

Perhaps the most intensely personal application,
concerns the legal right and practical ability of

individual women to NOT be involved in sexual activity and
relations that they do not consent to, let alone desire.

Date

rape represents a denial of that right and ability.
Social psychological research on date rape arose in the
united States with the modern women's movement.
Eugene Kanin published a

report

In 1971,

calling attention to the
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magnitude of what he termed male sexual aggression on college
campuses.

In this report, male sexual aggression was defined

as occurring in situations in which some amount of mutually
consensual sexual activity precedes an attempt by a man to
force further sexual activity upon a resisting woman.

After

surveying 341 college males of all levels, Kanin reported that
one fourth of the total sample, and 36% of the college seniors
surveyed,

reported that they had engaged in male

aggression during their college career.

sexual

The mean frequency of

such attempts for seniors during their college career was 2.7.
More
statistics.

contemporary

research

reports

similar

alarming

Using the Sexual Experiences Survey (Koss and

Gidyez 1985, Koss 1985, Koss and Oros 1982), Mary Koss and
colleagues measured self-reported victimization by male sexual
aggression

of

various

intensities.

In

the

1982

report

concerning a sample of 2,016 female undergraduates, 70.5% of
respondents reported having sexual intercourse with a man when
they did not want to because involved males were so aroused
that involved females felt it was useless to try to stop them;
32.8% reported consenting to sexual intercourse because a man
threatened to terminate their relationship; 21.4% reported
consenting because of the continued pressure of argument put
forth by a man.

Further, 30.2% reported that physical force

had been used against them to impose kissing or petting, 3.1%
that vaginal intercourse had been imposed on them through
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threat of physical force,

and 8.2% that vaginal intercourse

had been imposed on them through the use of physical force.
Such evidence suggests that male sexual aggression in
dating relationships exists as a systematic tendency within
our socio-cultural context.
aggregate,
domination

sUbstantive
comprised

This tendency is revealed as an

pattern

of

of

individual

patriarchal

interaction

social

events

of

patriarchal imposition.
As an interaction event,

date rape includes both the

gendered interaction situation of a date and the social action
and outcome of rape.

The definition of the dating interaction

situation is not problematic.
defined as
between

a

a

This situation can be generally

tempero-spatial

female

actor

and

locus
a

male

mutually recognized sexual overtones.

of

social

actor

interaction

which

includes

The mutual recognition

of sexual overtones, while not assuming in either actor the
desire for sexual activity, distinguishes the gendered dating
situation

from

other situations

in which male

and female

actors come together in social interaction.
Defining the social action and outcome of rape, however,
is more problematical.

The semantic meaning of "rape" varies

with analytical emphasis, from emphasis on legality, through
moral

emphasis,

to

emphasis

on

social

inequality.

This

semantic variation is significant, as different definitions
lead to different statistics, and different statistics give
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rise to differing perceptions of rape as a social problem.
In my view, this debate is founded upon a fundamental
difference in perspective between feminist and mainstream
discourses.
for

While mainstream discourse attends to behavior

which an

individual man can be criminally punished,

feminist discourse focuses on behavior which challenges or
denies an individual woman's autonomous control over her body.
While mainstream discourse focuses on the freedom of the male
in defining rape, feminist discourse focuses on the freedom of
the female.
The focus of this work is patriarchal imposition per se,
not illegal patriarchal imposition.

Therefore, the definition

of rape offered here includes, but is not limited to, illegal
sexual impositions of men against women.

Date rape, then, is

considered as the consummation within the gendered interaction
situation of a date of any sexual activity initiated by a male
towards a female who does not desire it.

Of course, date rape

can involve a woman's imposition against a man,
against a woman, or a man's against a man.

a woman's

Men's imposition

against women, however, is my focus in this work.
I

should

emphasize

here

three

ways

in

which

this

definition goes beyond the restricted scope of existing legal
definitions.

First of all,

this definition does not make

distinctions between levels or types of sexual activity.
is not defined here by sexual penetration.

Rape

This aspect of the
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definition is consistent with the broader perspective of this
work,

as

it

is

the

outcomes,

not

central.

Consequently,

interaction

the

imposition

event

actions

of

and

undesired

outcomes

actions

imposed,

and

that

is

the production of date rape as an

is

analyzed

generally

in

terms

of

patriarchal imposition rather than deterministically in terms
of

specified

behavior.

This

is

also

consistent

with

theoretical perspectives that view rape as dominating,
opposed to purely sexual, behavior (Russell 1974).

as

Since date

rape is treated here as a heuristic example put forward for
the benefit of readers,
sexual

and

readers may draw the line between

non-sexual

activity

according

to

their

own

criteria.
Secondly, the emphasis in this definition on the autonomy
of the woman does not assume any intentionality on the part of
the man.

Legal definitions of rape in the United States are

founded upon the doctrine of "mens rea," which meaningfully
translates to "guilty mind" (see MacKinnon 1989, Pineau 1989,
and Curly 1976).

Under this doctrine, a man cannot be found

guilty of rape if a jury of his peers finds that he may have
reasonably
consent.
beyond

interpreted

a

woman's

actions

as

signifying

In such a situation, the accused cannot be proven
reasonable

doubt

to

have

intended

therefore, cannot be found guilty of rape.
inclusive

definition

applied

here,

to

rape

and,

According to the

however,

the

only
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requirement is that a woman does not desire to engage in the
sexual activity initiated by a man.
Finally, a woman obviously can consent to sexual activity
that she does not desire.
specified above,

When this happens in the context

it is considered to be date rape.

This

ramification of the definition is politically controversial
and arises with specific focus on female sexual autonomy.
When confronted with a situation in which a woman consents to
sexual

activity that

consented.

she does not

desire,

I

ask why she

Did she feel powerless or helpless?

consent out of perceived intimidation or fear?
sexual

autonomy

necessarily

was

by

an

socially

individual

considered to be rape.

challenged,
man,

and

Did she
If so, her

although

the

outcome

not
is

In a very strict sense, then, this

definition treats rape as a social action.

Sometimes, this

action requires male agency as a mechanism of its production.
Other times,

however,

the effects of a patriarchal social

system upon individual women do not require the active aid of
individual men to challenge and deny the sexual autonomy of
individual women.
While male agency is not always required for interaction
events

such as

date

rape to be

patriarchal imposition,
agency.

revealed as

instances of

the focus of this work is on male

Therefore, the scope of my heuristic treatment of

date rape is restricted to cases in which social conflict
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within the interaction situation of a date is realized as
expressed differential desire.

Without the expression of

dissatisfaction put forth by a female, date rape may occur as
mutually consensual, although not mutually desirable, sexual
activity.
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Socio-Cultural Process

My primary theoretical goal in this work is to explore
potential linkages between socio-cultural process and social
action.

The fact that social action exists as socio-cultural

process complicates this goal, as tautology is difficult to
avoid.
are

However, if we constantly remember that human beings

reflexive

creatures,

then

we

may

overcome

this

complication.
Reflexivity suggests the simultaneous existence of an
entity as both subject and object.

In other words, reflexive

entities actively view themselves as objects.
for reflexivity,

as Mead (1962)

recognized,

The potential
requires of an

entity that it exist at two levels, a level of activity and a
level of consciousness.

Thus,

consciousness can evaluate

activity and subjective objectivity is attained.
Extending
treated

as

exactly

the

this

the

logic,

socio-cultural

consciousness

point

of

of

Sirnrnel's

process

social

action.

(1965)

statement

can

be

This

is

of

the

principle of sociation as the necessary antecedent to social
life.

For Sirnrnel, the human ability to translate the sensory

experience of environmental stimulus into individual meaning
provides the basis for social action.
person's

action

provides

environmental

Further,
stimulus

since one
for

the
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sensory

perception

of

society

another,

exists

as

the

continuous translation of stimulus to perception, perception
to meaning, meaning to action, and action to stimulus.

At any

given moment, the social action of one can simultaneous exist
as the environmental stimulus of another.
Theoretically,
environmental

then,

socio-cultural process exists as

stimulus.

It

social

is

consciousness at the aggregate level.

consciousness,

Because my theoretical

goal here concerns the relationship between this stimulus and
subsequent social action,
human

senses.

Since

I

focus on its perception by the

sensory

perception

is

necessarily

temporally and spatially contingent, socio-cultural process is
defined here as the tempero-spatially contingent provision of
social stimulus for the perception of individuals.
At

an

sufficient

abstract

theoretical

conceptualization

of

level,

this

may

socio-cultural

be

a

process.

However, I also have a substantive goal for this work.

This

goal concerns the analysis of socio-cultural process as it
relates to the social action of patriarchal imposition.
order

to

do

this,

I

must

operationalize

In

socio-cultural

process.
Socio-cultural process is multi-dimensional.

For the

purposes at hand, such process can be considered in terms of
three

dimensions.

The

first

dimension

includes

stimulus

perceived by an individual who has been actively involved in
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the generation of said stimulus.
experiential process.

I refer to this dimension as

On a moment to moment basis in social

interaction, we generate social stimulus that is immediately
perceived by both self and others.
determines

the

quality

of

While no one individual

directly

social

process,

the

individual is a necessary influence in its generation.
The second dimension includes stimulus perceived by an
individual

who

observes

everyday life.

Rather,

social

action

of

in

factor

Here, the perceiving individual is not a
in

the

generation

of

social

stimulus.

the individual perceives social interaction as an

outsider,

an

theoretical

onlooker,

a

distinction,

voyeur.
because

This
the

is

an

outsider

assumed to perceive indirect stimulus as salient.
here,

others

I refer to this dimension as non-fictional

vicarious process.
necessary

the

important
cannot

be

Saliency,

is contingent upon the degree to which an individual

identifies with the actor(s) s/he is observing.
The third dimension includes stimulus perceived by an
indi vidual who observes the social action of others in a
fictionalized setting.
vicarious

process.

vicarious

social

I refer to this dimension as fictional
While

processes

experiential
involve

and non-fictional

"real"

others,

this

dimension involves others who are not necessarily perceived as
real.

Here,

I

make

the

distinction

fictionalized others along two dimensions.

between

real

and

The first has to
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do

with

whether

or

not

media

of

cultural

transmission

facilitate individual perception; real others are perceived
directly

by

one's

senses,

while

fictional

others

perceived indirectly through a cultural medium.

may

be

The second

has to do with whether or not the viewer considers relevant
interaction
perceived

as

as

explicitly

real

when

scripted;

their

self

action

is

and

others

are

perceived to

be

generated within a situational interaction event, while self
and others are perceived as fictional when their interaction
is perceived to be pre-determined.

Again,

the saliency of

perception of fictional vicarious process is contingent upon
the degree to which an individual identifies with involved
actor (s) .
This distinction between real and fictionalized others is
significant in that it suggests over-lapping relationships
between these three types of socio-cultural process.

For

example, actors in a play may perceive their interaction as
both experiential, because they are active participants in the
interaction,

and

as

fictional

interaction is scripted.

vicarious,

because

this

Also, the audience of a play may

perceive this interaction as both non-fictional vicarious,
because they are viewing the interaction without the aid of an
indirect

medium,

and

as

fictional

interaction presented is scripted.

vicarious,

because the

Finally, the audience of

a film documentary may perceive interaction as non-fictional
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vicarious,

because

it

purports

to

relate

non-scripted

interaction, and as fictional vicarious, because it is viewed
through an indirect medium.
It is

clear that no singular methodology is able to

transcend this dimensionality of socio-cultural process.
thorough

treatment

of

such

process

will

A

require

the

application of multiple and overlapping methodologies.

One

has to start somewhere, however, and, after developing theory
in the

following two

chapters,

process in chapter five.

I

will

focus

on

cultural
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Conclusion

In

its

political

dominated social

focus

systems,

on

the

elimination

of

male

feminism necessarily includes

theoretical treatment of social action.

a

Feminism as a social

movement calls for the development of strategic theory, theory
which is explicitly targeted at praxis, the creation of social
change through social action.

This action-orientation is

clearly stated in Linda Gordon's definition of theoretical
feminism as " ... an analysis of female subordination for the
purpose of figuring out how to change it." (1979, p. 107)
Implicit in this definition of feminism, because female
subordination implies male superordination, is an analysis of
male superordination for the purpose of figuring out how to
change it.

In this implicit case, theoretical analysis of

social action concerns male dominating social action, action
put

forth

females.

by males

that

results

in

the

subordination of

The first step in such an analysis is figuring out

why so many men so often use the relative power advantages
afforded by existing patriarchal relations to dominate their
interpersonal relations with women.

Given that patriarchal

social systems allow for the situational domination of women
by men, how are men motivated, encouraged,

driven,

situationally

words,

dominate

women?

In

other

etc. to
how

are
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individual events of patriarchal imposition produced? And how
can this production be eliminated?
The remainder of this work is offered in an attempt to
identify

various

ways

in

which

existing

socio-cultural

processes influences the production of male social action
which generates outcomes of patriarchal imposition.

The first

step of this task concerns the theoretical linkage of sociocultural process to social action.
second

step

processes

in

concerns

analyzing

terms

their

of

Given such linkage, the
existing

potential

production of patriarchal imposition.
accomplished,

socio-cultural

influence

in

the

Once these tasks are

socio-cultural processes can be evaluated in

terms of the political purpose of feminism.

How might the

manipulation of socio-cultural process serve to eliminate, or
at least minimize, patriarchal social domination by calling a
halt

to

the

production

patriarchal imposition?

of

men

as

patriarchal

agents

of
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CHAPTER THREE:
PARADIGMS OF SOCIAL ACTION

Introduction

Patriarchal social systems are revealed in patriarchal
social

domination,

and

such

domination

is

produced,

maintained, and reproduced through patriarchal imposition.

On

a day-to-day basis, the interests of women are subordinated to
the interests of men in gendered social interaction.

Such

subordination often is accomplished situationally via the
agency of individual men.

The question for this chapter

concerns how men are motivated to act as agents of patriarchal
imposition.
In

order

to

address

this

question,

I

will

provide

overviews of three paradigms concerning the production of
social action,
socially

one emphasizing innate motivation,

rational

motivation,

and

the

another
third

affective/emotional motivation.

For each perspective, I will

use

example

date

rape

patriarchal

as

a

heuristic

imposition,

explaining

how

of
the

the

problem of

logic

of

the

respective theories applies to the understanding of action
production.

Also, I will focus on theoretical propositions

concerning the potential influence of socio-cultural processes
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in the production of social action generally and patriarchal
imposition specifically.

Finally, I will summarize each of

these propositions as derived from the various perspectives.
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Abstract Individualism

Thomas

Hobbes

generally

abstract individualism.

is

considered

a

founder

of

Abstract individualism is used here

to denote a theoretical paradigm which is grounded in the
basic assumption that the individual, as a biological entity
and member of a biological species, ontologically preexists
the social

(Jaggar 1988, p. 29-30).

Therefore,

individuals

are viewed as bringing with them into society the motivational
foundation for social action that, in turn, creates society.
With the initial publication of Leviathan in 1651, Hobbes laid
the

foundation

relationship

for

between

a

course
the

of

human

thought
animal

concerning

and

society

the
that

presents competition and consequent social inequalities as
natural

outcomes

of

interaction

between

self-interested

individuals in resource-scarce environments.
Hobbes locates behavioral motivation in the human species
in two drives, one aimed at the maximal acquisition of objects
of desire and the other aimed at the avoidance of death.
Regarding the first of these drives, he refers to the human
"Passions" as the sensual pleasures which provide the natural
momentum for human behavior. (1985, p. 118-128)

Environmental

resources that satisfy this set of drives serve as the natural
objects of acquisitive behavior, and these resources become
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scarcer

as

the

population

density

increases.

Thus,

an

increase in population density also increases the natural
motivation for conflict.l
In regards to the second drive, however, Hobbes posits
that gratification of sensual drives is always contingent upon
the avoidance of death.

Since the threat of death increases

with conflict, a motivational potential for civilization is
caused by population growth.

population growth, by increasing

the relative scarcity of resources, the potential for conflict
and, consequently, the threat of death, provides a potential
for civilization as human beings become willing to inhibit
their drives for sensual gratification if, in return, others
will do the same.

As social contracts that guarantee this

mutual inhibition are established, individuals trade maximal
gratification for minimal insecurity and civilization expands.
Ironically, Hobbes' argues that civilization expands due
to increased insecurity regarding life and death.

Since

Hobbes postulates a state of relative equality among mankind
that leaves no man safe
eventually

motivated

to

(1985,
enter

p.

183-185),

into

social

all men are
contracts.

Ultimately, individual social contracts become aggregated and
lIn cases in which the resource in question is human, such as
sex, then the object of gratification is a human being. Therefore,
in such cases, scarcity is not necessarily directly related to
population density. It is directly related to relative population
density as measured by the ratio of resource-holding individuals to
resource-desiring individuals.
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the

institution

enforcement

of

the

mechanism

civilized

for

social

State

is

born

contracts.

as

The

an

innate

motivation for conflict is diffused by the State, and anarchy
is overcome.
In

essence,

and Hobbes

does

present

an essentialist

theory, human motivation is viewed in Leviathan as grounded
innately

in

the

maximization

of

species

and

self-interest.

naturally motivated only as
pursuit of self-interest.
degree

that

targeted

they

it

as

Concern

the
for

relative
others

relates to the

is

individual

Others are of concern only to the

desire

the

same

objects

of

sensual

gratification, that these objects are scarce, and that others
present a threat of death in competition.

The State is of

concern as it regulates acquisitive behavior and protects that
which

has

been

motivates

legitimately

individuals

associating

failure

to

to

do

acquired.

The

State

respect

social

so

constraints,

with

also

contracts
such

by
as

imprisonment, against continued sensual gratification.
In

order

to

apply

Hobbesian

theory

to

patriarchal

imposition, it is initially important to note that Hobbes' was
speaking of social relatic,,",ships between men.

While it may be

tempting to assume that he included women in his definition of
"mankind," it is invalid to do so because the social contracts
which

dominated

property.

his

society

viewed

women

primarily

as

It is also reasonable to suggest that females were
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not considered to be the relative equals of males by Hobbes.
If so,

women would not be viewed as presenting a

serious

threat of death to males in competition for scarce resources,
and social contracts protecting women from the imposition of
men would not be motivated by male self-interest.
Since the self-interest of individual men is at the root
of the social contract to begin with, social contracts would
apply to females primarily via a woman's property relation to
a

man.

Thus,

males

would

impose

against

females

in

competition for sensual gratification, quite simply, because
they are able to do so.
While

the

specific

male

imposition

of

rape

is

not

explicitly discussed by Hobbes, its relevance is evident.

Men

have an innate drive toward the gratification of natural lust.
In women, however, this drive is countered by the threat of
pregnancy which may decrease a
gratification in the future.

woman's

ability

for

self-

This would be especially true

for women in cases where a woman holds no property relation to
a man,

as the man then has no legal responsibility for the

upkeep of the woman.

Due to the relative physical advantage

of male over female, most males possess the physical ability
to gratify natural lust against the opposition of at least
some females.

Rape, then, is a natural potential in all males

and may be inhibited only through the application of a social
contract that makes it worthwhile to the self-interest of men
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not to rape women. 2
Interestingly enough, Hobbes might have predicted that
the frequency of rape victimization would be lowest among
women who were related to men as property.
the

"owner"

Similarly,

would

pose

a

threat

to

a

For these women,
potential

rapist.

it may be argued from the Hobbesian perspective

that the redefinition in Western jurisprudence of women from
property to citizens would increase the social frequency of
rape.

As Catharine MacKinnon has pointed out

(1989),

the

enforcement of laws against the rape of free women have never
been enforced stringently and,

without the threat of death

that comes from a woman's proprietor, the suppression in males
of natural lust would be minimal.

Consequently, a rape free

society seems a Hobbesian impossibility; all men are viewed as
moti vated to rape and the application of social contracts that
prohibit rape in a free society are not motivated by men's
fear of death.
Whereas
implications

Hobbes

does

of

theory

his

not
for

discuss
the

specifically

conceptualization

the
of

heterosexual relations, Freudian theory seems preoccupied with

2It is important to note that this proposition is not
necessarily conservative or anti-feminist.
Some radical and
cultural feminists also locate the source of patriarchy in biology.
The feminist approach here focuses on matriarchy as the solution,
and the future of matriarchy is widely popular in the literature of
feminist science fiction. A prime example of this is Sally Miller
Gearheart's The Wanderground: Stories of the Hill Women.
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sexual motivation

as

underlying the great

behavior and behavioral conflict.

scope

of human

In Civilization and It's

Discontents, Sigmund Freud reveals a view of the relationship
between the human subconscious, libidinal (sexual) impulses,
and social organization as inherently conflictive.
of

abstract

human

individualism,

beings,

as

the motivation that

animals,

bring

with

them

In terms
individual

into

social

relations is necessarily troublesome regarding the maintenance
of social order.
As we see, what decides the purpose of life is simply
the programme of the pleasure principle. This principle
dominates the operation of the mental apparatus from the
start. There can be no doubt about its efficacy, and yet
its programme is at loggerheads with the whole world, with
the macrocosm as much with the microcosm.
(1961, p. 24)
The

discontents

that

Freud

views

as

inherent

in

human

civilization are posited to result from the natural antagonism
between

the

requirements

of

civilized

society

and

the

motivational foundations that individuals bring with them into
civilized society.
Freud's work on the structure of subconscious motivation
reveals

some

confusion regarding the

sexual and aggressive drives.

relationship between

(Strachey 1961)

This confusion

concerns whether the aggressive/destructive drive (Thanatos)
is a component of the sex drive (Eros) or truly independent
from the sexual impulses of the pleasure principle.
1924, 1970)

(Freud

Despite this vacillation as to where aggression
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stands relative to sex in the innate subconscious, it is clear
that Freud conceived of both as organically rooted.
Like Hobbes, Freud viewed the development of civilized
society as requiring the inhibition of individual interest by
social organization.
Human life in common is only made possible when a
majority comes together which is stronger than any
separate individual and which remains united against
all separate individuals ... The replacement of the
power of the individual by the power of a community
constitutes the decisive step of civilization.
(1961, p. 46-47)
Civilization, then, must provide not only that which makes the
environment "serviceable," but also those social processes
that

control

natural

instincts.

(1961,

p.

40)

Human

discontent arises from the problematic nature of this social
control.
According to Freud, such discontent can only be minimized
by the social facilitation of libidinal displacement,

the

"shifting (of) the instinctual aims in such a way that they
cannot come up against frustration from the external world."
(1961, p. 28)
facilitate

To the degree that social institutions do not

such

displacement,

uninhibited

behavior

will

eventually result.
In

regards

to

sexual

relations

specifically,

suggests that monogamy is not endogenous to humans.

Freud
Rather,

libidinal energy is focused across the vast array of potential
sexual

objects.

This

broad libidinal

potential,

termed
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polymorphous perversity, was evolutionarily compounded in the
human

male

with

the

transition

from

olfactory

to

visual

primacy in sensory reception, as male arousal became no longer
constrained by
Original

"love"

female

menstrual

cycles.

(1961,

p.

51-52)

is conceptualized here as an un-renounced

sexual satisfaction.

Civilization, however, demands a heavily

modified, aim-inhibited love, and the rift between the two is
viewed as unavoidable.

Accordingly,

"in no other case does

Eros betray the core of his being, his purpose of making one
out of more than one." (1961, p. 61)
From

this

perspective,

male

sexual

aggression

and

imposition result from the failure of social organization,
especially the organization of the family, to facilitate the
smooth displacement of male libidinal drive onto appropriate
objects.

Since Freud does not provide a specific theoretical

treatment of female sexuality, it must be assumed either that
social organization is more efficient at displacing libidinal
drive in females than in males or that the female libido is
less

than

the

male.

In

either

case,

females

are

less

motivated towards sexual behavior than males and more likely
than

males

to

express

non-consent.

Males

impose

sexual

activity against women because men are physically capable of
doing so.
While Hobbes expressed some optimism as to the ability of
civilized

society

to

inhibit,

thus

minimize,
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aggressive/destructive
pessimism.

behavior,

Freud

expressed

outright

Aggressive impositions are inevitable and posited

to result from the "superior power of nature, the feebleness
of our own bodies and the inadequacy of the regulations which
adjust the mutual relationships of human beings."

(1961, p.

26)

The

enduring

strength

of

the

Hobbesian

paradigm

evidenced in the contemporary field of sociobiology.

o.

Wilson,

in

his

work

Sociobiology:

The

New

is

Edward

Synthesis,

suggests that human behavior in all of its various forms
involves some underlying physiological variant.
and

Freud

foundation

posited

natural

of human

drives

motivation,

or

Wilson

While Hobbes

instincts
offers

as

the

the modern

conceptualization of genetics as setting firm parameters on
human behavior.
Ultimately,
imposition

is

a

the model
scarcity

offered to explain patriarchal
of

resources

argument

with

an

interesting twist - the resources discussed are physiological
rather

than

specifically

environmental.
on

sexual

Like

imposition

Freud,
in

his

Wilson

focuses

discussion

of

heterosexual conflict.
Wilson's scarcity of resources argument is applied to the
empirical fact that males possess vastly greater numbers of
sperm than females do ova.
innately

Since humans are assumed to be

self-interested and,

genetically

speaking,

self-
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interest

equals

gene-interest,

women

have

a

tremendously

greater interest in any particular egg than men have in any
particular sperm.

Men are much less concerned about what, in

particular,

happens to any particular sperm than women are

about

happens

what

to

a

particular

egg.

Thus,

men

are

evolutionarily motivated to sew their oats and maximize their
contribution to the gene pool, while women are evolutionarily
motivated to be extremely selective,

both in terms of the

quality of the male genes she wishes to reproduce and in terms
of the socio-economic conditions in which her offspring will
be raised.
Consequently, except in the few cases in which the male
is perceived to be physiologically satisfactory

and socio-

economically secure, the female will be motivated towards nonconsent and the male towards imposition.

Furthermore, when

the male is perceived by the female as a "good catch," the
female

is

motivated

to

defer

to

and

pamper

him

as

motivation/compensation for the evolutionary sacrifice that he
makes to be a faithful husband and father.
According to Wilson, the natural relationship between the
sexes is based upon conflicting goals.
the

evolutionary

physiological

self-interest

structures.

of

Male

These goals reflect

animals

with

divergent

sexual

aggression

and

imposition are the natural result of this inevitable conflict,
and deference is the natural compromise of dependent females.
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It is interesting to note that abstract individualism's
treatment of rape places primary focus on biological drive and
secondary focus on situational opportunity.

Therefore, rape

is not treated according to its situational characteristics.
The

dating

situation

simply provides

a

situational opportunity to commit rape.

driven

male

with

Date rape is not

viewed as significantly different than rape occurring in other
social situations.
Putting questions of validity and political ramifications
aside for a moment,
level

of

acceptance

it is important to recognize the high
that

the

Hobbesian

perspective

has

achieved as a theoretical paradigm .
... we may say that the twentieth century has brought
us closer to an appreciation of Hobbes on three counts:
power, peace, and science. Our century has compelled
us to new interest in his subject matter - the power
relations, necessary, possible, and desirable, between
men; in his living purpose - to find a way to peace and
'commodious living'; and in his method - the method of
science.
(Macpherson 1985, p. 11)
To

a

large

degree,

the

appreciation of Hobbes.

social

sciences

have

come

to

an

A dominant focus of both theory and

research concerns the efficiency of social institutions in
organizing,

instituting, and enforcing social controls that

serve to promote basic human rights.

Without them,

it is

often assumed, human society would be in a natural state of
chaos.
Furthermore,

to

the

degree

that

one

accepts

stated
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assumptions,
consistent.
maximize

the

content

of

explanation

is

logically

If humans are innately and necessarily driven to

sensual

gratification,

to

release

libidinal

and

aggressive energy, to maximize and insure their contribution
to the gene pool,

then sexual conflict is inevitable.

If

resources are scarce or if females and males are motivated
towards the maximization of mutually exclusive goals,
conflict between women and men is inevitable.
socially,

physically,

and politically

more

then

If males are
powerful

than

females as groups, then there are more individual males who
are able to impose against females than there are females able
to impose against males.
relative

social

At the aggregate level, then, the

frequencies

of

imposition

in

female-male

conflict are explained.
It

is

important

to

point

out,

however,

that

the

assumptions which underlie the logic of Hobbes, Freud, Wilson,
and many other similar theorists are ultimately essentialist.
Until

what

Jeffrey

"selfish" gene

Weeks

(1989)

sarcastically

refers

to

as

the

is isolated by science, the paradigm

remains non-falsifiable.
However, even if abstract individualism is an empirically
valid assumption,
interest.
enforcement

socio-cultural process

is

of analytical

Such process contribute to the development and
of

social

controls.

Social

contracts

that

proscribe patriarchal imposition may be institutionalized and
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enforced as constraints against the exploitative use by men of
women to obtain sensual gratification.
that

facilitate

the

Social organizations

suppression and displacement of male

libidinal energy may be honed.
A more recent work in the field of sociobiology (Lumsden
and Wilson 1981, p. 347) specifically states the potential
influence of socio-cultural process on the redirection of
human behavior away from biological drive.

First of all,

through institutional control over the relationship between
individual behavior and individual contribution to the gene
pool,

socio-cultura1 process may influence the process of

natural selection.

Secondly, through organizational control

over the physical environment in which children are raised,
socio-cultural process may direct the learning processes of
human males away from imposition against females.
For example, various evolutionary theories of rape and
other forms of sexual aggression (see Ellis 1989) posit that
the motivation to rape is selected for in animal populations.
The logic of this is simple; rape may result in a victim's
pregnancy, thus guaranteeing a rapist's contribution to the
gene pool.

A society that sets a priority on minimizing the

occurrence

of

rape,

however,

could

attack

this

natural

selection by making abortion readily accessible to victims of
rape and by denying the rapist the ability and/or opportunity
to

father

children

in

the

future,

thus

limiting

the
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contribution of rapists to the gene pool.

Such a society also

could teach children that rape is an unacceptable behavior
that

consistently and necessarily brings punishment,

discouraging

self-interested

natural desires.

males

from

acting

on

thus
their
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Social Rationality

The necessary precursor to any theoretical treatment of
rationality and social action is the recognition of the human
potential for forethought.
before they leap.

Human beings are able to look

Very simply, rational action is purposive

action, action that is targeted at the achievement of specific
ends.

However, rationality cannot be defined according to the

achievement of such ends if one wants to avoid tautology.
Rather,
attempt,

rationality
however

expected ends.

is

discussed

successful

or

here

according

unsuccessful,

to

to

the

achieve

Thus, rational action is purposive action, but

purposes are not always served by rational action.
Furthermore,
objectivity.
purposes

Rational

are

individuals.
universally

rationality
action

perceived

must
is

and

not

be

confused

with

action,

but

purposive

defined

subjectively

by

While one may argue that some purposes are held
across

the

human population,

argument for rational objectivity.

this

is

not

an

Rather, the motivational

qualities of such purposes, even if they are universal, are
individually perceived.

Individual perceptions, as recognized

by Simmel (1965), are always processed within the confines of
individual conscious

(and sub-conscious) process.

necessarily subjective.

They are
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Why

this

motivation?

discussion
It

is

of the

necessary

subjectivity
because

of

of

rational

the

popular

misconception that rational perspectives on motivation, most
notably rational choice theory, are predictive using simple
and objective, deductive logic.

This misconception portrays

the rationality paradigm as assuming universal objects of
moral and/or hedonistic purpose (truth,

justice, sex, money,

etc.), measuring relevant situational constraints,

assuming

perfect information and objective individual perception, and
predicting individual behavior accordingly.

As will be made

clear in the subsequent elaboration of rational choice theory,
the rationality paradigm necessarily assumes neither universal
objects of purpose nor the objective perception of perfect
information.
While the recognition of purpose as relevant to action
obviously predates the invention of the wheel, Max Weber has
been credited by academic sociology as the first to treat
purpose as central to sociological analysis.

The cornerstone

of Weber's perspective on purpose and action is the analytical
conceptualization of the german word, verstehen.
translated,

verstehen

translated,

verstehen signifies a method of analysis that

links

aggregate

means

social

understanding.

Literally

phenomena

to

Analytically

individual

action,

individual action to individual motive, and individual motive
to

structures

of

social

authority

and

domination.

To
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understand society is to understand action, and to understand
action is to understand the social meaning that individuals
associate with action.
For Weber,

society is social action

(1978a).

Social

action can be differentiated from non-social action to the
This

degree that it involves at least one other person.

involvement does not necessitate the physical presence of the
other, however.

For example, the laying of flowers on a loved

one's grave is social action even when it is accomplished
alone.

It

is

social because it involves the other at a

symbolic level.
The goal of sociology for Weber is the "interpretive
understanding" (p. 4) of social action.

Quite simply, Weber

proposes that such understanding comes from unraveling the
motives from which social actions spring.

Motive, to Weber,

is a tautology, "a complex of subjective meaning which seems
to the actor himself or to the observer an adequate ground for
the

conduct

in question."

adequate motivator of action.

(p.

11)

Thus,

meaning

is

an

The interpretation of meaning

is the adequate goal of sociology.
The simplicity of this conceptualization is misleading
for two reasons.

First of all,

meaning is not concretely

defined by Weber and, therefore, the relational mechanism of
motive to action is untreated.
is proposed to

Secondly, while social meaning

originate external to the

individual,

the
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transmission of social meaning to the
unspecified.

individual

is

left

As will be discussed below, the first of these

problems has been addressed in the historical development of
the paradigm, while the second remains elusive.
Without specifically defining what meaning is, Weber does
delineate

between

empirical

and

theoretical

meaning.

Empirical meaning exists within the tautological definition of
motive.

Theoretical, or pure, meaning is conceived within the

hypothetical

vacuum

of

ideal

types.

Because

Weber's

intellectual energy is primarily focused on theory,

ideal

types

as

are

stressed.

Empirical

meaning

is

left

a

subjectively complex interaction of ideal types.
Weber's ideal types

(pp.

24-26)

of meaningful social

action are classified first according to their rationality.
Rational types are associated with purposive relationships
between action and consequence.
relationships.
development

Weber's
of

the

Non-rational types lack such

fundamental
rationality

influence
paradigm

on
is

the
his

conceptualization of irrational types of action as "factors of
deviation from a conceptually pure type of rational action."
(p.6)

While I don't believe it was his intent, the historical

influence of this conceptualization helps explain the relative
paucity

of

systematic

empirical
nature

stereotypical

of

and

theoretical

irrational

association

research

social

of masculinity

action.
and

on

the
The

rationality,
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femininity and irrationality, has undoubtedly exacerbated this
effect in a male-dominated academia.
In terms

of non-rational,

purposeless

social

action,

Weber further distinguishes between traditional action and
affectual

motivated

by

"ingrained habituation," affectual by "feeling states."

(p.

25)

action.

Traditional

action

is

Irrational motivation, because it has been analytically

segregated from rational motivation in the literature, will be
treated

explicitly

in

the

next

section

of

this

chapter.

However, rationality paradigm does recognize emotion as both
a

consequence of social action,

thus relevant to rational

motivation, and as a motivator of irrational social action.
In a purely theoretical sense, it is this recognition that has
inspired me to integrate the rational and non-rational under
one theoretical framework.
action

can

be

the

cause

If the consequence of rational
of

irrational

action,

then

the

theoretical segregation of the two is misguided.
In terms of rational,
distinguishes
rational.

between

purposive social action,

instrumentally

rational

and

This distinction concerns the nature,

Weber
value-

concrete

versus abstract, of the means-end relationship involved.

If

the action put forth is expected by the actor actually to
produce an empirically concrete consequence,
instrumental.

If,

however,

the action is

the actor views the action as

conforming to some moralistic code, the action is value-based.
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While

Weber's

treatment

of

society

is

grounded

in

individual action, his explanatory focus clearly is at the
macro-level.
legitimate

This can be seen both in his treatment of
authority

aggregation

mechanism

as
of

driving

society

social

action

through
and

some

in

his

methodological practice of identifying primary sources of
legitimate
action,

authority,

and using the

explain some other,

assuming their
formal goals

influence

on

social

of said authority to

macro-level social phenomena.

In The

Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, the charismatic

authority of leaders of the Protestant Reformation inspires
the ascetic social action that, upon aggregation, provides a
necessary and sufficient explanation of the development of
industrial capitalism.
Weber's treatment of legitimate authority and the social
domination

of

individual

social

action

(1978b)

is

what

separates him from abstract individualism.

While abstract

individualism

motivation

focuses

on

the

endogenous

of

individual action and views social organization as only a
constraint against natural drives, Weber focuses on actual
exogenous sources of individual motivation.

Social action

that is motivated by exogenous sources is dominated social
action, where domination is defined as:
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the situation in which the manifested will of the ruler
or rulers is meant to influence the conduct of one or more
others and actually does influence it in such a way that
their conduct to a socially relevant degree occurs as if
the ruled had made the content of the command the maxim of
their conduct for its very own sake.
(p. 946)
Weber clearly and explicitly views domination as central to
social action.

It is, to Weber,:

one of the most important elements of social action.
Of course, not every form of social action reveals a
structure of dominancy. But in most of the varieties of
action domination plays a considerable role, even it is
not obvious at first sight.
(p. 941)
Very simply, domination imposes motive upon the individual.
While it may be argued that the distinction between exogenous
constraints on motivation and exogenous sources of motivation
is primarily one of semantics, the analytical emphasis on the
social as opposed to the individual is nevertheless important.
For Weber, authority is the exogenous source of dominated
individual

action

distinguishes

and

between

comes

in

economic

and

various

forms.

political

He

authority,

between rational and personal authority, between legitimate
and illegitimate authority.

The key distinction for the

purposes at hand is the last, and it sounds much like Marx's
conceptualization of ideology and false consciousness.

Weber

proposes that legitimate domination is domination that is
mythically

justified both in the eyes

of the positively

privileged and the negatively privileged (p. 953).

Dominating

social authority is legitimate when both the dominator and the
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dominatee

hold

justifiable,

a

consensual

though

not

definition

necessarily

of

the

mutually

action

as

desirable,

action.
Three related points need to be made here.
and quite

simply,

domination

is

domination

First of all,
regardless

of

whether or not the dominatee perceives it as justified and
consents to it.

When both the dominator and the dominatee

perceive such justification,

the domination is legitimate.

When the dominatee does not accept the justification for the
domination, it is illegitimate domination.

It is clear here

that, for Weber, legitimacy is simply an empirical and valuefree definition.

Morality and ethics are put aside.

Secondly, while the simple elaboration of legitimately
dominated social action includes a dominator and a dominatee
within an action setting, a more comprehensive elaboration of
such action might view both actors within the situation as
dominatees.

This

proposition

is

derived

logically

from

Weber's recognition that the few generally dominate the many,
yet the few generally interact directly with the few and the
many with the many.

If one does not accept the assumptions of

abstract individualism out of hand,
dominate

in

Micro-level
generate

the

social
actors

action
do

not

justifications

may

then the motivation to

have

an

necessarily
that

exogenous
make

motivate

source.

the

rules

or

their

acts

of

domination; the few do not have to be present continuously
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with the many in order to rule the many.
Thirdly, because Weber conceptualizes real motivation as
a

subjectively

types,

complex

interaction

of

theoretically

pure

the real consequences of social domination are not

necessarily the intended consequences of authority.
motivation to dominate,
authority,

or

to

The real

to consent to perceived legitimate

fight

against

perceived

illegitimate

authority originates from the subjectively complex interaction
of various and unspecified exogenous sources of authority.
When the rationally desired consequences of various sources of
authority

interact,

the

ultimate

replicate,

and probably will not

consequence
replicate,

need

the

not

rational

intent of anyone of the various sources.
These

three

points

application of this work.
rape.

During

interaction,
undesirable

the

sexual
by

the

are

central

to

the

empirical

Let's return to the example of date

course

of

mutually

activity

occurs

involved

female.

that

desired
is

social

viewed

According

to

as
the

definition of rape offered earlier, this sexual activity is
rape whether the female consented to it or not.
consented because she believed the activity was

If she
justified

according to authority that she viewed to be legitimate, then
the sexual activity is socially legitimated rape.

If she did

not

was

consent but

was

overcome

anyway,

illegitimately by an individual man.

then

she

raped

I stress again here that
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I am defining rape according to female autonomy, not according
to legalities or the freedom of individual men.
Furthermore, the definition of rape as socially dominated
action recognizes that the motivation for the male to initiate
or impose such sexual activity can originate in exogenous
sources of authority.

To the degree that the desire and/or

justification for such action has been enculturated into an
individual male, his action is clearly viewed in Weber's logic
to be dominated by legitimated social authority.
such real

motivation exists as

an

Also, since

interaction of various

sources of authority, the motivational intent of a given male
towards such action should not be assumed simply to replicate
the rational intent of any single source of authority.
My point is that, according to the foundational logic of
the rationality paradigm, action and interaction are social.
Weber's

methodological

individualism

is

a

process

of

conceptualization that focuses on the individual in order to
interpret and understand the social.

Starting at the macro-

level, the Weberian legacy to the rationality paradigm begins
with

a

hierarchical

structure

of

social

authority

and

domination in which the few rule the many.

The existing

structure

at

of

authority

and

domination

works

both

the

individual level of "I rule you (singular)" and at the group
level of "We rule you (plural)."

Within this structure, the

few communicate and justify their various rational interests
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to each other and to the many.
At the micro-level, individuals receive the communicated
interests

and

justifications

of

the

few

from

below

and

generate an exogenously dominated array of rational interests,
an array which cannot be assumed to replicate the rational
interests of any singular source of authority.

Individuals

enter into social interaction with a desire to maximize these
exogenously influenced interests given competing interests in
a stratified system.

When individuals interact, some dominate

others either legitimately or illegitimately, by successfully
justifying their interests in the eyes of others or by using
power advantages to forcefully impose their interests over
others.
While the theoretical conceptualization of rationality
and social action offered by Weber can be summarized simply,
the empirical application of this conceptualization at the
micro-level

of

analysis

is

daunting.

For

any

given

individual, the subjective experience of social authority must
be addressed; such experience cannot be reduced to an additive
phenomena of primary social authorities.

Furthermore, even in

cases where individual interests can be measured, or at least
validly

assumed in

an

a

priori

manner,

Weber

assumes

an

unspecified but purposive calculus which individuals use in
making action-related decisions.

Any specification of this

calculus must apply not only to the maximization of simple
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interests

but

potentially

also

to

the

conflicting

balancing

interests

of

and

a

plurality

to

the

of

willing

acquiescence of individuals to legitimate authority.
The development of neoclassical microeconomics represents
an

attempt

to

achieve

such

specification.

Because

this

discipline restricts itself to purely economic interaction in
a

capitalist

system,

economic interest.

individual

motive

is

constrained to

Profit maximization thus is assumed as the

universal purpose of relevant action.

Individual acquiescence

to authority is viewed as cost minimization given acceptance
and recognition of the rules and sanctions specified by the
capitalist game.
Given this specification of individual purpose and social
constraint, neoclassical microeconomics simply conceptualizes
the calculus of decision making as a subjective application of
probability theory.

If

individuals

theory to decision making,

do

apply

probability

then this method addresses the

maximization of simple economic interests.

However, the scope

of this application does not fully address the balancing of a
plurality of potentially conflicting interests.

For example,

when one chooses a job from a list of alternatives, s/he may
balance an

individually subjective hierarchy of affective

preferences, such as preferences for low stress, physical and
intellectual stimulation, creativity, etcetera, with material
desires associated with size of paycheck.
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Very simply, probability theory suggests that,
real

world,

specific

courses

of

action

are

probabilistically with specific consequences.

in the

associated

When you flip

a quarter, there is always a 0.5 probability that it will come
up heads and a 0.5 probability that it will come up tails.
Economically

speaking,

probabilistically

specific

associated

courses
with

of

action

specific

are

economic

consequences.
The key difference between flipping a coin and buying
stock is that I know my odds of the coin coming up heads with
certainty, but I lack such certainty as to whether the value
of the stock I might purchase will increase or decrease in the
future.

Thus, in making economic decisions, I must guess what

the future value of the stock might be.

This guess may be a

well-educated one, but there is always risk involved, and that
risk

increases

as

both

education decreases.

the

amount

and

validity

of

that

The basic proposition of neoclassical

microeconomics is that individual economic decisions are based
purposefully on desire to maximize profit given risk.

In a

formally regulated economic situation, the potential amount
and validity of my education (hereafter termed information) is
relatively great.

However, in a formally unregulated, social

situation this potential is relatively small.
This basic proposition, first formalized by Von Neumann
and Morganstern

(1947)

and now referred to

as

subjective
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expected utility,

is

the

foundation

economic theory. (Hey 1989, p. 23)

of

rationality based

The ultimate prediction is

that rational economic actors will act in ways that they
subjectively

expect

will

(cost=negative profit).

probably

maximize

their

profit

Without delving any more deeply into

the details of the theory, the terms "subjectively expect" and
"probably maximize" need elaboration.
First of all, in a situation of choice, individuals make
their choices within the confines of their own subjective
brains.
vary,

To the degree that individual cognitive processes

so will individual choice under identical situations.

Furthermore, to the degree that the amount and validity of
available
situations,

information
so will

varies

choice.

across

actors

in

When variation

identical

in cognitive

process interacts with variation in available information, the
potential variation in choice increases.

Thus, even if we can

validly assume rational economic actors who will act solely to
maximize profit, we must recognize the potential for them to
act

differently

identical

in

the

situations.

pursuit

of

Individuals

the
may

same
vary

goal

under

in

their

subjective expectations of utility.
Secondly, people rarely,
what the empirical

if ever,

know with certainty

consequences of their action will be.

While a person may think they know, believe with all of their
heart, or feel in their gut what will happen, all we really
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know

in

many

situations

is

what

might

happen.

This

uncertainty is exacerbated when the consequences of one's
action are dependent in part upon the actions of another.
Then we must not only predict the direct consequences of our
own action, but also the probable action of another and the
probable consequences of that probable action.
take

into

consideration

the

probable

Also, we must

interaction

of

the

probable consequences of our own action with the probable
consequences of the probable action of another.
Even

with

microeconomics
maximizers,

the
to

restricted

economic

individuals

consequences

are

of economic

scope

of

interaction
imperfect

interaction,

neoclassical

between

rational

predictors

of

the

and researchers

are

imperfect predictors of these imperfect predictions.

Rational

choice theory, by extending the scope of analysis to encompass
non-economic interaction, enters more complex arenas, arenas
that

are

informally

regulated

and

include

non-economic

individual interests.
To this point I have painted a rather bleak picture of
the

rationality

paradigm's

behavior before the fact.

ability

to

predict

individual

Before going on with an elaboration

of rational choice theory, it is important to emphasize the
strengths

of

the

general

theory.

This

is

a

theory

of

probability that includes several probabilistic variables, and
when several probabilities of less than one interact,

the
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overall predictive probability of a model always decreases.
This helps explain why rational theoretical explanations of
social action so easily fall into tautology,

starting from

observed· behavior and working backwards to assumptions of
motive.

However,

if the social

influences

on individual

motivation are not determinate, and I don't believe they are,
then it is better to treat social motivation as probabilistic
and human beings as something other than robots.
So where are we then?
the behavior of
sociologist,

individual

We cannot predict with certainty
human beings.

Luckily,

as

a

I am not trying to explain the behavior of an

individual man.

What I am trying to explain is an aggregate

phenomenon, the social magnitude of patriarchal imposition.
And it is in the area of aggregate social phenomena that the
strengths of rational choice theory are evident.
Perhaps the most readable elaboration of rational choice
theory to
Michael

date

has been offered by Deborah Friedman

Hechter

(1988).

Consistent

with

the

and

Weberian

foundation of the rationality paradigm, rational choice theory
assumes that actors are purposive in at least most of their
action

and

maximization

intentionally
of

direct

self-interest.

action

towards

the

Self-interest

is

operationalized by the theory in terms of preferred outcomes.
Thus, individuals are assumed to intentionally direct their
action towards preferred outcomes.
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Implicit

in this

proposition

is

the

individual preferences are hierarchical.

assumption that

If I prefer outcome

A to outcome B, then I prefer A over Band B under A.

For

predictive purposes, rational choice theory assumes two more
things about preferences besides their hierarchical ordering.
First, preferences are transitive; if I prefer A to Band B to
C, then I may be assumed to prefer A to C.

Second, preference

hierarchies are relatively stable; if I prefer A to both Band
C today, I will probably prefer A to both Band C tomorrow.
Since both of these assumptions are empirically falsifiable in
any given case, I will not dwell on them.
them as

universal

and positivistic

However, to treat

axioms,

while

perhaps

methodologically expedient, seems unwise.
In

addition

to

exogenously

derived

hierarchies

of

preference, individual rational action is directed by other
influences that are fully exogenous to the individual.

In the

jargon of the discipline, these are called opportunity costs
and institutional constraints.
The theoretical conceptualization of opportunity costs
recognizes that social actions potentially are consequential
beyond

the

simple

attainment

of

preferred

outcomes.

Sometimes, various potential alternative outcomes are mutually
exclusive.

Therefore, the attainment of one preferred outcome

denies one the opportunity to attain another.
for either of two reasons.

This may occur

First of all, the initiation of
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action alternative A can alter the interaction situation in
such a way as to make the subsequent initiation of action
alternative B impossible.

Secondly,

others

can view the

outcome produced by the initiation of action alternative A as
worthy of sanction, and such sanction can deny an actor the
opportunity to attain preferred outcomes in the future.

In

either case, taking advantage of any given action opportunity
can

produce

costs

in

terms

of

the

loss

of

other

action

opportunities.
The

theoretical

conceptualization

of

institutional

constraints recognizes that interaction situations sometimes
contain obstacles to the individual attainment of preferred
outcomes.

Such obstacles involve the material,

symbolic

resources
such

in

the

perception

of

subjective

expectations

interaction

obstacles
of

negatively

utility.

human,

situation.

The

influences

When

this

or

one's

negative

influence is sufficiently significant, the rational actor does
not

view

an

attempt

to

attain

the

related

outcome

as

efficacious and, therefore, does not pursue its attainment.
Very simply,

because rational actors do not like to waste

their energy, institutional constraints restrict the range of
potential rational action.
According to this simple elaboration of rational choice
theory,

individuals

encounter

action

situations,

discern

potential outcomes of various potential action alternatives,
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order them in terms of a preference hierarchy, recognize the
opportunity costs and institutional constraints associated
with each alternative course of action, and purposefully act
in

ways

that

they

maximizing ends.

expect

will

bring

about

preference

Again, this sounds fairly simple, but the

key word above is expect, and it is a word that complicates
any predictive validity of the theory in terms of individual
behavior.
Rational choice theory recognizes that the development of
hierarchies

of

preference

as

well

as

the

recognition

of

opportunity costs and institutional constraints are based on
available information.

As discussed earlier, this reliance of

rationality on information suggests that rationality must not
be confused with objectivity.

Individuals'

choices under

identical situations will vary according to variation in the
quantity and content of information available to individuals
and also in terms of variation in the individual cognitive
processing
rational
apparent.

of

this

choice

information.

theory

While

from

opportunity

Here,
abstract
costs

the

departure

of

individualism

is

and

institutional

constraints can be viewed as consequences of social contracts
in the Hobbesian sense,

hierarchies of preference are not

necessarily reduced to innate drives or instincts.
It seems reasonable that the recognition of preferences
as more than just the objects of innate drives for sensual
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gratification would arise in a theory tied to the disciplines
of

economics

and

business.

The

recogniz~d

ability

of

advertising to actually create markets for products where no
markets have previously existed suggests some dependence of
individual desire on socio-cultural process.
sociologically

speaking,

emphasis

on

Furthermore, and

the

socio-cultural

influences on preference formation allows for an analysis of
altruistic, other-centered social action that is problematical
for abstract individualism.

If socio-cultural process conveys

a "you first" message as opposed to a "me first" message, then
"you"

can

rank

hierarchy.
general,

above

However,

rational

"me"
as

on

an

Friedman

choice theory

individual's
and

Hechter

is mute about

preferences are and where they come from."

preference
admit,
what

"In
these

(1988, p. 202)

Again, at the individual level, the predictive problem of
probabilistic theory is evident.

Even if I know of every bit

of information that has been made available to you concerning
a specified situation, all of the information that has been
involved

in

the

development

of

your

relevant

preference

hierarchies, all of the information that has been influential
in the development of your expectations of ability, and all of
the information relevant to your recognition of opportunity
costs

and

institutional

constraints,

your

subjective

perception of this information may differ from mine.
you.

I am not
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Recognizing this, rational choice theory does not claim
to validly predict an individual's behavior without a great
deal of direct observation.
probability

theory,

By emphasizing the strengths of

rational

choice

explanatory power at the macro-level.
of methodological

individualism be

theory

focuses

its

But how can a version
a

better

explainer

of

aggregate phenomena than individual action?
Rational choice theory applies two assumptions to explain
its appropriateness to aggregate analysis.

The first of these

assumptions is that the transmission of variable information
across individuals in society is systematic rather than random
or haphazard.

To the degree that a group of individuals share

common social ground, they will receive similar information in
kind and amount.

If one can empirically discern the level and

kind of information that is held more or less in common by a
given

group,

one

can

predict

group-level

tendencies

in

rational action while recognizing individual deviation from
these tendencies.

With such information,

one can predict

average group preferences and average group recognition of
opportunity costs and institutional constraints.

Stinchcombe

(1968, pp. 67-68) has generated the math in support of this
proposition, and Coleman (1973) offers a complete treatment of
the math of the theory.
Basically, this is the logic behind the recognition of
the ecological fallacy.

The aggregation of individual-level
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phenomena does produce valid group-level effects, but grouplevel effects are not valid predictors of individual-level
phenomena.

As Hechter (1987, pp. 31-32) has noted, "Although

predictions of the behavior of any given individual will be
wildly inaccurate, predictions for the aggregate will be more
adequate;

indeed, they will be increasingly precise as the

size of the group rises."
A second assumption necessarily underlies the

first.

Remember, variation in level and kind of information is only
one source of variation in individual rational action under
identical circumstances.

Variation in individual perception

of

well

this

information

perceived ability
action.
simple

as

also

as

individual

variation

can produce variation

in

in

rational

Such individual-level variation can translate into
group

averages

if

that

variation

is

normally

distributed and/or insignificant.

If the distribution of

individual

and ability

variation

in

perception

is

skewed

significantly within a group but a simple group average is
assumed, then problems will obviously arise.
Given
sociology

these
has

assumptions,

undertaken

a

rational
research

choice

theory

in

program

aimed

at

supporting the theory through analysis of historical, grouplevel phenomena.

Examples of various research focuses range

from residential segregation (Schelling 1978), political party
systems and voting behavior (Downs 1957, Hechter 1987), and
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labor strikes (Friedman 1987).

The general approach remains

similar to Weber's, begin with a social phenomena and explain
it as the aggregated action of rational, yet institutionally
constrained,

individuals who are motivated by more or less

similar preferences.
Returning to the heuristic example of date rape, it is
important to remember that rational choice theory does not
pretend to explain the subjective motivation of the individual
date

rapist.

Rather,

it

attempts

to

explain

the

social

motivation of the social phenomena of date rape; thus,

the

motivation of the average, modal, or median date rapist is the
abstract

focus

of theory.

While

these

theoretical

date

rapists may not even exist as subjective individuals, we may
think of them as composites which have something in common
with each real date rapist.
Application of the theory begins with the statistical
recognition that date rape in the broad definition treated
here is prevalent in contemporary American society and that
virtually

all

date

rapes

imposed upon women by men.

in

heterosexual

situations

are

Repeating the findings of the

Sexual Experiences Survey (Koss and Oros 1982), upwards of 70%
of female subjects reported intercourse with a date when they
did not desire it.
Given this recognition, rational choice theory proposes
that information available in our society has a systematic
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tendency to produce in some males the perception that date
rape is a preferable consequence of social action than some
other alternatives, as well as the perception that recognized
opportunity costs and institutional constraints are minimal
relative to the expected gratification that can be generated
by date rape.
Because

date

rape

here

not

only

includes

the

legal

definition of rape but also cases where females consent to
unwanted sexual activity for reasons of social pressures, the
preference for date rape is not simply linked to desires for
physically forced or psychologically coerced sexual activity.
We also must include desires for sexual activity without any
concern

as

to

whether

or

not

a

woman

desires

it

and,

furthermore, desires for mutually consensual sexual activity
when combined with an individual inability to discern when a
female desires sexual activity from when she acquiesces to
undesired sexual activity.
In addition to these socio-cultural
production

of

proposes that
systematic

male

rational

choice

theory

situationally transmitted information has

tendency

containing

preferences,

influence on the

to

relatively

be

perceived

minimal

by

some

opportunity

males
costs

a
as

and

institutional constraints in regards to the action of date
rape.

Such

information

also

influences

the

individual

perception of date rape as a potential social action in the
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first place.
Here,

the dating situation itself becomes important.

Encountering

the

dating

situation

makes

salient

to

the

individual male relevant preference hierarchies,

including

preferences for level and kind of sexual activity.

Rational

males will not initiate a level or kind of sexual activity for
which they have no expectation of attainment.

Also, initiated

action of specific levels and kinds can cost the individual
male the opportunity to enact actions of other levels and
kinds.

Furthermore, such action can potentially bring legal

and interpersonal sanctions as institutional constraints.
For example, forcefully imposing any level or kind of
sexual activity upon a woman necessarily costs a man the
opportunity to engage in mutually consensual sexual activity
with that woman in the current situation and perhaps in any
future situation.

Such imposition also carries the potential

for legal and interpersonal sanctions.

That men do it anyway

suggests to rational choice theory that such men value the
relative certain acquisition of physically imposed sex over
the relative uncertain acquisition of mutually consensual sex.
It also suggests that the perceived possibility of sanctioning
is relatively low.
However, and I think most rational choice theorists would
agree, the perception of situationally specific information is
always perceived in terms of previous experience.

Information
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is transmitted to the individual in the form of symbols, and
the cognitive attachment of meaning to symbol is a socially
learned relationship.

As with the development of preferences,

the perception of potential action alternatives, opportunity
costs,

and

institutional

constraints

does

not

occur

independent of previous exposure to information.
In sum,
paradigm

the historical development of the rationality

regarding

methodological

the

motivation

individualism and

of

social

action

uses

specified assumptions

to

generate specific propositions about aggregate-level social
phenomena.

Generally speaking,

this perspective proposes

macro-micro linkages between socio-cultural processes and the
development
potential

of

preference

alternative

hierarchies,

actions,

and

the
the

perception
recognition

of
of

opportunity costs and institutional constraints.
I would like to close here by emphasizing the importance
of perception

in

the

rationality paradigm.

individual rational motivation,

In terms

of

it matters little what the

consequences of a given action really are.

What is important

is what one perceives the consequences of social action to be.
I emphasize this for two reasons.

First of all, to focus on

the real consequences of action opens up tautological doors.
This first point is magnified by the second, which is that
perceptions are potentially, if not necessarily,
For

a

person

to

act

rationally

requires

of

imprecise.

that

person
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forethought, not afterthought.

This is the difference between

rationality and rationalization.

The potential for what one

percei ves to be an almost certain consequence of a given
action to deviate significantly from the actual consequence of
that

action

rational
chapter.

and

opens

the

affective

door

to

the

motivation

relationship

proposed

in

between

the

next
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Affective Identity Maintenance

There is no doubt that human beings feel.
is

whether,

motivation.

and

so

how,

feelings

generate

social

The initial task is to define what the word

"feeling" means.
right

if

The question

To do this, I will simply write what feels

rather than rely on the operationalized definitions

available in the relevant literatures. 3
Some feelings run so deep that they have become parts of
me.

I do not remember when or why I began to feel them, only

that I

felt the same way last year that I feel this year.

These feelings are not influenced much by my day to day life.
They are deep feelings.

Other feelings seem to be so short

lived that I cannot remember feeling them moments after I have
felt them.

They are fleeting and don't stick in my mind, but

they are most definitely attached to specific experiences.
They are shallow feelings.

Still other feelings seem to fall

somewhere in between, neither seeming a constant essence of me
nor specifically attached to a concrete experience of mine.
These feelings lie somewhere between deep and shallow.
As expressed in the above paragraph,

the dimension of

3Again, this statement is not meant to be trivial.
It is
intended to make salient to the reader the theoretical import of
emotional motivation.
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depth is a key signifier of social-psychological definitions
of feelings.

Depth is defined here as a continuum which

represents the degree to which a feeling is tied specifically
to a given experience.
feeling.

The lesser this degree, the deeper the

At the greatest depth lies sentiment, at the most

shallow emotion, and somewhere in between mood.
the

claim

this

classification as universal to the analysis of feelings.

I am

sure

continuum

that

itself

as

some

attach

described above

or use

affect.

I

different
these

do

I refer to

words

same

words

not

to
in

the

feelings

reference to

different feelings.
The

simplest

way

to

view

the

relationship

between

sentiment, mood, and emotion is to view deeper feelings as the
cumulative
feelings.

effects

of

the

internalization

of

shallower

Negative sentiment is the cumulative effect of a

life which has experienced more negative emotion than positive
emotion, positive sentiment is the cumulative effect of a life
which has experienced more positive emotion than negative
emotion.

Ambiguous or ambivalent sentiments, in turn, reveal

a life experience that has not been lived in such systematic
emotional

terms.

This

perspective

suggests

that

socio-

cultural position and experience have a direct influence on
the development of affective state.
Feelings vary not only in respect to their depth, but
also in at least two other ways.

Feelings vary in terms of
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their evaluative direction; some feel good, others bad, and
some

ambiguous.

Happiness

feels

curiosity can feel ambiguous.
intensity.

Sometimes

furious.

. Sometimes

ecstatic.

The

additional
literatures,

I

I

delineation

dimensions

is

sadness

bad,

and

Feelings also vary in their

feel

feel

good,

mad and other times

I

feel

happy and other times

I

feel

of

well

affect

across

accepted

and Larson and Diener

(1992)

in

these

the

two

relevant

offer a precise

elaboration of the relationships between feelings of various
intensities and directions.
But where do feelings fit into motivation?

Unlike the

previously discussed paradigms of abstract individualism and
social rationality, theories of affect and motivation are not
a unified paradigm.

Rather, some affective models are built

upon assumptions of abstract individualism, some upon social
rationality, and others upon affective identity maintenance.
While the primary theory I will focus on in this section is
one of affective maintenance, it is helpful first to overview
the fit between various treatments of affect in the sociology
of emotions literature and the previously discussed paradigms.
Abstract individualism involves the assumption that human
beings bring into society an innate motivational foundation.
In general, to apply this assumption to a treatment of affect
is to view affective arousal as serving some functional or
evolutionary purpose.

For example, Darwin's (1872) treatment
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of emotions focuses on the physiological arousal associated
with the feeling of emotion as a psycho-somatic signaling
device.

Such devices not only signal to the animal feeling

them that something is up but also signal to observant others
that something is up.

Thus, to the degree that physiological

emotional arousal produces in a dog a fierce growl and that
growl successfully wards of a potential enemy, that arousal
and reaction will be evolutionarily selected for.

Similarly,

if different arousal produces in a dog a slumped meekness and
that meekness pacifies a potential predator, that arousal and
reaction will be selected.
Similarly,
analytical

Kemper

(1987)

distinction between

proposes
what

he

a

positivistic

terms

primary

While secondary emotions are felt

secondary emotions.

relation to specific cultural traditions,

and
in

primary emotions

are objective and autonomic responses to one's experience of
a hierarchical social structure.
Kemper provides a model of structural differentiations
along two dimensions, power and status-accord.
this

perspective,

depression,
arousal

the

basic

emotions

of

According to
fear,

anger,

and satisfaction result from the physiological

caused

by

social

interaction

along

these

two

structural dimensions.

Fear and anger exist as consequences

of

and

hierarchical

power

control

in

social

interaction.

Depression and satisfaction are consequences of hierarchical
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status and support in social interaction.
Like Kemper, Collins

(1990) offers a perspective on the

generation of emotions that views the direction of emotional
arousal as contingent upon one's position within the twodimensional space of power and status.
and

reproduction

of

social

Here, the maintenance

hierarchies

is

addressed

as

relatively powerful and high-status individuals and groups are
able to generate the emotional energy necessary for the active
maintenance of such advantages.
When confronted,

relatively powerful people feel angry

(Darwin's growling dog),

while relatively powerless people

feel afraid (Darwin's meek dog).

People of relatively high

status are likely to feel satisfied in their position, while
relatively low status people are likely to feel depressed.
terms of these primary emotions,
Darwin's.

In

Kemper's argument mirrors

Primary emotional arousal is proposed to serve

evolutionary

adaptive

response

social

to

needs,

as

structure

species, survivability.

the

functional

increases

emotional

individual,

thus

In terms of prediction, Kemper (1991)

suggests that to the degree that one is aware of relations of
power

and

status

in

social

interaction,

one

can

validly

predict the primary emotional arousal of specified actors.
The dimensions of power and status-accord provide the
physiological foundation for the world of emotions.
foundation,

socio-cultural

processes

construct

Upon this
other,
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secondary emotions.

However, secondary emotions are dependent

upon the basic physiological foundation which allows humans to
differentiate, both qualitatively and quantitatively, between
power loss,

power maintenance,

and power gain as well as

status loss, status maintenance, and status gain.

Because the

loss of power or status decreases individual survivability,
loss results in negative emotional arousal.

Gains in either

power or status, because such gains increase survivability,
result in positive arousal.
Theories such as these provide a functionalist approach
to the understanding of emotion,

an approach that treats

emotional arousal as an intermediate mechanism which promotes
functional behavioral responses to immediate circumstances.
Thus,

emotional

determined

by

arousal

is

circumstance

both
and

an

a

dependent

variable

independent

variable

motivating appropriate behavioral response.
is

non-rational

in

that

it

bypasses

This relationship

rational

cognitive

processing.
The focus of these theories on immediate circumstances
necessarily

limits

them

to

discussion

of

shallow affect.

However, similar logic extends discussion to deeper levels of
affect

(Morris 1992; Batson, Shaw, and Oleson 1992).

While

not difficult, this extension of functionalist logic presents
a paradox.

Felt affect signals the tone of one's relationship

to her/his environment;

negative affect signals problems with
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that relationship.

However, the motivational relationships

between mood and behavior, and sentiment and behavior, are
problematic

because

they

do

not

necessarily

promote

functionally adaptive behavior.
Good moods are automatically self-correcting; we quickly
learn if the fruit that the environment offers is not as
ripe and juicy as we expected. Bad moods, however, may
be self-perpetuating; if we do not at least try the fruit
we think is sour, we will never learn when we are wrong.
(Batson et al, p. 299)
Similarly,

in

terms

of

sentiment,

positive

sentiment

functionally is adaptive to the degree that it encourages
learning from experience; negative sentiment is dysfunctional
to the degree that it discourages such learning.
Regardless
functionalist

of

this

logic

paradox,

provides

this

the

bridge

extension
from

of

abstract

individualism to social rationality in the analysis of affect.
Functional

responses

to

mood

and

sentiment

learning, and learning requires forethought.
the basis of rationality.
these perspectives
expected

affective

leads

acknowledge

Forethought is

Accepting the evolutionary logic of
logically

arousal

as

into

an

important

acceptance
to

of

affective

motivation.
Perhaps the most precise theoretical elaboration of the
relationship between rationality, affect, and motivation has
been offered by Hammond (1978,

1991).

rational

theory

choice

theory,

this

In the tradition of
applies

an

egoistic
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perspective

of

human

motivation

and

an

individualistic

methodology to an understanding of macro-level social order.
The fundamental

axiom of Hammond's theory reveals

interesting twist on the logic of rationality.

an

Instead of

essential motivation through a drive to maximize subjectively
preferred outcomes,

Hammond proposes

a

drive

to

maximize

positive affective arousal.

Therefore, instead of focusing on

objects

Hammond's

of

gratification,

theory

of

affective

maximization emphasizes feelings generated by the individual
experience

of

both

the

process

and

outcomes

of

social

interaction.
I

should

emphasize

here

that

affective

maximization

theory in no way conflicts with the logic of rational choice
theory.

The difference lies only in emphasis.

Rational

choice focuses on social outcomes as objects of motivational
interest,

while affective maximization focuses on feelings

generated by experiences of social interaction per see
While it is impossible here to elaborate fully on this
theory,

the basic

idea

is

that

people

act

within

social

structural constraints in attempts to feel good rather than
bad,

better

rather

than

good,

Borrowing largely from Durkheim's

bad

rather

than

worse.

The Elementary Forms

of

Religious Life, Hammond suggests that the cognitive division

of the world into constituent parts, the evaluative ranking of
these parts (best, better, good, bad, worse, worst), and the
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social construction/embodiment of these hierarchical rankings
as

real

or

natural

are

all

generated

characteristic of affective maximization.
rankings

evident

in

social

by

the

species

While the specific

hierarchies

natural

or

predetermined, the motivation to create such rankings is.
The explanation of the motivation of the male imposition
of date rape by affective maximization theory parallels that
of rational choice theory.

Some men prefer date rape to

alternative social action because they expect it to feel good
either for
Some men

reasons of misogyny,

act

egoism,

or insensitivity.

on these preferences because the prevailing

social order leads to the expectation that they can gain the
affective maxim.ization associated with date rape and get away
with it.
A basic question posed implicitly by Darwin, Kemper, and
Hammond concerns the degree to which emotional arousal exists
as a natural reaction to objective social and environmental
stimulus.

For Darwin, the answer is clear; emotional arousal

is instinctual and evolutionarily adaptive.

For both Kemper

and Hammond, however, the issue is more complex.
While

Kemper

proposes

the

four

primary

emotions

as

autonomic responses to objective social structural conditions,
he

also posits

influenced,

a

potentially infinite number of socially

secondary

emotions

(1987).

These

emotions vary qualitatively from the primaries.

secondary

Qualitative
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variations

in

social

order,

such

as

cross-cultural

differences, influence people to interpret emotional arousal
in slightly different ways.

Thus, we get a secondary, socio-

culturally constructed range of depression from boredom to
melancholy to ennui and a similar range of satisfaction from
jubilance

to

ecstacy

construction,

however,

motivation.

Boredom,

to

euphoria.

apparently
melancholy,

is

This

socio-cultural

trivial

in terms

of

and ennui are likely to

motivate very similar behaviors.
In

contrast

to

Kemper,

specification of emotions.

Hammond

However,

offers

no

such

it is clear that the

evaluative rankings of good and bad are, for Hammond, socioculturally constructed.

Thus, the generation of fear, anger,

satisfaction, and depression are viewed as socio-culturally
contingent.

Individuals

confronted

with

identical

circumstance feel differently about it to the degree that
their socio-culturally influenced affective preferences are
different.

It is helpful here to take into consideration the

case of the masochist.

From Kemper's viewpoint,

s/he is

evolutionarily maladaptive and dysfunctional; from Hammond's
s/he is socio-culturally specific.
In spite of this difference,

both theories agree that

socio-cultural process, the experience of hierarchies of power
and

status

for

Kemper

and

the

experience

of

socially

evaluative rankings for Hammond, is the necessary generator of
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feeling.

Social

interaction

and

related

outcomes

are

determined by and experienced relative to social structure.
Emotional

arousal

is

automatically,

if not

autonomically,

generated by social experience, and human beings are motivated
towards positive affect.

Social structure also determines who

will be able to gain positive affect and when.
In opposition to this structural orientation, treatments
of

affect

grounded

in

the

traditions

of

interactionism and phenomenology propose that,

symbolic

while social

structure influences the socio-cultural processes within which
feelings
feeling.

are

felt,

Rather,

generates

social

structure

does

not

determine

the experience of socio-cultural process

non-specific

arousal

that

is

perceived

interpreted on individually subjective bases.
these perspectives,

people feel

and

According to

certain feelings

upon the

experience of socio-cultural process not because they have
been made to but because they have been taught to.
As a broad generalization,

symbolic interactionism and

phenomenology are rooted in the proposition that human beings
are self-stereotyping entities.

This is to say that we define

both self and others in terms of recognized social identities.
We willingly label both self and others as women and men,
blacks and browns and reds and yellows and whites, old folks
and grown ups and teens and kids and babies,
secretaries

and

lawyers

and

teachers

and

doctors and
plumbers

and
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politicians.
Accordingly, normative expectations are assigned to each
socially defined and recognized identity.

These expectations

encompass how a given identity should behave, react, and feel
in

given

social

situations.

Very

simply,

in

a

given

situation, an individual defines it in terms of its symbolic
characteristics (location, time, setting, identities involved,
etc.).

Once

this

definition

is

made,

the

relevant

expectations are elicited concerning what should happen in
that situation and individuals' actions actively construct the
situation that they expect.

Thus, individuals are motivated

to maintain their socially constructed identities and the
affective expectations associated with them.
Perhaps

the

most

elaborate

version

of

the

identity

maintenance perspective on social action is that of Goffman
(1969, 1967, 1959).

Using a dramaturgical approach, Goffman

views society in terms of a play, the social situation as a
stage,

and social roles as quasi-fictional characters.

As

individuals enter into their respective roles, they take on
the characters of the prescribed identities and act with each
other following an informal script.

This informal script is

revealed as prescriptive and proscriptive norms
action and interaction.

regarding

Because individuals are more or less

dedicated to the script, they are more or less motivated to
maintain the identities,

or character definitions,

of both
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self and others.
Unlike

either

individualism

abstract

or

social

rationality, theories of affective identity maintenance are
not laid out as
propositions.

sets of assumptions, variables, and logical
As Denzin has noted,

The phenomenological understanding and interpretation
of emotion will not be causal. It will be descriptive,
interpretive and processual. Variables, factors and
causal agents will not be sought. (1991, p. 86)
Emotions are not treated as causing or being caused.

They are

viewed instead in terms of a continuous and reflexive process
of social existence.
Without going into the philosophy of science upon which
this

methodological

view

is

based,

the

logic

perspectives suggests two general statements.

of

these

The first, an

explicit statement, is that human beings are eternally locked
within

a

process

of

active

social

construction.

We

reflexively promote with our action and feelings the social
order that we envision.

The second, often left implicit, is

that the individual perception of previous social process
provides the basis upon which visions of the present and
future are constructed.
The use of the term "vision" above is not meant to sound
etherial.

It

is

forethought

that

based

on

rational

the
choice

same

human

theory

explication of subjective expected utility.

capacity

posits

in

for
its

However, while
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expected utility is usually conceptualized in terms of what
might be, vision is conceptualized in terms of what should be.
The

word

"should"

here

includes

not

only

judgements

of

probability, but also normative judgements.
Perhaps the most popular proponent of this perspective on
affect and emotions is Hochschild (1990, 1989, 1983, 1979).
Hochschild's
working

empirical

parents

work

concludes

on

that

stewards/stewardesses
the

objective

and

structural

determination of emotion proposed by Kemper is misguided.
Instead, she argues that, regardless of the specific emotional
arousal generated by social interaction, individuals interpret
arousal on the basis of normative feeling rules.

Thus, we

work to manage our emotions in terms of socially prescribed
norms of emotional display.
I will limit my discussion of this perspective here for
analytical purposes, not because it is weak or uninteresting.
To the contrary,
intuitive

and

theoretically

it is not only interesting, but also very
socially

is

important.

epiphenomenal

However,

here;

it

feeling

signals

one's

perception of accepted social norms relative to situationally
specific

social

interaction.

Therefore,

specified in motivational terms.
motivation,

a

full

elaboration

feeling

is

not

Since my focus here is on
of

this

perspective

lies

outside the scope of this work.
However,

a

logical

extension

of

the

symbolic
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interactionist approach which stresses the production and
maintenance of affective identities,

affect-control theory

(Heise 1977 and 1979; Heise and Smith-Lovin 1981; Smith-Lovin
1990), provides a motivational treatment of affect.
affect-control theory accepts the proposition that

In sum,
social

structure has an objective influence on emotional arousal,
accepts the symbolic interactionist view that individuals are
motivated to maintain accepted normative definitions of self
and others,
social

and views individuals as motivated to produce

interaction

definitions.

In

and

outcomes

addition,

that

confirm

affect-control

theory

these
makes

specific predictions concerning the situationally specific
generation of emotional arousal as social motivation.
Affect-control theory represents the most advanced and
systematic treatment to date of affective 'states and emotional
arousal as fundamental to social action.

According to the

theory, a primary influence on the motivation of social action
is

socio-culturally

normatively

should

derived
happen

expectations

between

specified

about
actors

what
in

specified contexts.
Affect-control

theory

proposes

that

individuals

universally respond affectively to social interaction along
three dimensions: evaluation, potency, and activity (Osgood
1962; Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum 1957; Osgood, May and Miron
1975) .

Social

actors

are

judged,

and

judge

others,

as
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relatively good or bad,
passive.

powerful or powerless,

lively or

Not only are actors' behavior judged according to

these three criteria,
accordingly.

but social identities also are typed

To the extent that individuals occupy fixed and

recognizable identities at a given time and place, individual
expectations are elicited in each actor concerning how social
interaction should proceed.
The

basic

premise

of

the

theory

is

that

individual

behavior normatively is targeted at confirming the fundamental
sentiments about self and others as presented in situations
interpreted and defined by
sentiments, then,

involved actors.

Fundamental

refer to those meanings that are more or

less consensually held within a society about the relative
positions

on

identities.

affective

dimensions

of

a

given

set

of

When individuals recognize their location within

a set of identities,

fundamental sentiments regarding these

identities are elicited, and affective expectations concerning
appropriate social interaction are generated.
term

"affective

expectations

are

expectations"
specifically

here

The use of the

suggests

associated

that

with

these
certain

feelings.
The symbolic interactionist grounding of affect-control
theory is evident in its use of the interaction event as the
unit of analysis.

The fundamental sentiments active in any

event provide a basis for the involved actors to define the
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situation.

Because the actors interpret the material features

of the event,

including the identities

temporal-spatial
definition

of

negotiation.

location

of

situation

is

the

involved,

event,

the

object

and the

a

consensual

of

behavioral

This process simplifies interaction as it limits

the potential of behavioral alternatives by eliciting and
magnifying fundamental sentiments regarding the event at hand.
At the theoretical level, fundamental sentiments can only
be

approached in terms

of abstract

generalizations.

The

doctor is more powerful than the nurse, the martyr is better
than

the

murderer,

grandparent.
application

the

Thus,
of

the

child

like
theory

is

more

rational
to

a

active

choice

post

hoc

individual motivation is of little value.

than

theory,

explanation

the
the
of

At the individual

level, fundamental sentiments are likely to be very specific
and potentially variable across individuals.
However, because individuals' fundamental sentiments are
socio-culturally

constructed,

this

variability

across

individuals will be contingent upon the variability of sociocultural processes in their application across individuals.
To the degree that a

social identity is

consistently and

rigidly stereotyped in its social presentation, an abstract
and universalistic sentiment can be empirically valid in a
relative sense.

This is to say that such a stereotypical

sentiment can be commonly held,

as opposed to consensually
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held,

While such abstraction,

in a population.

itself,

in and of

is of little value in specifying an individual's

motivation,

it

is

of

greater

value

in

understanding

a

population's motivational tendencies.
For example, how common is it in the United States to
associate "black" with evil and "white" with good?

How common

is it among men in the United States to assume that a woman
with unshaven armpits and legs is a lesbian and that a woman
with a model's figure and blond hair is stupid, heterosexual,
and promiscuous?

How common is

it

for

people who hold

stereotypes to expect others to act accordingly?

And how

common is it for people who hold stereotypes to treat others
accordingly?
At the individual level, fundamental sentiments are the
joint

product

experience.

of

cultural

transmission

and

behavioral

For a given individual, fundamental sentiments

about specified social interaction arise jointly from what
that individual has been culturally informed is appropriate
and what s/he has

individually experienced as

real.

An

individual's fundamental sentiments, then, are the product of
her/his normative and cognitive expectations, where normative
expectations

are

generated

by

cultural

experience

cognitive expectations come from behavioral experience.
sentiments,

consequently,

and
Such

vary not only across situational

contexts and across individuals, but also in terms of their
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strength.

To

the

extent

that

a

given

cultural

norm

is

consistent with one's cognitive expectations, the fundamental
sentiment generated is likely to be strong.
degree

that

a

norm

is

inconsistent

with

However, to the
one's

cognitive

expectations, the generated sentiment is likely to be weak.
This conceptualization of the generation of individual
level fundamental sentiments is key to the macro-micro linkage
between culture and motivation.

In his discussion of the

definition of situations and event recognition (1979, p. 313), Heise clearly reveals affect control theory as grounded
upon symbolic interactionism.

Defining a situation requires

one to interpret the symbolic meaning of a situation not only
in terms of the actors present but also
location and material context.
meaning

to

definitions
expectations
expectations.

symbol
of

is

a

situations

in terms of its

Because the attachment of

learned
are

process

learned

(Mead

definitions.

associated with such definitions
Socio-cultural

1962),

processes

are

The

learned

influence

this

learning process when they systematically associate specific
person

characteristics

(i.e.

sex,

race,

age,

etc.)

with

specific social identities and specific social identities with
specific

affective

characteristics.

Perceived

affective

characteristics, then, spontaneously inform the individual of
generally appropriate categories of behavior.

For example,

the highly potent individual is naturally expected to act
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differently than the powerless individual.
Given fundamental sentiments, every action initiated by
one actor within an interaction event elicits in others what
are termed transient feelings.

These feelings are short lived

and reflect the degree to which behavior enacted by one actor
fits the fundamental sentiments held by others.

When enacted

behavior fits the elicited sentiments for all involved actors,
interaction continues smoothly.

However, when the behavior of

another

feelings

deflects

transient

away

from

one's

fundamental sentiments, the disconfirmation of identity is the
result.

In

such

a

situation,

meaning

is

not

shared.

Disagreement exists either in regards to the sentiments evoked
by a

shared definition of situation or in regards to the

definition of situation itself.

For example,

when a woman

expresses a lack of desire to participate in a man's initiated
sexual

activity,

she

deflects

interaction

away

from

his

fundamental sentiments and disconfirms his masculine identity.
Because
unlikely

to

it

is

enact

assumed
behaviors

that
that

individuals

are

disconfirm

highly

their

own

identities (Heise 1977), the failure of behavior to negotiate
a

consensual

actor's

definition

identity

is

of

situation

troublesome.

In

that

confirms

such

a

each

situation,

sentiment-confirming action on the part of one actor can be
disconfirming to another.

At this point,

the interaction

event can break down unless redefinition is accomplished by
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one or more actors.
The most common type of redefinition is the redefinition
of the identities of others

(Heise and Smith-Lovin 1981).

Because individuals firmly internalize their own identities,
and because the material context of the situation may be too
concrete to redefine,

the definitions of the identities of

others are the most flexible and, therefore, the easiest to
manipulate.
Gollob
process

(1968)

through

reassessment

presents

which

of

a

formula

disconfirming

another's

dimension of evaluation.

identity

to

understand

behavior
along

affects

the

the
the

affective

This formula has been extended to

cover the dimensions of potency and activity (Heise 1969 and
1970).

In this formula, impression change is measured as the

interaction of the fundamental sentiments held about another
before an interaction event, the impression of the behavior
enacted by

another

during

an

interaction

event,

and

the

product of the enacted behavior and the fundamental sentiments
held about the object of that behavior.
the

behaviors

inappropriate,

enacted
individuals

To the extent that

by

another

are

are

posited to

normatively

reassess

their

initial impression of that actor.
One important aspect of such redefinition of others'
affective identities is the interaction of the dimensions of
potency and activity.

In research conducted by Gollob and
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Rossman

(1973),

disconfirming behavior which exhibits

low

power and high goodness increases impressions of goodness upon
reassessment, while disconfirming behavior which exhibits high
power

and

low

goodness

has

reassessments of goodness.

extreme,

negative

effects

on

This interaction is important to

the extent that the positive evaluation of many subordinate
positions in a

stratified society are contingent upon the

acceptance of said subordination.
While such reassessment of others is a potential result
of identity disconfirming interaction,

it is also possible

that power advantages allow one actor to physically impose
their

own

definition

of

sentiments upon another.

situation

and/or

fundamental

It is here that emotions become

central to the motivation of social action.
Emotions

are

conceptualized

in the

extension

of the

theory provided by Smith-Lovin (1990) as intricately tied to
affect.

To

fundamental

the

degree

sentiments

affective dimensions,

that
that

social
place

an

interaction
individual

confirms
low

on

that individual experiences negative

emotional arousal consistent with their affective sentiment.
When a person who defines her/himself as worthless, powerless,
and passive is treated as worthless, powerless, and passive,
s/he is likely to feel depressed.

Similarly, when a person

who defines her/himself as valuable, powerful, and active is
treated accordingly, s/he is likely to feel satisfied.
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When such confirmation of sentiment is produced in social
interaction,

a

person is not dynamically motivated by it

because s/he is not surprised by it.

It is the element of

surprise, elicited when fundamental sentiments are deflected
by the social action of another, that influences motivation
for

dynamic

unexpected

action.
shift

in

This
the

surprise

direction

is

revealed

and/or

as

an

intensity

of

emotional arousal which is produced by deflection.
shift is significant enough,

When this

an individual is motivated to

reassert their disconfirmed identity and,

if able,

impose

their definitions upon another.
Thus,

unlike

other theoretical

treatments

of affect,

affect control theory proposes a motivational avenue of affect
that is neither physiologically rooted nor based solely on
objective,

structurally

induced

expectations

of

arousal.

Emotional arousal is socio-culturally constructed and directly
influences the motivation of subsequent social action.
For example, to the degree that an individual male holds
fundamental sentiments that lead him to expect that his date
is relatively worthless, powerless, and passive and eventually
will give in to his sexual advances, and to the degree that
such

deference

identity

as

a

is

important

valuable,

to

the

potent,

confirmation
and

active

of

man,

his
the

recognition that his date is not going to defer generates
unexpected, negative emotional arousal.

In other words, her
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expression of non-desire deflects interaction away from his
fundamental sentiments, disconfirms his masculine identity,
and

upsets

contributes

him

emotionally.

to

the

This

motivation

arousal,

in

aggressive

of

turn,
sexual

imposition. 4
In sum, theories of affect propose several motivational
influences of feelings.

Evolutionary models,

abstract

emphasize

individualism,

affective

motivation

behavioral

responses

as

affective

arousal

functionality

physiological

which

competitive environment.

the

promote

grounded in

arousal

of

triggers

survivability

in

a

Rational models emphasize positive

associated

with

specific

interactive

processes and outcomes; because individuals are motivated to
feel good,

individuals are motivated by expectations that

associate specific interactive processes and outcomes with
specific qualities of affective arousal.
control theory sees

In contrast, affect-

individuals as motivated to maintain,

rather than maximize, their respective affective states; when
expectations
challenged
emotional

concerning
or

such

disconfirmed

arousal

generated

in

affective
social

motivates

identities

are

interaction,

the

identity

asserting

4An interesting theoretical parallel concerning emotional
motivation has been offered by Candace Clark (1990). In her
conceptualization of micro-politics,
emotions
generated by
experiencing a lower situational status that one expects or desires
are termed place claims.
Such emotions motivate individuals to
actively strive to attain higher situational status.
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social action.
In terms of the potential socio-cultural influences on
affective motivation, several avenues are suggested.

Socio-

cultural processes can constrain or suppress the motivation of
culturally

inappropriate

behavior

triggered

occurring, physiological emotional arousal.

by

naturally

Socio-cultural

processes also associate certain interactive processes and
outcomes with good feelings and others with bad feelings, thus
directing pleasure seeking individuals towards certain types
of interaction and away from others.
influence

individuals

to

Finally, such processes

internalize

specific

affective

identities, associate these identities with expectations of
normative social interaction, and become emotionally aroused
when

their

disconfirmed.

identities

are

challenged

and

expectations
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Conclusion

As stated in the introduction to this work,

academic

literatures reveal the competitive organization of academia.
Because various theories are founded upon various assumptions,
paradigmatic conflict and debate ensue.
motivation

of

historically
abstract

social

is

action,

organized

individualism,

into

social

this

In terms of the

conflict

three

and

general

rationality,

and

debate

paradigms,
affective

identity maintenance.
The purpose of this chapter is to elaborate each of these
three perspectives on motivation, and to focus specifically on
proposed relationships between socio-cultural processes and
motivation.

The

following

chapter

attempts

to

transcend

ongoing paradigmatic debate and integrate these perspectives
into a more inclusive theoretical model.

I argue that these

perspectives have more in common than is usually recognized
and that some of the points debated reveal disagreements that
are more semantic than fundamental.

Before going on to this

integration, however, it is helpful to summarize the various
potential

influences

of

socio-cultural

processes

on

motivation of social action suggested by the theories.

the
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1.

Socio-cu1tural processes influence social
motivation by constraining or suppressing innate,
physiological drives to maximize sensual and/or
emotional gratification.

2.

For rational maximizers of preferences and/or affect,
socio-cultural processes influence motivation by
associating specific outcomes of social action with
hierarchical levels of desirability.

3.

For rational maximizers of preferences and/or affect,
socio-cultural processes influence motivation by
shaping individual perceptions of alternative
potential actions and outcomes.

4.

For rational maximizers of preferences and/or affect,
socio-cultural processes influence motivation by
shaping individual perceptions of opportunity costs.

5.

For rational maximizers of preferences and/or affect,
socio-cultural processes influence motivation by
shaping individual perceptions of institutional
constraints.

6.

For seekers of affective identity maintenance, sociocultural processes influence motivation through the
social construction of identities.

7.

For seekers of affective identity maintenance, sociocultural processes influence motivation by
associating specific identities with normative paths
of interaction.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
AN INTEGRATED MODEL

Introduction

Academia, as a social institution of production embedded
within an economic system of exchange relations, is organized
in part around both inter-disciplinary and intra-disciplinary
competition.

Consequently, institutional positions are often

drawn in opposition to each other.

Paradigmatic positioning

reveals such competitive opposition as lines of debate are
drawn

and

partisan

camps

are

organized

on

all

sides.

Normative methodologies are designed either to offer support
and justification for one side over another or to provide
critical tests of propositions offered by various sides.
Work presented here,

however,

applies an alternative

methodology, a methodology which aims to overcome paradigmatic
conflict

and

views

social

reality

as

a

broad

range

of

potentiality which can be evaluated for political, as well as
scientific, purposes.

Thus, instead of constructing a cause-

effect argument to isolate a specific cause in the production
of patriarchal imposition, I will attempt to elaborate several
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in said production. 1

potential influences
partisanship

has

been

made

clear

Politically, my
It

previously.

is

my

position that patriarchal imposition in all its forms should
be

defined

as

a

social

problem

in

need

of

solution.

Therefore, anything that may be a potential influence in the
production of patriarchal imposition should be addressed with
an eye toward social change.
A methodology

which

This is my praxis.

aims

to

identify

potentialities

necessarily relies on an integrative treatment
relevant theories.

of various

The purpose of this chapter is to provide

such a treatment in regards to the paradigms of social action
discussed in the previous chapter.

The first step of such

integration concerns the critical comparison of the abstract
individualist,

social

rationality,

and

affective

identity

maintenance paradigms, a comparison focused on the isolation
of specific points of debate.
In terms of the general debate, these paradigms differ in
their respective treatments of four distinct questions:

(1)

What are the extra-situational influences on social action?,
(2) What are the situational influences on social action?, (3)

1I do not suggest here that cause-effect analyses are somehow
apolitical. Nor do I suggest that researchers who undertake such
analyses do so for purely scientific reasons.
However, the
politics of feminism are not dependent upon any particular causeeffect relationship.
Whatever the causation of patriarchal
domination proves to be, the politics of feminism will call for its
interruption.
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How do extra-situational and situational influences translate
into

individual

relationship

action

between

decisions?,
expected

and

influence subsequent social action?
are treated below.

and

(4)

How

experienced

does

the

outcomes

Each of these questions

For each question, the foundation of the

specific debate is categorized as the generation of mutually
exclusive propositions, differential emphasis in theoretical
conceptualization,

or differential substantive application.

Differential substantive application arises when one theory
generates propositions for specific empirical cases that other
theories do not deal with.
Only in the case of mutually exclusive propositions is
debate

a

logical

necessity.

In

cases

of

differential

emphasis, differential semantics, and differential inclusion,
theoretical integration requires only the statement of varied
explanations in mutually complimentary fashion.
Following

this

critical

comparison,

I

theoretically integrated model of social action.

offer

a

This model

draws potential influences in the production of social action
from

mutually

differential
complimentary.
potential

exclusive

emphases

and

applications

and
as

integrates

complimentary.

Because the purpose of this work is to explore

socio-cultural

patriarchal

propositions

imposition,

particularly appropriate.

influences
this

in

the

theoretical

production

of

approach

is
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Following the

elaboration

of

an

integrated model

of

social action, its logic is applied to an abstract theoretical
explanation of date rape as a heuristic example of patriarchal
imposition.

This application requires only the specification

of analytical scope to a narrowly defined interaction event.
While simple,
isolates

this application is consequential in that it

specific

areas

of

socio-cultural

content

as

theoretically relevant to subsequent methodological design.
By pointing to specific ways in which socio-cultural processes
may promote or inhibit male agency in patriarchal imposition,
this application serves to link theory to methodology and
provides

a

transition

offered in chapter five.

to

the

elaboration

of

methodology
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Critical Comparison

The first theoretical question addressed concerns extrasituational

influences brought by individuals

interaction.
(AI),

into social

While the paradigms of abstract individualism

social

rationality

(SR) ,

and

affective

identity

maintenance (IM) agree about the existence of such influences,
they differ in terms of their specific conceptualizations of
them.

AI

focuses

on biological drive,

SR on the social

construction of preferences and expected utility,

IM on the

social construction of identities and sentiments.
At a general level of analysis, these three propositions
do not necessarily conflict

in their treatment

of extra-

situational influences in the production of social action.
Simply

stated,

some

action

is

founded

upon

genetic

predisposition and other action upon hierarchies of preference
and/or definition of self relative to other.

However, when

analytical scope is restricted to a specific social action
within

a

particular

interaction

situation,

a

barrier

to

theoretical integration becomes evident.
While

the

propositions

potentially complimentary suggest

that

the

social

offered

by

SR

and

IM

are

it is logically consistent to
construction

of

preference

and

expected utility is related to the social construction of
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identities and sentiments -

the proposition offered by AI

necessarily

excludes

origins

extra-situational

to

originate

arguments

in genetics,

as AI

which

offer

factors.
suggests,

socio-cultural

If

such

then

factors

they do

not

originate socio-culturally because one's exposure to heredity
necessarily
process. 2

precedes

one's

exposure

to

socio-cultural

Consequently, socio-cultural processes are treated

as intervening variables in terms of the production of social
action.

They may reinforce or inhibit preexisting genetic

drives, but they are not foundational.
The second question faced by theories of social action
concerns situational influences in the production of social
action, and the three paradigms are unanimous in acknowledging
that the situation is influential.

The human, material, and

symbolic resources evident in any given situation constrain
the opportunity to act for the actors involved.
words,

In other

situational resources define the range of potential

social action,

interaction,

and outcomes available in any

given interaction situation.
In terms of this situational influence,

the paradigms

differ in the emphasis that they accord to various types of

21
should make
a
distinction
here
between
abstract
individualism as a paradigm and abstract individualists as
theorists. While some abstract individualists may not be entirely
essentialist in their treatment of motivation, I understand the
paradigm as, ultimately, essentialist.
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situational

opportunity

conceptualizes

and

situational

constraint.

opportunity in either-or terms:

AI

either the

opportunity to gratify natural drives exists or it does not.
Given the

existence

of said opportunity,

either a

social

contract which denies such gratification applies or it does
not, and related social action is constrained or it is not.
The SR paradigm,

as explicitly expressed by rational

choice theory, simply applies this logic to two categories of
situational constraint, opportunity costs and institutional
constraints.

If the situation enables an individual to attain

a preferred outcome through social action, the initiation of
that

action

is

constrained when the

initiation

as

preferred

outcomes

actor perceives

negating the potential
and/or

if

the

attainment
situation

such

of other
places

institutional obstacles in its path.
Both of the above paradigms conceptualize opportunity in
terms of potential situational action and outcomes.

The 1M

paradigm differs from this treatment in that it conceptualizes
opportunity in terms of normative action and outcome.
other words,
possibly

get

In

instead of focusing on what an individual can
out

of

any

given

interaction

situation,

1M

focuses on what an individual should normatively get out of
it.

Related normative expectations, then, are the focus of

situational constraint.
Thus, in terms of the interaction situation's influence
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on social action,
conflict.

the three paradigms reveal no necessary

Differences between the paradigms concern only

differences

in

emphasis,

as

the

emphasis

on

potential

opportunity evident in AI and SR does not necessarily exclude
the emphasis on normative opportunity espoused by IM.
Up

to

debate

this

about

point,

social

the

action

only

fundamental

concerns

paradigmatic

whether

or

not

an

individual's socio-cultural history is viewed as an original
source for motivation or as intervening influences upon a preexisting, genetically founded source.

In either case, we now

have an individual who is in a position to put forth action
within a constraining interaction situation.
Given both situational and extra-situational influences,
the third question addressed by theories of social action
concerns

how

relevant

social

action.

straightforward.

influences

translate

Paradigmatic

debate

into

specific

here

seems

AI and SR propose that individuals use all

available information for the purpose of utility maximization,
while IM proposes that information is used to identify and
confirm normatively expected patterns of interaction between
recognized social identities.

Thus,

AI and SR view human

beings as motivated to attain preferred outcomes,
views

human

expectations.
incompatible,

beings

as

motivated

to

confirm

while IM
normative

While these two propositions sound mutually
I argue that they are not.

Rather,

I argue,
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this paradigmatic debate is founded upon semantic disagreement
concerning the definition of motivation.
Before offering this argument, however, it is helpful to
review some literature concerning the debate

itself.

In

Social Psychology of the Self-Concept (Rosenberg and Kaplan
1982),

a meta-analysis of experiments designed as critical

tests for this debate is offered by Stephen C. Jones.
frames

the

basic

question

in

terms

of

Jones

self-esteem:

Do

individuals direct social action at the production of social
outcomes which enhance self-esteem or at the production of
social outcomes which maintain a consistent level of selfesteem?
The self-enhancement side of the debate is evident in the
classical
Thibaut

propositions
and

universal,

Kelley

of

1959,

individual-level

exchange
Homans

theory
1961),

motivation

evaluation of self through interaction
others.

(Dittes
which

to

1959,

assume

a

enhance

the

(sic exchange)

with

Individuals with low self-esteem are hypothesized to

prefer social interaction which is expected to raise selfesteem.

Individuals with high self-esteem are hypothesized to

prefer interaction which is expected to at least maintain
existing positive self-evaluation.

The reduction of self-

esteem, which exists as a continuum, into a binary function,
I imagine, is made purely for the sake of simplicity.
The self-consistency side of the debate is founded upon
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Festinger's (1957) cognitive dissonance theory.

This theory

proposes that individuals are universally predisposed to favor
certainty

to

uncertainty

and

are,

therefore,

universally

motivated to minimize the dynamism of self-concept.

Because

uncertainty can be minimized by interaction that maintains
consistent

definitions

of

involved

individuals

are hypothesized to

social

seek out

identities,

interaction that

maintains a consistent level of self-esteem, be it high or
low.
Both of the above perspectives suggest that individuals
with high self-esteem seek out social action that is expected
to

produce

outcomes

associated

with

high

self-esteem.

However, they differ in terms of the treatment of individuals
with low self-esteem.

The self-enhancement model predicts

that such actors will prefer interaction expected to result in
the enhancement of self-esteem,

while the self-consistency

model predicts such actors will prefer interaction expected to
maintain low self-esteem.
Jones'

meta-analysis

research reports.

provides

a

review

of

sixteen

Ten of the sixteen offer support for the

self-enhancement model and the remaining six for the selfconsistency model.

Of the latter six, two apply experimental

manipulations which introduce ambiguity about the attribution
of motivation to the

involved subjects

and,

consequently,

provide insight into the semantic foundation of the debate
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itself.
These two experiments (Wilson 1965, Deutsch and Solomon
1959) manipulated the self-evaluation of subjects downward by
attributing to them "failure" concerning an assigned task.
Then, conspiratorial evaluators of the subjects' performance
offered the subjects either positive support by encouraging
them to try again or negative support by advising them to
quit.

Finally, subjects were asked to rate the attractiveness

of their evaluators, and they tended to rate evaluators who
provided negative support as more attractive than evaluators
who provided positive support.
These findings were then interpreted by the original
authors as support for the self-consistency perspective, since
negative evaluators advised a cessation of action which may
have enhanced subjects' self-evaluation.

Jones questions this

interpretation, however, and argues that these findings could
infer support for the self-enhancement perspective if subjects
expected that

continued action would result

failure

continued

and

evaluation.

downward

in continued

manipulation

of

self-

By quitting, subjects could have been rationally

acting to minimize the costs to their self-esteem rather than
acting to maintain a low level of self-esteem.
Stated semantically, the question posed by Jones concerns
whether motivation is defined in terms of the social action
and outcome produced or by an individual's desire to use
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action to produce outcome.

When we recognize that the IM

paradigm defines motivation in terms of the former and the AI
and SR paradigms in terms of the latter, we realize that the
debate itself is founded upon semantic, rather than logical,
grounds.

Let us focus specifically on conceptualizations

offered by rational-choice theory and affect-control theory.
To avoid tautology, rational-choice theory conceptualizes
individual's preferences in any given interaction situation as
distinct from the outcomes of social action initiated within
that situation (Friedman and Hechter 1988).

Rational action

does not always generate preferred outcome.
Rational actors, motivated by utility maximization, may
not attain a preferred outcome for three reasons.

First of

all, subjective expected probabilities concerning means-ends
relationships

are usually,

if not

always,

less than

1.0.

Therefore, an individual is seldom, if ever, guaranteed that
the action s/he puts forth will produce the outcome that s/he
expects.
at

a

Second, the very enactment of rational action aimed

preferred

outcome

assumes

that

such

an

outcome

subjectively perceived as a potential of the situation.

is

If a

preferable outcome is not perceived as a potential of the
situation, then a rational actor will opt for action expected
to produce a minimally disagreeable outcome.
situational
social

opportunity to

action,

pursue

opportunity

costs

a

Third, given the

preferred outcome
and/or

of

institutional
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constraints
irrational
Again,

a

evidenced

within

the

situation

may

make

it

for an actor to actively pursue that outcome.
rational

constraints will

actor who

opt

for

perceives

such costs

and/or

action expected to minimize the

unpleasantness of the situation.
It

is

clear,

then,

that

rational-choice

theory

conceptualizes motivation in terms of preference for desirable
social outcomes,

and such preference "is often constrained.

Individuals are motivated by their desire,

and desire and

constraint together produce social action.
Affect-control
explicit

attempt

to

theory,

on

avoid

the

the

other

tautology

hand,

makes

associated

no

with

confounding the conceptualizations of motivation and outcome.
This

confounding is

theory,

evident

which proposes

that

in the basic premise of the
" ... people

operate

so

as

to

confirm the fundamental sentiments about self and other that
are evoked by definitions of situations."
164)

(Heise 1977, p.

Thus, sentiment confirmation is viewed as the object of

motivation.

But does motivation here suggest that individuals

necessarily desire to produce sentiment confirmation?
A consideration of Lynn Smith-Lovin's extension of the
theory

(1990)

necessarily
motivation.

reveals that affect-control theory does not
infer

desire

in

its

conceptualization

of

According to the theory, an individual who ranks

low on affective dimensions is motivated to act so as to
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confirm fundamental sentiments associated with low affective
status.

However, when such confirmation results, according to

Smith-Lovin, it generates negative emotional arousal in that
individual.

That actor does not feel "good," s/he does not

"like" the experienced outcome,

s/he does not

"prefer" to

experience such low affective status.
So, if affect-control theory does not propose that low
status

actors

desire

to

confirm their

identities

through

initiated social action, what motivates them to do so?

Very

simply, they do so because they are constrained to do so by
the normative expectations elicited by their definition of the
situation.
with

Affect-control theory, in confounding motivation

outcome,

does

not

distinguish

constraint as oppositional forces.

between

desire

and

Therefore, motivation is

conceptualized as including both.
With

this

understood,

the

propositions

offered

by

rational-choice theory and affect-control theory are seen to
be potentially complementary.

Both theories recognize that

individuals differentiate social outcomes in terms of their
desirability.
explicit

in

preference,

Rational-choice
its
while

theory

conceptualization
affect-control

makes
of

theory

this

point

hierarchies

of

implies

by

it

acknowledging that emotions generated by the experience of
social outcomes vary qualitatively in direction from positive
to negative.
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Both

theories

characteristics

also

recognize

potentially

that

inhibit

desirable outcomes of social action.

the

situational

attainment

of

Rational-choice theory

emphasizes opportunity structure and affect-control theory
emphasizes normative structure.

Both theories, then, view the

outcomes of initiated social action as the products of desire
given constraint.
The

fourth

question

addressed by theories

of

social

action concerns the potential influence of experienced social
The key recognition

outcomes on subsequent social action.

here is that, before the fact of social action, the means-ends
relationship perceived by an actor exists
expectation.

in the

form of

Upon the initiation of action and the experience

of outcome, subsequent influence is rooted in the relationship
between expected outcome and experienced outcome.

Again, let

us focus specifically on rational-choice theory and affectcontrol theory.
For

rational-choice

conceptualized

in

terms

theory,
of

social

subjective

action

expected

is

utility.

Because these expectations are subjective, they are influenced
by one's previous experience of means-ends relationships.

If

this experience generates expectations which subsequently are
validated

through

social

action,

then

the

means-ends

expectations are strengthened and the actor simply continues
on until interaction is terminated.

Such termination occurs
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when the purpose of interaction is fulfilled for an actor who
is not constrained to remain in the situation or at such a
time when an external force calls an end to interaction.
If,

however,

expectations

held

by

an

actor

are

invalidated by the experience of outcome, re-evaluation of the
situation

and revision

of expectations

revision,

social interaction continues,

Upon

occur.

such

with each produced

outcome feeding back into the loop of expectation formation,
until termination.
Without

denying the

logic

offered by

rational-choice

theory, affect-control theory is able to offer an additional
proposition which offers additional substantive explanation.
It is able to do so because it includes emotional arousal in
its treatment of motivation and links such arousal to the
experience of social outcome.
Emotions are treated by affect-control theory both in
terms of their direction and their intensity.
of

emotional

arousal

in

contingent

upon

The direction
the

perceived

desirability of experienced outcomes, and such desirability is
linked to the level of affect accorded to an actor in social
interaction along the dimensions of evaluation, potency, and
activity.
positive

Desirable,
arousal

or

high-affect,

(happiness,

outcomes

satisfaction,

generate

etc.)

and

undesirable, or low-affect, outcomes generate negative arousal
(anger, sadness, etc.).
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Intensity of emotional arousal is contingent upon the
degree to which an experienced outcome deviates from one's
subjective expectations.

unexpected outcomes generate high-

intensity arousal and expected outcomes generate low-intensity
arousal.
According to affect-control theory, it is the intensity
of emotional arousal that influences motivational dynamics.
When outcomes significantly deviate from expectations,
rational basis for social action is shattered.

the

With this

shattering, non-rational motivation takes over and produces
action linked not to purpose but to emotion.

Thus, affect-

control theory links emotional motivation systematically to
the

failure

of

rational

action

to

validate

subjectively

expected probabilities concerning means-ends relationships.
In doing so,

affect-control theory addresses a category of

social action ignored by the SR paradigm in a
fashion.

systematic
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The Integrated Model

At this point, an integrated model of social action can
be elaborated,

a model which accepts the partial truths of

each of the paradigms.

I emphasize that this model possesses

the basic weakness of methodological individualism.
abstract

model

directed

at

the

explanation

of

It is an
aggregate

population tendencies in social action; to reduce this model
to either the prediction or post-hoc explanation of individual
social action would likely be an ecological fallacy.
When actors enter into interaction situations, they bring
with them a motivational foundation of desire influenced by
their respective histories as members of both a biological
species and various socio-cultural systems.

Consequently,

desire varies across individuals due to their differential
positions
socially

within

these

constructed

histories.

hierarchies

People
of

subjective expectations of utility,
self

and

People

of

also

ultimate

other,
vary

goal

in

and

in

their

of this

work

influences on social action,
biological

theory.

However,

theory are worth addressing.

their
genetic
is

to

vary

in

their

preference,

in

their

in their definition of
fundamental
makeup.
address

sentiments.
Because

the

socio-cultural

I will not further elaborate
three

ramifications

of such
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The

first

ramification

concerns

the

necessary

specification of social action and its logical relationship to
genetic origin.
desire

does

founded.

To say that genetics provide a foundation for

not

imply

that

all

desires

are

genetically

A logical justification for a theoretical linkage

between

genetics

and

desire

justification is elusive,

is

required.

theoretical

If

such

attention should be

turned to socio-cultural processes.
This logical ramification is closely related to a second,
this

time

methodological,

issue.

This

issue

concerns

instances when a specified desire and a genetic origin can be
linked

logically,

speculated

rather

assumed to

exist.

but

the

than

proposed

observed

This

genetic

and,

recognition

origin

therefore,
leads

into

is

must
a

be

debate

concerning the philosophy of science, a debate which I will
not entertain here.
which

reduce

Suffice it to say that logical arguments

observed

social

reality

to

unobserved

or

unobservable forces of nature are, scientifically speaking,
mere conjecture.
Perhaps the most
arguments,

however,

is

significant ramification of genetic
that

socio-cultural

processes

are

recognized as potential inhibitors of motivation founded in
genetics.

Therefore, a theoretical treatment of a specified

social action will include at least a treatment of extrasituational,

socio-cultural

processes

in

terms

of

this
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potential intervention.
When an individual encounters an interaction situation,
any influence of the situation on social action is based on
that

individual's

subjective

resources available.
individual's

perception

of

the

symbolic

It is this perception which underlies an

definition

of

situation,

and

it

includes

perception along various dimensions.
One dimension of situational perception concerns contextsymbolic

attributions

attributions

include

made
the

by

the

individual.

temporo-spatial

Such

location

of

the

situation as well as the distribution of material resources
across this location.

Individuals subjectively perceive the

material contexts of a situation in a symbolic fashion and
attribute meaning accordingly.
A second dimension of situational perception concerns
actor-symbolic

attributions

made

by

the

individual.

An

interaction situation involves at least two actors, a "self"
and an "other."

Within the interaction situation, both self

and other are perceived as
importantly,

social

identities which,

are defined in relation to each other.

most
Upon

recognizing self and other as social identities, individuals
attribute meaning to the relationship accordingly.
attributions

here

include

external

status

Relevant

characteristics

(sex, race, age, etc.), institutional roles (mother, doctor,
policeperson,

etc.),

and

physical

characteristics

(size,
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strength,

etc. ) .

attributions

Taken together,

interact

to

produce

specific actor-symbolic
general

attributions

concerning the relative affective status of involved actors.
A key

aspect

of

the

subjective

perception

of

the

interaction situation by the individual is that it occurs
reflexively.

It includes a definition of self as other, a

treatment of self as a social object-identity which exists
situationally in relation to other social objects and social
identities.

This reflexivity allows a social actor to define

the situation as an integrated whole which includes one's
position within it. Actor-symbolic attributions are evaluated
in relation to each other, context-symbolic attributions in
relation to each other, and actor-symbolic attributions in
relation to context-symbolic attributions.
Once defined, the interaction situation as an integrated
whole is interpreted by the integrated model as two, overlapping structures.

One structure, that which is emphasized

by the AI and SR paradigms, is an opportunity structure which
delimits potential alternative social actions and outcomes,
potential costs associated with taking advantage of any given
opportunity, and situational obstacles which may reduce the
expected utility of any given action.

One's perception of the

interaction situation as a structure of opportunity, then,
influences one's expectations of what could happen in a given
situation.
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Definitions of situations also include perceptions of the
situation

as

a

normative

structure,

and

this

perception

focuses more narrowly on normative actions and outcomes.

This

structure, which is emphasized by the IM paradigm, constrains
one's

expectations

concerning

situational

action

beyond

expectations of potentiality to expectations of normality.
Consequently,

while

the

perception

of

a

situation's

opportunity structure generates expectations of what could
happen, the perception of a situation's normative structure
generates

expectations

of

what

should,

or probably

will,

academia

treats

happen.
The

paradigmatic

partisanship

of

opportunity structure as distinct from normative structure.
However,

an integrated treatment brings together these two
The key to this integration is a more precise

structures.

specification of normative structure, a specification which
distinguishes normative expectations of should from normative
expectations of could.
Norms
behavior.

constrain

against

the

enactment

of

specified

One type of such constraint concerns cultural, or

moral,

norms.

actor

and

Such norms define the relationship between

action

as,

in

some

potentially worthy of sanction.

sense,

inappropriate

and

Cultural norms can be sub-

classified into two types based on the type of sanction that
may potentially result.

Legal norms associate the enactment
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of inappropriate action with the potential for formal, legal
sanctions, while social norms associate inappropriate action
with informal, social sanctions.

In either case, cultural

norms constrain individual action to the degree that they are
internalized, on the one hand, and to the degree that they are
enforced, on the other.

In the first case, the influence on

the production of social action is extra-situational because
internalization necessarily precedes the situation at hand.
In the second case, the influence is situationally grounded.
A second type of such constraint concerns experiential,
or statistical norms.

Such norms represent one's observation

and experience of social reality and serve to define the
relationship between actor, action, and outcome within defined
situations in a probabilistic sense.

To the degree that

experiential norms elicited by the definition of situation
influence one's perception of alternative potential actions
and outcomes, they constrain action choice accordingly.

In

such a case, one may not perceive an alternative action as a
viable

action

choice

because

slhe

has

not

observed

or

experienced it as viable in the past.
This more precise specification of normative structures
aids the integrative treatment of opportunity structure and
normative structure because it offers mechanisms of normative
constraint that work at the level of opportunity costs and
subjective expectations of utility.

Cultural norms constrain
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against

specified

internalized,

but

social
also

action

when

not

they

only

associate

when

they

are

sanctions

as

opportunity costs or influence the subjective expected utility
of potential alternative social actions.
Situational
action,

then,

influences

in

the

production

of

social

are based in the individual perception of a

situation as an integrated structure of opportunity and norms.
This perception elicits subjective expectations of what could
happen

in

a

given

situation,

what

should

happen

in

a

situation, and what probably will happen in a situation.
However,

it is unwise here to assume that situational

influences are objectively present within any given situation,
because the subjective perception of the

situation occurs

reflexively, and the reflexive self can be conceptualized only
as an historical product.

The reflexive self does not exist

in isolation; it must always be considered in relation to its
socio-cultural context.
While there is much debate concerning how much variation
in

individual

perception

is

based

in

genetically

rooted

variation in neurological functioning, it is obvious that the
blind and the deaf perceive the world differently than the
seeing and the hearing.

Putting this question aside, however,

it is equally obvious that reflexive perception is influenced
by socio-cultural history because reflexive perception is a
symbolic process,

the attachment of meaning to symbol is a
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learned process,

and learning is a socio-cultural process.

Thus, situational influences must be considered as contingent
upon extra-situational influences whenever we are dealing with
the production of social action under circumstances of choice.
Given

the

recognition

of

extra-situational

and

situational influences in the production of social action, the
tautology that results from the confounding of social action
with related outcomes is avoided by specifying influences on
action in terms of desire and constraint.

In terms of desire,

genetically originated drives and socio-culturally originated
preferences are relevant.

Internalized social identities are

also relevant to the degree that
differentiate

in

across

identities.

social

the

formation
For

socio-cultural processes

of

preference

example,

the

hierarchies
differential

internalization of gender identity experienced by males and
females may lead males and females to associate differing
levels of desirability to the same social outcome.
drives

and/or

desires

to

preferences

maintain

the

may
level

include
of

Of course,

subjectively

gratification

felt

and/or

certainty associated with a given social identity.
Now,

if we accept the basic premise that individuals

prefer more desirable social outcomes than less desirable
social outcomes, then we may propose that individuals prefer
to

initiate

social

action

relatively desirable outcomes.

that

is

expected

to

produce

When we attain such outcomes,
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we feel "better" than when we do not.
However, in realizing that both situational and extrasituational

influences

constrain

against

one's

perceived

ability to attain relatively desirable outcomes, we realize
that social action is the product of desire given constraint
and that

social

outcomes produced by

social action will

reflect desire only to the degree that perceived constraints
are minimal.

Social outcomes, in fact, will reflect perceived

constraints upon desire more than desire itself insofar as
such constraints are significant.
Because the influence of constraints must occur prior to
the initiation of action in a non-tautological explanation of
social action, constraints must be conceptualized in terms of
expectations.

Constraining expectations may be perceived

subjectively along various lines. The perceived opportunity
structure of an interaction situation generates subjective
expectations of utility concerning the relationship of social
action to differentially desired outcomes.

The perceived

normative structure of a situation elicits experiential norms
which further bound subjective expectations of utility, while
cultural norms provide additional expectations concerning the
relationship of attained outcome to potential sanctions as
additional opportunity costs.
Up to this point, I have treated the production of social
action as an individually purposive process.

While I do not
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argue that all action is purposive, it is axiomatic that some
action is.

Therefore, I limit the scope of the model thus far

to purposive processes of action.

The maintenance of such

processes requires that the expectations that associate action
and interaction with relevant purpose are maintained for at
least one involved actor who is powerful enough to constrain
others to participate.
Purposive social action is founded upon expectations of
outcome, and experienced outcomes are continuously interpreted
relative

to

expected outcomes.

Expectations

process of continuous social formation,

exist

in

a

as each experienced

outcome of action is added to the mix of previous experience.
Expectation formation is an individually historical process,
as

the

experience

remembrance
memories.

of

the

of
past

the
and

present
joins

immediately
with

At any given point in time,

becomes

countless

other

a given subjective

expectation which associates action with outcome exists as the
product of an individual's past observation and experience of
similar means-ends relationships.
Thus,

it

is

a

given that the perceived relationship

between experienced and expected outcome is significant in the
production of subsequent social action.

To the degree that

experienced outcome, either in terms of the action-response of
another

or

in terms

of the manipulation

objects within an interaction situation,

of

other

social

is consistent with
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the subjective expectations of outcome held by an actor prior
to

initiating action,

then expectations are

situationally

validated as a foundation for subsequent purposive processes.
To the degree that experienced outcome is inconsistent with
expected outcome, however, then expectations are situationally
invalidated.

Here, cognitive re-evaluation of the situation

and revision

of expectations

process to be maintained.

are necessary

for

purposive

If such rationality is possible,

purposive action may proceed.

If not,

purposive processes

dissolve.
The key proposition in the systematic explanation of nonpurposive,

emotional

methodological

motivation

individualism

is

in

that

an

integrated

intense

emotional

arousal, produced by the failure of experienced outcomes to
meet

one's

expectations,

interrupts

processes within the individual.

rational

cognitive

As experienced outcome is

perceived to deviate significantly from expected outcome, the
intensity

of

emotional

arousal

is

heightened.

At

some

threshold level of intensity - specific thresholds may vary
both across individuals and across situations - expectations
are

shattered

and

temporarily denied.
based in purpose.

cognitive

re-evaluation

and

revision

At this point, action can no longer be
I refer to cognition in the above to refer

specifically to conscious psychological processes, processes
which take into account the potential consequences of action.
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In the absence of purposive process, action becomes based
on

the

directional

directional

quality

quality

is

of

emotional

contingent

arousal.

upon

the

relative

desirability of experienced and expected outcomes.
desirability

of

an

experienced

outcome

is

This

If the

significantly

greater than the level expected,

then emotional arousal is

intense

who

and positive.

feelings

(i.e.

one

primarily

been

of

For
whose

one

is

not

socio-cultural

low-status,

highly

used to

experience

constrained

such
has

social

positions), a sense of fear and/or obligation may be generated
by the arousal as non-purposive motivation for deferential
social action.
experienced

On the other hand, if the desirability of an

outcome

is

significantly

less

that

the

expected, then emotional arousal is intense and negative.

level
For

one who is not used to such feelings

(i.e. one whose socio-

cultural

been

experience

has

primarily

minimally constrained social positions),

of
a

high-status,

sense of anger

and/ or resentment may be generated by the arousal as nonpurposive

motivation

social action.

for

aggressive,

potentially

violent,

In neither case is the production of action

based on means-ends expectations; in both cases it is based on
intensely felt emotions which interrupt cognitive processes of
rationality.
Two conditions are implicit in this argument.

First of

all, the subjective expectations initially held by an actor
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concerning the relationship of action to outcome must reach
some

level

of

relative

certainty.

If

an

individual

is

relatively unsure as to this relationship, s/he will not be
very shocked by the production of an unexpected outcome and,
because it is such a shock which influences the intensity of
emotional

arousal,

individuals

shocked into irrational action.
hand must be

will

not

find

themselves

Second, the interaction at

subjectively perceived by the

individual

as

sufficiently important to warrant an investment of identity.
If an individual does not really care whether an expected
outcome is produced, then s/he is unlikely to be very affected
by the experience of an unexpected outcome.
The ramifications of the above propositions in terms of
extra-situational processes of socialization and culture are
significant for two reasons.
are

hierarchical,

the

First, when social identities

internalization

produces hierarchical affective status.

of

social

identity

Some actors, then,

are affectively advantaged over others, and experience greater
evaluation, potency, and activity levels than others.
Therefore,

actors are differentiated according to the

quality of emotional arousal associated with intense feeling.
Individuals socialized and enculturated to high-status social
identities (i.e. males, caucasians, the rich, etc.) are more
likely to expect relatively desirable interaction events and,
consequently, are more likely to experience negative emotions
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Thus, the primary

as more intense than positive emotions.
emotions

of

resentment,

motivation

for

such

Conversely,

etc.

individuals

individuals

enculturated to low-status identities (i.e.
minorities,

the

poor,

etc.)

are

more

are

anger,

socialized
females,

likely

to

and

racial
expect

relatively undesirable interaction events and, consequently,
are

more

likely to

experience

positive

intense than negative emotions.

emotions

as

more

The primary emotions

of

motivation for such individuals are satisfaction, obligation,

The second ramification of the recognition of emotional
motivation concerns the isolation of a non-purposive, actionoriented

mechanism

which

situationally

reproduces hierarchies of social inequality.
emotions

of

motivation

for

high-status

maintains

and

If the primary
identities

are

triggered by the loss of status, then action associated with
emotional
aggressive.
situational

motivation

for

such

actors

is

likely

to

be

To the degree that status is correlated with
power

advantages,

reassert expected status.

such

action

is

likely

to

Similarly, if the primary emotions

31 offer this only as a tentative proposition.
It is quite
possible that the relationship between affective status and
emotional arousal is non-linear. This is to say that the poles of
an affective status continuum may generate emotional arousal
differently than the middle ranges. For instance, a relatively low
affective status may generate satisfaction as more intense than
anger, while an extremely low affective status may generate the
reverse.
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of motivation

for

status

then

gain,

low-status

identities

associated

action

are triggered by
is

likely

to

be

deferential and result in status given back.
It

is

important

here

to

re-emphasize

that

this

conceptualization of emotional, non-purposive motivation in no
way denies rational processes in the production of social
action.

In

fact,

rational process,

emotional

motivation

is

founded

upon

as it is the failure of such process to

produce expected outcomes that elicits emotional motivation.
Furthermore,

the recognition of emotional motivation adds

explanatory power to the integrated model as social outcomes
are not reducible to either the strategic application of selfinterest

or to

the

maintenance of functionally

systems of interpersonal relations.

efficient
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An Explanation of Date Rape

Returning to the conceptualization of the interaction
event offered in chapter two, any interaction event includes
both an interaction situation and the initiated social action,
interaction, and outcomes generated within it.

Conflict is

evident in an interaction event when involved actors express
differential desires concerning alternative outcomes of social
action.

Such conflict is non-negotiable when the attainment

of desired outcome by one actor necessitates the subordination
of another actor's desire concerning outcome, and imposition
takes place when such subordination results.

Imposition is

considered a event of patriarchal imposition when an involved
female actor experiences such subordination in interaction
with an involved male actor.
Turning now to the heuristic example of date rape, the
interaction situation is that of a heterosexual date,

and

sexual conflict arises within this situation when the involved
male desires sexual activity that is not desired by the
involved female.

Date rape occurs as an interaction event of

patriarchal imposition when this sexual activity is initiated
and consummated by the involved male against the expressed
desire of the involved female.
Given this heuristic event,

the integrated model

of
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social action suggests explanations that vary according to the
quality of sexual desire experienced by the male actor.

Two

of these pathways concern purposive processes of social action
founded in a male's desire to engage in sexual activity with
a female,

while the third concerns non-purposive, emotional

motivation.
In terms of purposive processes of social action, date
rape may result as an interaction event either when a male
actor desires

sexual

activity with a

female

date without

regard to whether or not she desires such activity or when a
male

actor

desires

sexual

activity

undesired by a female date.

that

is

specifically

In the first case, the male's

desire is experienced as an egoistic desire for sex per se.
In the second it is experienced as a misogynistic desire for
dominating and exploitative sex.
The

individual

egoistic

sexual desire may be

genetically
rooted,

historical

or

or

desire
to

may

for

a

logically argued as

socio-culturally

egoistic

gratification

foundation

be

evolutionary

rooted.

As

linked to

either

imperative.

male's
either

genetically

As

sensual
socio-

culturally rooted, it may be linked to processes of identity
formation

and

the

identity maintenance.

relationship

of

sexual

experience

to

In both cases, socio-cultural processes

are involved when the fail to provide the intervention and
constraint previously defined.
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In terms of misogynistic desire,
foundation must be socio-cultural.

individual historical
While

I

am sure that

arguments to the contrary have been made, I see no logic in
associating the hatred for things female suggested by the term
misogyny with genetic characteristics of the species or of
individuals'

hereditary

positions

within

it.

Therefore,

misogynistic sexual desire must be founded upon processes of
masculine identity formation experienced by some males and the
relationship of experiencing sex as a male dominant and female
exploi tati ve act to the preferred maintenance of dominant
social

status.

processes

To

the

degree

and situational

that

other

socio-cultural

considerations do not

constrain

against the gratification of misogynistic sexual desire (i.e.
by generating expectations

of imprisonment

costs),

rape

misogynistic

date

results

as

as

opportunity

the

purposive

outcome of misogynistic social action.
Empirical support for this explication of egoistic and
misogynistic rape is readily available.

Research concerning

institutionalized rapists undergoing psychological treatment
has

revealed such motivational tendencies

(Vogelman

1990,

Sussman and Bordwell 1981, Groth 1979).

However, a clear-cut

distinction

egoistic

between

misogynistic

and

desire

is

difficult to draw.
It is a fine line which demarcates a male's desire for
sex without regard to a female's desire from a male's desire
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for sex contingent upon a female's lack of desire, between
disrespect

for women and hatred of women.

However,

this

distinction is important theoretically because it recognizes
that

sexual

desires

realized as rape.

which

motivate

rape

are

not

always

In the case of egoistic male sexual desire,

sexual activity which is not rape transpires when a female
shares with the male a desire for sexual relations.

In the

case of misogynistic male sexual desire,

the expression of

sexual

male

desire

by

a

female

denies

the

misogynistic

gratification and may lead him to withdraw or initiate a level
of violence which a female is bound to find undesirable.
The integrated model also suggests that non-purposive,
emotional

motivation

influences

social

action

when

the

experienced outcomes of immediate social action significantly
deviate

from

firmly

Aggressive

expectations.
actions,

in

held and identity

particular,

salient

and potentially

are

proposed to

subjective

violent
result

social

when

the

desirable social outcomes expected by relatively high-status
actors are unattained and such actors experience intense and
negative emotional arousal.

The interaction event of date

rape may be explained in these terms when a male actor desires
mutually desirous sexual activity to transpire with a female
date,

firmly expects such sexual activity to transpire, yet

experiences rejection.
In terms

of the desire

for mutually desirous

sexual
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activity, logical arguments may be made for both genetic and
socio-cultural origins.

Genetically,

sensual gratification

may be perceived as maximal when it results from the purposive
interaction of two willing partners.

Socio-culturally, the

experience of sexual activity with someone who is desiring of
you

may

enhance

feelings

internalized identity.

of

self-worth

associated

with

In both cases, some degree of social

constraint upon sexual desire is assumed because the male
actor's desire for sexual activity is contingent upon the
parallel desire of the female actor.
This
purposeful

contingency,

however,

contingency which

requires

for

treated
its

as

a

situational

the

individual.

If such functioning is interrupted by intense
arousal,

cognitive

be

fulfillment

emotional

rational

must

purposive

emotional processes take over.
socio-cultural history

functioning

processes
Thus,

are

of

broken

the

and

when a male actor's

of experience has

led both to the

internalization of a perceived self-identity which is high in
status relative to the identity he attributes to a female date
and to the formation of subjective expectations which make him
relatively certain that a female date will find him sexually
desirous, emotional date rape may be motivated by the intense
and negative emotional arousal generated by rejection.

Such

motivation produces the social action of rape even though such
action does not fulfill the purpose of attaining desirable
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social outcomes for either actor involved.
Empirical support for the existence of emotional date
rape is evident in research on 71 self-reported date rapists
conducted by Eugene Kanin (1983, 1984).

While each of these

men anonymously and voluntarily reported the enactment of
social action which would legally be defined as rape, none of
them reported that they had either desired or planned to rape.
To the contrary, these date-rapists reported that what they
had desired and planned on was seduction.

In each of 77

reported cases (six of the men reported recidivism), these men
had desired and planned on having mutually consensual sex with
their dates, had engaged in consensual sexual activity short
of vaginal intercourse immediately prior to rape, and expected
to

consummate

with

vaginal

interpreted as sexual foreplay.
even

though

intercourse.

none

of

their

intercourse

what

they

had

These expectations were held

dates

had explicitly

promised

In fact, most had been verbally told by their

dates that there were limits to desired activity short of
vaginal intercourse.
negative

emotional

Furthermore, each of these men reported
response

(bewilderment,

confusion,

resentment, and/or anger) as arising from the realization that
their dates were not going to consent willingly to sexual
intercourse.
According to Kanin, these date-rapists held unrealistic
expectations and made unrealistic imputations concerning their
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dates.
were

Kanin suggests that these expectations and imputations
generated

by

a

combination

of

socialization

to

a

particular, hyper-erotic ideology and the generalization of
previous sexual experience to assumptions regarding immediate
circumstances.
differed

from

This
a

sample

control

self-reported date-rapists

group of 227

subjects in two key ways:
groups that placed a

of

non-aggressive male

(1) they were associated with peer

great emphasis on the

importance of

sexual experience for social status, and (2) they reported a
mean frequency of mutually consensual heterosexual orgasm that
was nearly twice that of the control group
logical to suggest that,
rejection,

these

emotional arousal,
cognitive

men

(1984).

It is

upon the experience of unexpected
experienced

intense

and

negative

arousal which interrupted their rational

processes

and

motivated

aggressive

and

violent

sexual responses.
It is important to emphasize here that the production of
emotional date rape as an interaction event requires that the
involved male actor recognizes the expression of a lack of
desire by the
activity.

involved female

While

a

female

concerning initiated sexual

actor's

felt

lack

of

desire

concerning sexual activity initiated by a male actor is bound
to be expressed, at the very least, through passive inaction
or hesitance,

that expression may not be translated by the

male actor as its intended meaning.

Expressions are symbols,
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and

the

attachment

of

meaning

to

symbol

varies

across

individuals and groups to the degree that socialization and
enculturation vary across individuals and groups.
It is theoretically plausible that the expression of a
lack of desire put forth by a female may be interpreted by a
male

as

an

expression

of

desire.

However,

this

seems

empirically plausible only if that male is utterly insensitive
to that female's feelings.

While patriarchal culture may

teach us in the abstract that "no" sometimes means "yes," it
seems more likely to me that,

in the concrete reality of

interpersonal relationships, men are taught to want "no" to
mean "yes" and to act as if a woman or girl's expression of
"no"

was

misunderstood.

Thus,

the

line

separating

insensitivity from egoism, it is exists, is a very fine one.
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Conclusion

In conclusion,
suggests

four

the integrated model of social action

various

pathways

to

date

rape

interaction events of patriarchal imposition.

and

other

The delineation

of these pathways calls for an inclusive theoretical treatment
of various potential influences of socio-cultural processes on
social

action.

explanatory

Such

power

a

treatment

concerning

provides

patriarchal

increased

imposition

and

patriarchal social domination.
Consequently,

related

methodology,

rather

than

testing

conflicting theories and paradigms and upholding one over
others, can focus upon the political purpose of exploring an
integrated

range

of

socio-cultural

potentiality.

The

methodology elaborated in the following chapter follows from
this political purpose.
which

socio-cultural

I seek to isolate various ways in

processes

are

either serving as

the

foundation for or failing to intervene against the production
of patriarchal imposition.
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CHAP'l'ER FIVE:
ME'l'HODOLOGY

Introduction

In chapter two, I defined socio-cultural process as the
temporo-spatially

contingent

perceptual stimulus.

provision

of

meaning

as

Related processes were identified in

terms of three types: experiential, non-fictional vicarious,
and fictional vicarious.
by

individuals

Experiential processes are perceived

interacting with each other,

non-fictional

vicarious processes are experienced by individuals observing
the

interaction

processes

are

of

real

others,

experienced

by

and

fictional

individuals

vicarious

observing

the

interaction of fictionalized others.
This conceptualization suggests multiple methodologies in
the

analysis

of

socio-cultural

process.

One

set

of

methodologies would focus on the lived experience of social
action and interaction by individuals.

Another would focus on

the observed experience of the social action and interaction
of

real

others.

experience

of

A
the

fictionalized others.

third
social

would
action

focus
and

on

the

observed

interaction

of

Furthermore, the overlapping of these

types of socio-cultural process suggests the overlapping of
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these sets of methodologies.
process

on individual

The influence of socio-cultural

social action,

then,

exists as the

biographically contingent joint-product of these three various
types.

The

bridge

which

links

experiential

process

to

vicarious process is identification; to the degree that one
identifies with an observed other,

be that other real or

fictionalized, one experiences the other's social action and
interaction sympathetically and, therefore, such observation
influences one's own subjective expectations concerning social
action and interaction.
The methodology applied in this work is incomplete in
terms of this conceptualization in that it focuses only on the
analytical interpretation of fictional cultural content as
transmitted

to

a

exacerbates

the

individualism
explanations.

generalized
fundamental

to

validly

audience.
inability
approach

This
of

limitation

methodological
individual-level

Not only would such reductionism assume that a

given individual's experience of fictional vicarious process
has been normative, normative here defined by one's sample of
cultural

content,

but

it

would

also

assume

that

the

individual's experience of other socio-cultural processes has
been complementary to this experience.
either of these

assumptions.

I am unwilling to make

However,

if explanation is

restricted to macro-level social action tendencies, then this
research may be viewed as uncovering a partial truth that is
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relevant to the discussion of patriarchal domination.
One thing further.
message.

Why?

Don't blame the messenger for the

Because the messenger is not necessarily

responsible for the content of the message.

The messenger

only enables the message to travel from one place to another,
to be communicated from a source to a destination.

In this

sense, cultural media such as books, magazines, television,
theater,

and

cinema

are

merely

messengers

which

cultural information to travel from place to place,

enable
to be

communicated from multiple sources to multiple destinations.
In analytical terms, this axiomatic reality reveals that
cultural media cannot be treated as

independent variables

concerning cultural influences on social action.
tempting to blame the media of television,

While it is

movies,

comic

books, rock 'n roll, and pornographic magazines for society's
ills, such blame is fundamentally misplaced.

We must focus on

the cultural information transmitted through these media if we
are to understand the relationship between culture and social
action.

This is not to

say that the method of cultural

presentation is immaterial to social action.
such

influences

are

manifested

within

the

However,

any

contextual

presentation of cultural information.
The key

implication here is methodological.

If the

message itself is not created by a particular medium, then the
message is not limited to that medium.

Therefore, in order to
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address macro-level questions about the aggregate reality of
social action, one must interpret cultural information as it
is

transmitted

via

multiple

media

to

a

population.

Ultimately, the reliability of any such interpretation will be
based

on

individual

the

extent

media

is

to

which

one's

sufficiently

sample
broad

to

of

multiple
convey

a

representative portrayal of cultural information and on the
extent

to

which

this

sample

has

been

transmitted

to

a

representatively broad segment of the population in question.
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The Sample

To initiate this analysis of popular culture, I generated
a sample of popular motion pictures from reports of gross
economic success in the United States for the five-year period
1986-1990
economic

in

Variety

success

as

magazine.
income

taken

Variety
in

by

measures
motion

gross

picture

production companies via rental fees charged to individual
cinemas.

Thus,

sufficient

to

movies

keep

extended periods
economic success.

them

of

time

that
in

maintain

a

consumer

demand

wide

public

circulation

receive

higher

levels

of

for

gross

The ten highest grossing films for each

year within this period comprise this sample and are listed in
Table 3.1.
1987)

Since the film Three Men and a Baby (Buena Vista,

made the top ten list

for both 1987 and 1988,

the

eleventh highest grossing film of 1988, Scrooged (Paramount,
1988), was included to round out the sample to fifty movies.
Also, the movies The Color Purple (Warner Brothers, 1985), Out

of Africa (Universal, 1985), and Platoon (Orion, 1986), were
released the year prior to the year in which they made the
top-ten list.
Obviously, popular movies are but one among a multitude
of media of cultural transmission.

I

chose to

popular movies, however, for three key reasons.

focus

on
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Table 3.1: List of fifty movies included in sample, including
production company and year of release, in descending order of
box-office success for each year 1986-1990.
1986:

1987:

1988:

Top Gun (Paramount, 1986)
The Karate Kid, Part II (Columbia, 1986)
Crocodile Dundee (Paramount, 1986)
Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home (Paramount, 1986)
Aliens (Twentieth Century Fox, 1986)
The Color Purple (Warner Brothers, 1985)
Back to School (Orion, 1986)
The Golden Child (Paramount, 1986)
Ruthless People (Buena Vista, 1986)
Out of Africa (Universal, 1985)
Beverly Hills Cop II (Paramount, 1987)
Platoon (Orion, 1986)
Fatal Attraction (Paramount, 1987)
Three Men and a Baby (Buena Vista, 1987)
The Untouchables (Paramount, 1987)
The Witches of Eastwick (Warner Brothers, 1987)
Predator (Twentieth Century Fox, 1987)
Dragnet (Universal, 1987)
The Secret of My Success (Universal, 1987)
Lethal Weapon (Warner Brothers, 1987)
Who Framed Roger Rabbit? (Buena Vista, 1988)
Coming to America (Paramount, 1988)
Good Morning Vietnam (Buena Vista, 1988)
Crocodile Dundee II (Paramount, 1988)
Big (Twentieth Century Fox, 1988)
Die Hard (Twentieth Century Fox, 1988)
Cocktail (Buena Vista, 1988)
Moonstruck (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer/United Artists, 1988)
Beetlejuice (Geffen/Warner Brothers, 1988)
Scrooged (Paramount, 1988)
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Table 3.1:
1989:

1990:

continued ...

Batman (Warner Brothers, 1989)
Indiana Jones: The Last Crusade (Paramount, 1989)
Lethal Weapon 2 (Warner Brothers, 1989)
Honey, I Shrunk the Kids (Buena Vista, 1989)
Rainman (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer/United Artists, 1989)
Back to the Future, Part II (Universal, 1989)
Ghostbusters II (Columbia, 1989)
Look Who's Talking (Tri-Star, 1989)
Parenthood (Universal, 1989)
Dead Poets Society (Buena Vista, 1989)
Ghost (Paramount, 1990)
Pretty Woman (Buena Vista, 1990)
Home Alone (Twentieth Century Fox, 1990)
Die Hard II (Twentieth Century Fox, 1990)
Total Recall (Tri-Star, 1990)
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (New Line, 1990)
Dick Tracy (Buena Vista, 1990)
Hunt for Red October (Paramount, 1990)
Driving Miss Daisy (Warner Brothers, 1990)
Back to the Future III (Universal, 1990)
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First of all,

I chose to focus on visual media rather than

print media, quite simply, because we are in the midst of a
video era.

It is widely recognized that visual media have

overtaken

print

as

the

normative

method

of

cultural

transmission in the United States.
In terms of motion pictures specifically, the audience in
the

United

States

disproportionately

is

male,

disproportionately

and

white,

disproportionately

young.

Therefore, we should not generalize thoughtlessly from this
sample

of

motion

pictures,

cultural experience.

however

popular,

to

minority

However, with respect to gender and age,

we are dealing with a

sample of cultural content that is

appropriate to research addressing the generation of men's
motivation.

According to a poll taken by the Opinion Research

Corporation of New Jersey for the Motion Picture Association
of America, 80% of the 1987 motion picture audience were under
forty years of age and 25% were teenagers,
teenagers

(Harmatz 1988a).

primarily male

While these figures indicate a

significant decline in the teenage audience share since 1984,
we are still dealing with a fairly young and impressionable
audience.
has

As Ned Tanen, then president of Paramount Pictures,

remarked,

"Old means

over

twenty-five"

in

the

movie

business (Harmatz 1988b).
Second, I focus on cinema rather than television because,
unlike television, cinemas require of the consumer a conscious
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effort and financial investment prior to viewing.

One must

go to a movie and pay admission if one is to see a movie.
Therefore, the cultural information transmitted through this
medium is likely, on average, to be perceived by the viewing
population with greater salience than a television program
would be.

In the words of John Ellis,

cinema is a

"hot"

medium, a medium that is the focal point of a public cultural
event of grand technological scale designed for the "curious
and expectant spectator, anxious to find out, the resolution
of whose anxiety becomes the point of intelligibility of the
film ... " (1982, pp. 214-215)
Finally,

I focus on popular movies in order to address

the transmission of popular culture through movies across the
widest possible range of the population.
and counter-cultural films,

While sub-cultural

cult films,

art films, etcetera

are all appropriate for sociological analysis, such movies are
not

representative

Therefore,

one

of

cannot

popular
argue

that

cultural

transmission.

they

significantly

are

influential in the production of aggregate level tendencies in
social action.
The
neither

social
a

unique

scientific
nor

novel

content

analysis

endeavor ;

it

has

of movies
been

is

widely

practiced ever since the commercialization of the medium.
Movies are an easily accessible and fruitful object of inquiry
regarding

analytical

questions

posed by

various

academic
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disciplines

such

as

media

arts

and

sciences,

economics,

sociology, psychology, and political science (see Jowett and
Linton 1989).
In

terms

of

sociological

applications,

movies

are

significant not only in their institutional embeddedness but
also because
consciousness
interaction.

they transmit
in

the

form

cultural meaning
of

visible

social

and

cultural

action

and

If culture is viewed as the process of meaning

and consciousness creation, then movies are important in the
creation of the meaning and consciousness of social action and
interaction.
a

However, we must remember that a movie is only

medium of such creation.

As Graeme Turner has noted,

" ... film is not even the final target of inquiry, but part of
a wider argument about representation." (1988, p. 38)
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Framing the Analysis

In analyzing cultural content, two basic questions must
be addressed.

The first concerns the isolation of levels and

units of analysis.
Levels

The second concerns analytical approach.

and units

of analysis

applied in the

content

analysis of movies as cultural media range broadly from the
analysis of movies per se and genres of movies to the analysis
of individual movies to the analysis of relationships between
characters in movies to the analysis of individual characters
in movies and on down to the analysis of isolated images.
Here, defining questions are not so much paradigmatic as they
are pragmatic.

Researchers focus on that which their research

questions suggest.
Research

questions

addressed

tendencies in social action.

here

concern

aggregate

Therefore, the basic level of

this analysis involves movies per se as viewed by the general
population.
Also,

the

In common parlance, these are "popular" movies.
emphasis

gendered

social

analysis,

that

here

on social

interaction
of

action

suggests

a

gendered relationships

in

relation

second
as

level

to
of

exhibited in

popular movies.
Questions

addressed

here

more

specifically

concern

sentiments and expectations concerning gendered interactive
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conflict, conflict which is embedded both situationally and
relationally.

This suggests two separate units of analysis.

The first is the gendered interaction event in which conflict
arises, while the second concerns the gendered relationship of
which such interactive conflict is a part.
In combination, this delineation suggests three levelunit combinations.

These are:

event,

movies-gendered

(2)

popular

(1)

popular movies-gendered
relationship,

and

(3)

that

the

gendered relationships-gendered event.
In
ongoing

terms
debate

of

analytical
between

approach,

proponents

I

of

assert

quantitative

and

qualitative methods of content analysis suggests the use of
both.

I see value in the classical, quantitative approach to

content analysis which seeks to isolate systematic patterns in
cultural presentation.

Such an approach views culture as an

organized system of meaning and communication.

By isolating

and describing patterns of communication endogenous to this
system,

we

can

address

systemic

meaning

in

a

broad

and

reliable, if somewhat crude, manner.
I also see value in qualitative approaches which seek to
probe beneath system-level patterns to

isolate contextual

relationships, emergent themes, and subjective symbolism.
isolating and interpreting such relationships,

themes,

By
and

symbolism, we can address idiographic meaning in a valid and
precise, if somewhat narrow, manner.
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As Newcomb (1974), among many others, has pointed out,
the

quantitative

versus

qualitative

debate

in

terms

of

analysis of cultural content is best resolved by doing both.
Newcomb suggests that cultural media exist as two interacting
levels of meaning,

the level of surface structure and the

level of deep structure.

On the surface, cultural content is

presented in terms of the provision of evaluative meaning to
generalized cultural
because

it

defines

objects.
broad

Such meaning

normative

standards

evaluation for a generalized audience.
such broad generalizations
multiple

specific

combinations

are

are

seen

object-meaning
strategically

scripted presentation and,

is

of

object

At a deeper level,
as

the

composite

combinations.

contextualized

therefore,

important

of

Such
within

a

vary individually in

terms of their qualitative significance.

Consequently, such

combinations vary in terms of their salience to the viewer.
Questions

addressed in this

work can be

informed by

analysis of both surface and deep cultural structures.

While

an adequate analysis of surface structure can be provided by
the application of descriptive statistical procedures to coded
data,

the analysis of deep structure requires more precise

interpretation.

Therefore,

I

have

chosen

to

apply

the

methodology of ethnographic content analysis, as outlined by
David L. Altheide (1987), to the sample of popular movies at
issue here.

This method recognizes and pursues goals of
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verification

and

discovery,

reliability

and

validity,

quantitative description and qualitative interpretation.

As

such, it represents an integrated methodology with parallels
the integrated theory presented earlier.
In addition to ethnographic content analysis, I have also
applied some

of

the

methodological

tools

of

interactionism, as given by Norman Denzin (1989).
provides

grist

its

specific focus on the analysis of social interaction.

By

ethnographic

for

content

the

research

This method
in

combi~ing

additional

interpretive

analysis

with

mill

interpretive

interactionism, I analyze cultural content as fictional social
interaction or, in terms specified above, fictional vicarious
process.
Both

ethnographic

content

analysis

and

interpretive

interactionism are less organized methodologies than they are
exploratory processes in approaching data.
both view meaning as reflexively given.

This is because

Content at any given

point in time is viewed as deriving its meaning both from
points that have preceded it and points that will follow it.
Therefore, rather than defining analytical procedures in an a
priori manner, these methods allow for procedures to evolve
with exposure to data.
Given
analysis

this
of

processual

cultural

and

process,

flexible
a

approach

specific

to

overview

the
of

methodological procedures cannot be presented as distinct from
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the

cultural

content

at hand.

The

following provides

a

procedural overview of methodology as applied to the sample of
popular movies analyzed here.

In order to distinguish between

ethnographic content analysis and interpretive interactionism,
I have broken this discussion down into two sections.
first

focuses

processes
categorical

of

on ethnographic content analysis'
deconstruction,

coding.

The

constant

second

focuses

reflexive

comparison,
on

The

and

interpretive

interactionism's reflexive processes of reconstruction, thick
description, and interpretation.
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Deconstruction, Comparison, and Coding

Content

analyses

of each of the

fifty movies

in the

sample were executed in a three stage process, focusing on the
aggregate sample of movies as the level of analysis and the
interaction

event

as

the

unit

of

analysis.

As

will

be

discussed below, this coding scheme allows for the subsequent
treatment of gendered relationships as a level of analysis and
the

gendered

relationship

as

a

unit

of

analysis.

By

identifying each coded interaction event with the specific
actors involved,

multiple interaction events involving the

same two actors may be pulled out of the aggregate sample of
events
manner.

and subsequently recombined in a

temporally

linear

Such recombination, then, may be viewed as an event-

string, a relationship of gendered conflict which evolves over
the course of a movie.
As with any form of content analysis, deconstruction is
the first step.

Here, data is reduced from level of analysis

to units of analysis,

from the sample of popular movies to

interaction events of gendered conflict.
of each analysis,

In the first stage

a movie was watched with an eye towards

pinpointing the occurrence of potential deflections in malefemale interaction.

Potential deflections were identified

according to three classifications.

Verbal deflections were
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identified using standard definitions of words
interpretation

of

tone

of

voice

and

(i. e.

inflection,

"no") and
spatial

deflections as attempts to place distance between self and
other either by physically withdrawing or by attempting to
influence the retreat of another, and expressive deflections
as facial expressions commonly associated with dissatisfaction
(i.e. frown, grimace, etc.).

For each potential deflection

identified, the characters involved were noted.
Upon deconstruction, each relevant interaction event was
coded in reference to relevant categorical variables.

In

terms of the integrated theory of social action provided in
the previous chapter, relevant variables fall into two groups,
actor-symbolic attributes and context-symbolic attributes.
The second stage of each analysis entailed viewing the movie
a

second time

with

the

intent

of

developing

descriptive

sketches for each character involved potential deflections
isolated in the previous viewing.
coded

as

actor-symbolic

These sketches, then, were

attributes.

These

attributes

included external status characteristics (i.e. sex, race, age)
as well as estimates of actors' relative positioning on the
affective dimensions of evaluation,
More

specifically,

identities

displayed

these
in

protagonist to antagonist

potency,

estimations
the

movies

(evaluation),

and activity.

located
along

character

continuum

of

great influence to

little or no influence on the actions of others (potency), and
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great energy expenditure to little or no energy expenditure in
social interaction (activity).
In terms of these affective dimensions,

I located each

relevant actor on each affective dimension in terms of their
overall

presentation

measurement

throughout

collapsed

the

variation

movie.

exhibited

While

this

an

actor

by

throughout the movie into one measurement, it also avoided the
problems of tautology generated by event specific measurement
when the outcome of the event is known.

Also, to enhance the

validity of subsequent analyses, I excluded from the data set
non-human
androids,

characters
ghosts,

(i.e.

Satan,

cartoon

etc.)

characters,

Vulcans,

and characters who were not

sufficiently developed in the movies for such measurement to
be made with confidence.
The third stage of each content analysis involved the
observation and coding of each interaction event isolated in
stage

one.

For

operationalized

each

the

point

interaction

of

deflection

event

as

observed,

bounded

by

I
the

initiation of the action that was deflected and the point when
the focus of conflict was no longer at issue.

This end point

for each interaction event is marked by either the resolution
of

the

conflict

in

favor

of

initiator

or

deflector,

a

stalemate, the sustained interruption of the interaction by
another actor in the movie, or the sustained interruption of
the conflict by another scene in the movie.

I excluded the
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latter three unresolved situations from the analyses; thus,
each case analyzed reveals a case of imposi"tion.
Given this temporal bounding of the interaction event,
the event itself was coded according to both actor-symbolic
and context-symbolic attributes as well as event outcome.
terms

of

actor-symbolic

attributes,

external

In

status

characteristics were coded for both initiator and deflector.
In

terms

of

affective

measures,

reliability over specificity.

I

decided

to

prioritize

Therefore, relative evaluation,

potency, and activity were coded as qualitative, categorical
variables concerning the relationship between actors.

I made

no attempt to quantify how good, powerful, or active any given
character was.

Likewise, I made no attempt to quantify how

much better, more powerful, or more active one actor was than
another.

Rather,

relative affective measures were simply

stated as initiator greater than deflector,

initiator less

than deflector, or initiator relatively equal to deflector for
each dimension.
In

order

to

test

the

reliability

of

these

relative

affective measures, I undertook inter-coder reliability tests
for

five

of the

fifty

movies.

This

sub-sample

included

interaction events representing just over 9% of the aggregate
sample.

voluntary coders for these tests included one female

Ph.D. in sociology, one male and one female graduate student
in sociology, and one male and one female graduate student in
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another academic discipline.

Each volunteer coded one movie;

each volunteer coded a separate movie.
moderately successful.

These tests proved

On the dimension of evaluation,

a

consistency rating of 87.6% was achieved over the five movies;
for potency, the consistency rating was 72.5%; for activity,
the consistency rating was 81.7%.

These percentages represent

the ratio of number of events coded consistently by myself and
the volunteers to total number of events included in the subsample.
Unlike the classical quantitative approach to content
analysis (see Krippendorf 1980 and Carney 1972), ethnographic
content

analysis

variables

and

allows

for

attributes

the

not

inclusion

anticipated

of
prior

emergent
to

the

observation of data.

For example, if upon the observation of

the

case

tenth

relevant

a

researcher

recognizes

that

a

certain, unanticipated quality separates this case from the
previous nine, the researcher may add that quality to her or
his variable list.
be

Each additional case observed, then, would

coded accordingly.

Also,

a

variable

originally coded

according to two attributes may be expanded to include a third
as

the

observation

of

a

new

case

suggests.

This

third

attribute, then, would be made available for the coding of all
cases within the sample.
The reflexive process of constant comparison (Glaser and
Strauss

1967)

facilitates

the

recognition

of

emergent
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variables and attributes.

Within this process, each case is

not only analyzed with reference to an existing variable list
but also constantly compared to each previously observed case.
Thus,

whenever

an

event

is

recognized

to

deviate

from

preceding others in any way, that deviation is considered as
an emergent variable of theoretical interest.

Evidence is

continuously used to construct new conceptual categories of
interest

and new conceptual

categories are

added to the

process of comparison.
The process of constant comparison views the researcher
as a generator of theoretical understanding rather than a
falsifier of theoretical propositions.

This treatment of the

researcher relies on an epistemological stance revealed in the
following.
Potential theoretical sensitivity is lost when the
sociologist commits himself exclusively to one specific
preconceived theory ... for then he becomes doctrinaire
and can no longer "see around" either his pet theory or
any other. He becomes insensitive, or even, defensive
towards the kinds of questions that cast doubt on his
theory.
(Glaser and Strauss 1967, p. 46)
An

interesting application of constant comparison involves

viewing the above quotation as cultural content.

Looking back

from the present, we may recognize the use of words himself,
he, and his in reference to the abstract researcher that this
1967 work addresses.

We may then evaluate this quotation in

terms of the emergent variable of gender-bias.
may be coded as present or absent,

Gender-bias

in this case present.
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Later on, if we run into a similar quotation referring to the
abstract researcher as female, we may re-classify the category
of gender-bias present into two sub-categories, male-biased
and

female-biased.

What

this

example

shows

is

that,

by

disavowing a priori theoretical investment in methodology,
researchers are left free to discover theoretical implications
of their data as they practice research.
The list of relevant context-symbolic attributes coded
for each interaction event is relatively extensive.

Coded

variables include the spatial location and temporal location
of the event,

the type of behavior initiated,

the type of

deflection offered, the persistence of both initiation and
deflection, the level of privacy available in the event, the
attire worn by both initiator and deflector, the presence of
alcohol and other drugs, and whether or not either actor was
intoxicated.
While

the

coding

scheme

regarding

actor-symbolic

attributes was theoretically pre-ordained, relevant variables
and

qualitative

attributes
manner.
included
apartment,

of

the

Emergent
room

in

place

indicators
events

were

categories

for

some

identified
concerning

context-symbolic
in

an

emergent

spatial

location

initiator's and/or deflector's
of

business,

house

bathroom/shower,

or

bed,

outdoors/public space, and initiator's and/or deflector's car.
In addition, it was noted whether or not one of the involved
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actors

had

any

relevant space.

claim to

power

or

legitimacy

within

the

For example, if the event took place in the

deflector's office at work, the deflector was coded as having
a

claim

to

concerning
included

power
the

and

type

legitimacy.

of

behavior

romantic/dating,

Emergent

initiated

categories

in

sexual/innuendo,

the

event

job/business

related, suggesting the threat danger/violence/aggression for
self

or

other,

and

general

social.

Emergent

categories

concerning initiator's and deflector's attire included full,
revealing

(i.e.

a plunging neck-line for a woman,

an open

shirt for a man, a bathing suit for either), partial nudity,
and full nudity.

Emergent categories concerning level of

privacy afforded in the event included private, semi-private
(others at some distance), other males involved, other females
involved, and other males and females involved.
The

remaining

context-symbolic

easier to measure.

were

much

Temporal location was simply coded as

morning, day, evening, night
dawn).

attributes

(including period from dusk to

Types of deflection offered, as discussed previously,

included verbal,

spatial,

and expressive.

Persistence of

initiation and deflection were simply measured by counting how
many times an actor repeats an initiation or deflection within
the same interaction event (since repeated deflection assumes
repeated

initiation,

correlated).

these

measures

are

necessarily

Finally, the presence of alcohol and other drugs
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was simply measured as yes or no and, if yes, what kind, and
intoxication of actors was coded as evident or not and, if so,
whom.
Finally, I coded event outcomes according to the success,
or lack thereof, of the deflection offered.

If the initiated

action resulted despite the deflection offered, the deflection
was unsuccessful; if the initiated action was not consummated
due to the deflection, the deflection was successful.
Given this coding scheme,
treated as an

each interaction event is

individual case characterized by a

qualitative categories regarding relevant variables.

set

of

For the

understanding of the reader, it is helpful here to provide
some examples of interaction events treated in the analyses.
Example 1: From the movie Cocktail (Buena Vista, 1988)
At one hour and sixteen minutes into the movie, the lead
male character, Flanagan, initiates an interaction event
with the lead female character, Jordan. Flanagan is a
bartender, the son of working class parents, caucasian,
twenty something years of age, and aspires to someday own
his own bar. Jordan is an aspiring artist working as a
waitress, the daughter of an extremely wealthy father,
caucasian, and twenty something years old. Earlier in the
movie, the two had met at a resort in Jamaica where he was
working and she was vacationing and entered into a sexual
relationship. However, upon the dare of a friend, Flanagan
seduced another woman at the resort; Jordan found out and
terminated the relationship. Now, after his relationship
with the other woman has ended, Flanagan wants Jordan back.
In terms of affective representations, Flanagan, the
initiator, is disadvantaged relative to Jordan, the
deflector, on evaluation, advantaged relative to Jordan on
activity, and relatively equal to Jordan on power. The
interaction event takes place at night on the semi-private
sidewalk outside of the deli where Jordan works. Jordan
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has just finished her shift and is leaving for home. Both
actors are fully dressed in casual clothes, there are no
alcohol or drugs present, and neither is intoxicated.
Flanagan is waiting as Jordan exits the deli and informs
her that he wants to talk about their relationship. Jordan
verbally rejects this initiation. Flanagan persists and
Jordan deflects him again. Flanagan persists again, this
time holding his hand over his heart to claim
trustworthiness, and Jordan defers, hails a taxi, and the
two ride to her apartment to talk things over.
Example 2: From the movie Dead Poets Society (Buena Vista,
1989)

At one hour and twenty-nine minutes into the movie, a male
character, Knox, initiates an interaction event with a
female character, Chris. Knox attends a private, all
boys high school and is a caucasian in his late teens.
Chris is a student in a neighboring, co-ed, public high
school. She is also caucasian and in her late teens.
Knox has a crush on Chris and, despite the objections of
both her and her boyfriend, has been trying to court her.
Knox is relatively disadvantaged to Chris on the affective
dimension of evaluation, relatively advantaged to Chris on the
dimension of power, and relatively equal to Chris is terms of
activity. Knox approaches Chris at her locker in a
crowded hallway in her school during the class day. Both
are fully and casually dressed; neither is intoxicated and
there are no alcohol or drugs present. Knox is very
excited and nervous as he initiates the romantic action of
giving her flowers and reading her a poem that he wrote.
Chris is embarrassed and verbally deflects his romantic
advance. Knox ignores this deflection and persists. Chris
now offers a spatial deflection by walking past him and
around a corner, but Knox persists and follows her. Chris
warns Knox about her boyfriend, but Knox persists. Chris
yells at Knox, calling him "crazy" and saying "No!" but
Knox persists anyway and follows her into her classroom,
where he reads his poem out loud to a very embarrassed Chris
in front of her classmates, forcing the issue in the face
of her clear expression of non-consent. After finishing
his poem, a proud and happy Knox leaves while Chris
hides her face in her arms and slumps down on her desk.
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Example 3: From the movie Total Recall (Tri-StCl.r, 1990)
At seven minutes into the movie, the female character,
Lauri, initiates an interaction event with the lead
male character, Doug. The movie is of the science
fiction genre and set in the future. Both characters
are caucasian and thirty something years old. To Doug's
knowledge, the two are an average married couple.
However, he is actually the victim of an evil conspiracy
of which Lauri is a secret agent; Doug's memory of past
experiences has been erased and replaced with memories
associated with his current situation. Since Doug's role
is of the passive dupe, he is disadvantaged relative to
Lauri on the dimension of activity. Since Lauri's role
is of the evil villainess, Doug is advantaged relative
to her on evaluation. While Lauri's character is very
powerful, Doug's physical stature and survival instincts
give him a relative advantage in terms of power. This
interaction event takes place in the couple's bed in the
wee hours of the morning. No drugs or alcohol are present,
neither actor is intoxicated, and both are partially nude
in their bed clothes. Doug has awakened from a recurring
nightmare, and Lauri initiates the event by asking him
to tell her about the dream. This recurring nightmare
involves another woman and his true past, and Lauri
feigns jealousy in an attempt to milk him for
information. Doug verbally deflects her request for
information. Lauri persists. Doug persists. Lauri
persists, this time playfully rather than jealously.
Doug persists, claiming that he doesn't remember the
dream. Lauri persists, climbing on top of Doug and
straddling him. Doug persists in his deflection, very
amused at her behavior. Lauri, now angry, persists and
hits him repeatedly in the torso. This sexually excites
Doug, and he continues his deflection while grabbing her
butt, thus initiating another interaction event.
Lauri maintains her persistence while climbing off of
him and retreating from his sexual advance. Doug responds
by persisting in his sexual initiation, grabbing her leg
and pulling her back on top of him. Doug is now laughing.
Lauri maintains her deflection, struggling and telling him
to let her go. Doug persists, pulling her by the ankles
so that she's straddling him again. Lauri continues
struggling. Doug pins Lauri's arms behind her back and
says, "Corne on baby. You're the girl of my dreams."
Lauri says, "You mean it?" Doug responds, "You know I do."
Lauri defers and they have sex.
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Example 4: From the movie Driving Miss Daisy (Warner
Brothers, 1990)
At seventeen minutes into the movie, the lead male
character, Hoak, initiates an interaction event with the
lead female character, Miss Daisy. Hoak is AfricanAmerican, fifty something years old, and a handyman/
driver hired to take care of an aging Miss Daisy. Miss
Daisy is caucasian, sixty something years old, and the
widowed matriarch of a wealthy Southern family. Due to
both racial and class distinctions, Hoak is disadvantaged
relative to Miss Daisy on the affective dimension of power.
However, due to Miss Daisy's age and crotchety personality,
Hoak is advantaged relative to Miss Daisy on the
dimensions of evaluation and activity. This event takes
place during the daytime at Miss Daisy's house. Both actors
are fully and casually dressed; there is no alcohol or drugs
present and neither actor is intoxicated. Another female
household servant is in the house. Hoak initiates the
employer/employee event by starting to clean the light
fixtures. Miss Daisy angrily offers a verbal deflection.
Hoak persists in his initiation by timidly explaining
his actions. Miss Daisy persists in her deflection, and
Hoak obediently defers.
Example 5: From the movie Dick Tracy (Buena Vista, 1990)
At one hour and twenty-seven minutes into the movie, the
female character, Breathless Mahoney, initiates an
interaction event with the lead male character, Dick Tracy.
Breathless is caucasian, thirty something years old, a
nightclub singer, and mistress under the thumb of the
movie's villain. Dick is caucasian, forty something years
old, a police detective, and the hero of the movie.
Breathless is disadvantaged relative to Dick on all three
affective dimensions. This interaction event takes place
at the emotional climax of the movie, as Dick is trying to
save his true love, Tess Trueheart, from the clutches of Big
Boy, who has kidnapped her. Dick and his fellow
police officers have raided Big Boy's club, where
Breathless sings, in search of Tess. While alcohol is
present in the club, neither actor appears intoxicated.
The scene is chaotic as the night's revelers are all
running for cover as Big Boy's henchmen and the police
fight it out. Dick is wearing his usual detective's
"uniform" of bright yellow overcoat and fedora. Breathless
is wearing a revealing and formal white gown - this is
significant because it is the first time that she has
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appeared in a color other than black in the entire movie.
Breathless initiates the event by pointing and telling
Dick which way Big Boy went with Tess. Dick doesn't trust
her and deflects her by heading another way. Breathless
persists verbally. Dick decides to trust her and defers
to her advice. Breathless says "Good Luck."
After observing and coding each event within the sample,
I am left with an aggregate, event-specific data set which
identifies each event as a composite of an inclusive set of
categorical measurements for an inclusive set of relevant
variables.

Events may now be compared with each other in

order to isolate systematic patterns of association between
variables.

Due to the large size of this sample, descriptive

statistical procedures are valuable tools for such isolation.
Results gained from the application of such procedures are
provided in chapter six.
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Reconstruction and Interpretation

A very basic problem with the application of descriptive
statistical procedures to the aggregate data set discussed
above is that such procedures treat all events as of equal
significance in terms of their presentation for the perception
of the audience.
the

first

This, of course, is potentially invalid.

place,

many of the

interaction events

In

included

involve characters who are peripheral to the actual plots of
the

movies.

To

the

degree

that

an

audience's

focus

is

centered on major characters in a movie, the interaction of
minor characters may not be viewed with equal interest.
Second, many of the interaction events included in the
sample represent skirmishes within the contexts of ongoing
conflict, conflict that is ultimately resolved at the climax
of a given movie.

Therefore, to weigh the skirmish as equal

to the climax is not necessarily a valid proposition.
In

order

to

overcome

application of descriptive
data,

these

two

drawbacks

statistical procedures

to

the

to this

I have used the logic of interpretive interactionism

(Denzin 1989)

to reconstruct the data into an alternative

level/unit of analysis, that of the relational event-string.
A relational event-string represents

the

accumulation and

resolution of conflict between lead male and female characters
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over the course of a movie.
Very

simply,

such

event-strings

were

constructed by

identifying lead male and female characters for each movie and
separating out from the data set each event in which the two
were observed to be in conflict.

By ordering these events in

temporally, then, I am left with a sequential relationship of
gendered conflict that avoids the problems of statistical
analysis discussed above.
In Denzin's terms

(1989, pp.

process involves six general steps.

48-65),

the interpretive

The ethnographic content

analysis discussed above addresses the first three of these
six steps: framing the research question, deconstruction and
critical

analysis,

and

construction and analysis

capturing

the

phenomena.

of relational

event-strings,

The
as

applied here, complete the capturing phase of analysis and go
on to address the final three steps: bracketing the phenomena,
reconstruction, and contextualization.
In terms of capturing the phenomena of interest,

the

analysis of relational event-strings allows me to isolate that
event for each string which,
epiphany.
that

leave

in Denzin's words, provides an

Epiphanies represent "those interactional moments
marks

on

people's

lives"

and

are

viewed

as

potentially transforming for the individual experiencing them
(1989, p. 15).

In terms of the perception of an audience,

epiphanies are likely to be more saliently experienced by the
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viewer and, thus, of greater significance to this analysis.
Epiphanies for relational event-string are located by
isolating

that

event

defining moment,

which provides

a

turning point,

or

for the relationship at hand. In addition,

epiphanies may define the ultimate outcome of conflict for a
given relationship.

In terms of level and unit of analysis

here, the sample of relational event-strings is the level of
analysis and epiphanies are the units of analysis.
Once

the

including

its

phenomenon
epiphany,

of

is

a

relational

captured,

the

event-string,

final

steps

of

interpretive interactionism involve bracketing and analyzing
the phenomenon in terms of the subjective experience of key
signifiers,

reconstructing

relationship to

others,

the

phenomenon

as

embedded

in

and contextualizing all phenomena

within the realm of the natural world.

In terms of this

analysis, we return to popular movies as the level of analysis
and view the relational event-string as the unit of analysis.
Thus, bracketed event-strings are analyzed in comparison to
each other, embedded within the context of popular movies, and
interpreted

accordingly.

Such

interpretation

involves

qualitative narrative and thick description.
It is important to point out here that the application of
interpretive

interactionism

to

the

analysis

of

cultural

content departs from Denzin's original intent, which is the
interpretation

of

the

social

interaction

of

real

others.
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However, I make this jump to fictionalized others because of
Denzin's own definition of the fictional as "fashioned out of
something

that

was

thought,

experienced." (1989, p. 137)
in

this

definition

imagined,

acted

out,

or

While Denzin's primary emphasis

concerns

the

recognition

that

a

researcher's interpretation of the real fits the definition of
fictional, my emphasis here concerns the recognition that an
individual's perception of the fictional is real because such
perception involves
experience.

thought,

imagination,

acting out,

and

The results of this application of interpretive

interactionism are provided in chapter seven.
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CHAPTER SIX:
SURFACE STROCTURE

Introduction

The surface structure of popular culture is revealed in
simple

patterns

of

association

between

process of cultural transmission.
relevant

variables

context-symbolic

include

the

attributes,

variables

in

the

For the purposes at hand,
actor-symbolic

and

outcomes

of

attributes,
interaction

events of gendered conflict as transmitted via a sample of
popular movies.
The following analyses are framed at the aggregate level
of

popular

conflict

is

culture.
the

unit

The
of

interaction
analysis,

and

event
I

of

have

gendered
chosen

a

purposive, non-probability sample of box office hit movies in
order to access these units across this level.
The integrated theory of social action elaborated in
chapter

three

suggests

several

potential

influences

of

cultural process in the production of social action.

These

various

three

influences

overlapping types:

can be distinguished broadly as

(1) factors influencing the perception of

social identities, (2) factors influencing the construction of
hierarchies of preference,

and

(3)

factors influencing the
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generation

of

subjective

In

expectations.

explaining

patriarchal imposition as social action, this theory explores
cultural process as it relates to the perception of gender
identities, the construction of gendered preferences, and the
generation of expectations concerning outcomes of gendered
conflict.
Variables relevant to each of these three factors were
coded in the content analysis elaborated in chapter four.
Because each of the variables were coded according to nominal
and mutually exclusive categories, statistical procedures of
logistic regression
statistical

on grouped data are applicable.

procedures

applied

in

this

work

are

All
solely

descriptive in their interpretability; no causal relationships
are pursued.

Any attempt to pursue causality here would

necessarily be spurious, as all elements of a movie, and all
associations

between

elements,

are

constructed

by

movie

makers.
However,

logistic

procedures

do

require

mathematical

modeling which seeks to locate concomitant variation on two
sides of a mathematical equation.
causal

implications

explanatory

variable

of
and

such

In order to minimize the

modeling,

response

I

use

variable

in

the

terms

place

of

independent variable and dependent variable, respectively, in
the following.
Very

basically,

logistic

regression

focuses

on

the
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proportionality
categories

of

of

distribution

multiple

of

data

variables.

across

Logistic

coded

regression

provides statistics which are informative as to the relative
distribution

of cases

located in stated categories

of an

explanatory variable across categories of a response variable.
For example, if the explanatory variable of interest is sex of
deflector

(female

or male)

and

the

response

variable

of

interest is the success of deflection (successful or failed),
then logistic regression informs one of any difference in the
proportions of successful to failed deflections for female and
male deflectors.
Of course, the interpretation of statistics generated by
logistic regression depends upon how variables are coded.
Response variables are coded in terms of their ordered value
from 1 to (K),

(K) designating the total number of categories

represented on the

response

variable.

Standard

logistic

regression is bi-nomial on the response variable; thus the
standard ordered response values are 1 and 2.

The treatment

of multiple response categories is more complicated and will
be treated as it arises.

In any case, the highest ordered

response value is always treated as referent.
In terms of explanatory variables, all of the variables
applied in these analyses are bi-nomial, or dummy, variables
with values of 1 and O.

For variables which were originally

coded according to more than two nominal categories, I have
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deconstructed (K-1) dummies out of

(K)

original categories.

Here, value 1 represents the explanatory category of interest,
while value 0 represents all other coded categories for that
explanatory variable.
The

proportional

distributions

analyzed

concern

the

response variable and treat the referent response category as
the denominator.

Then, the proportional distributions for the

two explanatory categories are compared.

Three

important

statistics generated by logistic regression are interpreted in
the following analyses.

The first is the parameter estimate,

and it reveals both the magnitude and the direction of any
proportional differences isolated.
distance from 0,
negative.
reveal

Magnitude is measured as

and direction is denoted as positive or

In terms of direction, positive parameter estimates

that

the proportional distribution

across

response

categories for cases of the explanatory category coded as 1 is
large relative to that for cases of the explanatory category
coded as O.

Negative parameter estimates reveal that this

relative proportional distribution across response categories
is small.
The

second

statistic

is

the

odds

operationalizes the parameter estimate as
explanatory

categories'

ordered response values.

proportional

ratio,
a

and

it

ratio

of the

distributions

across

Here, the proportional distribution

for the explanatory category coded as 0 is expressed as 1.0,
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and the odds ratio reveals the deviation from this baseline of
the proportional distribution for the explanatory category
coded as 1.

Thus, an odds ratio of 2.000 reveals that the

proportional distribution of the explanatory category coded as
1 is twice that of the explanatory category coded as O.

An

odds ratio of 0.500 reveals a proportional distribution of the
explanatory

category

coded

1

that

is

half

that

of

the

explanatory category coded O.
Finally,

logistic

statistic that

regression

generates

a

probability

reveals the chances that the variation

in

proportional distributions observed in a given sample would
occur randomly.
deemed

A parameter estimate and odds

significant

to

statistic is small.

the

degree

that

the

ratio are

probability

According to contemporary standards, a

parameter estimate is said to be significant if the associated
probability estimate is less than or equal to .05.
However, for this statistic to be literally meaningful,
the sample at issue must be a probability sample.

This is not

the case here; I have generated a purposive, non-probability
sample.

Therefore,

significance

conceptually in the following tables,

must

be

interpreted

and the probability

statistic is conceptually meaningful if one assumes that the
cultural

content

transmitted

via

popular

representative of popular culture as a whole.

movies

is
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Gender and Affective Identity

A

central

contribution

of

the

identity

maintenance

paradigm to the integrated theory of social action is the
proposition

that

actors

seek

to

maintain

through

social

interaction their respectively perceived social identities.
Patriarchal imposition, then, results from male actors' desire
to maintain dominant gender identities relative to female
actors.

Cultural

process

is

relevant

to

patriarchal

imposition to the degree that it presents gendered stereotypes
of dominant masculine
identities,
identities

thus
by

identities

influencing

men

and,

and subordinate

the

perception

consequently,

feminine

of

gender

influencing

men's

behavior relative to women.
More
social

formally,

identities

affect

control

along

the

evaluation, potency, and activity.
cultural

process

differentiates

theory

affective

operationalizes
dimensions

of

To the degree that popular
masculine

and

feminine

identities along these dimensions, such process contributes to
the production of social action specifically related to gender
identity maintenance.
To explore this proposition,

I

have applied logistic

regression procedures to data coded in the content analysis of
popular movies.

I treat sex of deflector as the response
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variable and code female deflector as the referent response
value.
The
potency,

relative
and

affective

activity

are

measurements
my

of

explanatory

evaluation,

variables.

I

originally coded these variables according to the categories
of

deflector

disadvantaged,

deflector

advantaged,

and

deflector relatively equal to initiator on each of the three
dimensions.

However, preliminary logistic analyses revealed

significant

parameter

estimates

for

only

disadvantaged category of each dimension.
deflector

advantaged

and

deflector

equal

the

deflector

Therefore,
to

the

initiator

categories were combined as deflector not disadvantaged.

For

each dimension, the deflector disadvantaged category is coded
as 0 and the deflector not disadvantaged category is coded as
1.

In order to test for variable interactions among the
affective dimensions,
relative

affective

I

constructed interaction terms

for

status by multiplying single affective

measures by each other.

Available interactions here include

relative evaluation by relative potency, relative evaluation
by relative activity, relative potency by relative activity,
and

the

three-way

interaction

of

relative

relative potency and relative activity.
is

coded

as

0

for

events

in

which

evaluation

by

Each of these terms
the

deflector

is

disadvantaged on at least one relevant dimension and 1 for
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events in which the deflector is not disadvantaged on any
relevant dimension.
Table

6.1

displays

the

results

of

weighted logistic

regression of relative affective status on sex of deflector.
Again,

this

causality.

table

should not be

interpreted

in terms

of

The model displayed in this table includes only

the interaction terms for evaluation by potency (eval*pot) and
evaluation by activity

(eval*act).

Additional interaction

terms are excluded because they did not significantly increase
the fit of the model.
according to

Weights for this model were constructed

procedures

outlined by Hanushek

and Jackson

(1977, pp. 190-200).
In terms of direct associations, each of the affective
variables shows significant association with sex of actor.
The significant and positive parameter estimates generated for
potency and activity reveal that the proportion of male to
female deflectors is significantly higher for deflectors not
disadvantaged
deflectors.

on

these

dimensions

than

for

disadvantaged

The odds ratios for these variables show that the

proportion of male to female deflectors for deflectors not
disadvantaged on potency is about twice that for deflectors
disadvantaged on potency.

The same proportion for deflectors

not disadvantaged on activity is about one and one-half times
that

for deflectors

disadvantaged on

activity.

In other

words, relatively powerful and relatively active deflectors
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Weighted logistic regression of relative affective
status on sex of deflector.

TABLE 6.1:

n=714

VARIABLE

PARAMETER ESTIMATE

ODDS RATIO

Evaluation
Potency
Activity
Eval*Pot
Eval*Act

-1.4950***
0.6951***
0.4583***
0.9942***
0.6786***

0.224
2.004
1.581
2.703
1. 971

* p<=.05; ** p<=.Ol; *** p<=.OOl
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are significantly more likely to be male than are others.
Conversely,

the

significant

and

negative

parameter

estimate for evaluation reveals that the proportion of male to
female deflectors is significantly lower for deflectors not
disadvantaged on evaluation than for deflectors disadvantaged
on evaluation.

The related odds ratio shows the proportion

of male to female deflectors for deflectors not disadvantaged
on evaluation to be less than one-fourth that for deflectors
disadvantaged on evaluation.

In other words, relatively good

deflectors are significantly more likely to be female than are
others.
Further, the significant and positive parameter estimates
and odds ratios greater than 1.0 for eval*pot and eval*act
reveal that the proportion of male to female deflectors is
significantly higher for deflectors not disadvantaged on the
relevant dimensions than for deflectors disadvantaged on at
least

one

of the

relevant

dimensions.

In

other words,

deflectors who are relatively good and powerful and deflectors
who are relatively good and active are significantly more
likely to be male than are others.

Thus, the association of

femaleness with evaluative advantage or equality is strongest
when females are also associated with disadvantages on potency
and activity.
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Gendered Preferences

The

social

rationality

paradigm

beings are purposive creatures.
theory

explicitly

assumes,

suggests

Thus,

individual

that

human

as rational choice
social

action

is

fundamentally rooted in individually subjective hierarchies of
preference concerning potential consequences of social action.
As

conceptualized

in

chapter

two,

gendered

conflict

in

interaction events is observable when women and men express
differential desire concerning various potential outcomes of
gendered interaction.

In the terms of rational choice theory,

then, gender differences in preference hierarchies underlie
gendered conflict.
As

a

contributor to the

integrated theory of social

action, the social rationality paradigm identifies preference
and preference formation as potential influences of popular
cultural process on social action.

These factors are treated

as exogenous to both the individual and the interaction event.
Hierarchies of preference are social constructs and, as such,
vary across individuals and across genders to the degree that
individuals
preference

and

genders

experience

construction.

Processes

varied
of

processes

popular

of

cultural

transmission may influence gendered conflict through gendered
variation in preference formation.

One way that this can be
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accomplished is by presenting men and women as having mutually
exclusive and antagonistic desires.
If we view human beings as purposive creatures, then we
can view conflicting purposes in the interactive processes of
initiation and deflection.

The observer may see an underlying

preference in an initiated action.

Similarly,

observing a

deflection may reveal an underlying preference that conflicts
with that

underlying the

initiation.

Thus,

the

unit

of

analysis applied in this work can be interpreted as conveying
information concerning gendered preferences.

It is important

that we remember, here, that the observer's interpretation of
action cannot be assumed to be valid in terms of observed
actors.

What an observer thinks motivated an initiation and

deflection

is

not

necessarily

what

did

motivate

that

initiation and deflection.
By

coding

these

interaction

according

events

categorical types of behavior initiated and,
deflected,

I

am able

to

address

questions

to

subsequently,
concerning any

aggregate-level associations between gender and preference as
presented across the fifty movies analyzed.

Because I also

coded relative affective measures for the events, I can also
look for associations between affective representations of
gender and preferences across these movies.

In addition, if

I operationalize the magnitude of preference conflict as the
duration

of

interactive

conflict,

then my measurement

of
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persistence of conflict can be analyzed with respect to types
of

behavior

initiated

and

indicates

the

magnitude

of

preference conflict.
In modeling these propositions for logistic regression,
the type of behavior initiated is treated as the response
variable.

It was initially coded according to four primary

categories

defined

instrumental,

in

sexual,

chapter

four:

and threatening.

general
Also,

social,

the primary

categories of sexual initiations and threatening initiations
were further sub-classified into physical vs.

non-physical

sexual initiations and aggressive vs. dangerous threatening
initiations.

To reiterate, instrumental initiations involve

specific and task-oriented behaviors such as job performance.
Non-physical

sexual

initiations

involve

verbal

and/or

expressive invitations to dating and/or romantic activity,
while physical

sexual

initiations

involve actual physical

contact ranging from a caress or a kiss to sexual intercourse.
Aggressive threatening initiations involve physically violent
acts

targeted

at

another,

while

dangerous

threatening

initiations involve non-aggressive activity that poses risk to
the bodily safety of self and/or other.

Finally, the general

social category represents a catch-all for initiations not
fitting into any of the above.
Sex of deflector,

affective representations of gender,

and persistence of conflict are treated here as explanatory
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variables.

Affective

representations

of

gender

were

constructed by interacting sex of deflector with measures of
relative

affective

These

status.

constructs

include

the

interaction of sex of deflector with each individual affective
measure and with interactions of multiple affective measures.
Persistence of conflict was coded according to the number of
repeated rounds of initiation and deflection occurring before
the resolution of conflict.
Because behavior initiated, the response variable, has
more than two categories, multi-nomial logistic regression is
applicable.

Instead of generating proportional distributions

for one referent response category and one other response
category, such procedures generate such distributions for one
referent response category across multiple others.

However,

since

one

response

response

variable

each

category

multi-nomial

as

referent,

a

model

treats

(K)

category

only

requires (K-l) models in order to evaluate all potential pairwise response comparisons.

In the case at hand,

behavior

initiated has six categories, so five multi-nomial models must
be estimated.
All explanatory variables in these analyses are dummy
variables.

Although sex of deflector was originally coded as

a dummy variable, neither affective gender representations nor
persistence of conflict were.
these

variables

accordingly.

Therefore,
For

I

deconstructed

affective

gender
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representations, I constructed interaction products involving
all combinations of sex of deflector with the measures of
deflector disadvantaged, deflector advantaged, and deflector
equal

to

initiator

across

affective

dimensions.

For

persistence of conflict, I deconstructed the numerical series
into five dummy variables,

a greater than vs. less than or

equal to variable for each value 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15.
After theoretical modeling and coding, I treated multinomial

logistic

process.

The

regression
first

stage

procedures
of

this

as

an

process

exploratory
involved the

regression of all explanatory variables on behavior initiated
across five referent response categories.

I chose referent

response

of

categories

occurrence;

the

in

least

descending
frequently

explanatory

statistically

variables

significant

comparisons addressed.
explanatory

of
not

Subsequently, I isolated

that

for

frequency

occurring value was

treated as referent in any model.
those

order

any

were
of

not
the

shown

to

response

be

value

I then subsumed these non-significant

distinctions

into

the

other

categories

of

appropriate variables.
As was the case in the preceding analysis of gendered
identities,
involving

the

statistically

affective

significant

representations

distinctions

concerned

whether

deflectors were disadvantaged on the dimension or dimensions
of interest.

Therefore, all constructs involving deflectors
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who were equal to initiators on given dimensions were subsumed
into appropriate deflector advantaged categories.
left

with

seven

representation.

categories

for

Thus, I was

affective

gender

These included three constructs for sex of

deflector by each single dimension, three for sex of deflector
by

combinations

of

two

dimensions,

and

one

for

sex

deflector by the combination of all three dimensions.
persistence of conflict,

of
For

the only significant distinction

isolated concerned events persisting beyond five rounds of
initiation and deflection versus events resolved in five or
fewer rounds.
In all, I was left with nine explanatory variables.

Sex

of deflector was coded as 1 for female and 0 for male.

The

seven constructs for affective gender representation were each
coded with female deflector not disadvantaged on the relevant
dimension

or

dimensions

as

1

and

other

cases

as

O.

Persistence of conflict was coded with persistence greater
than five as 1 and persistence less than or equal to five as

O.
The second stage of this process involved applying multinomial

logistic

regression,

again

across

five

referent

response categories, for the reconstructed set of explanatory
variables.

Subsequently,

I

isolated those response value

comparisons that were not significantly associated with any of
the

explanatory

distinctions.

As

noted

earlier,

the
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categories non-physical sexual and physical sexual initiations
were

constructed

category,

sexual

as

sub-classifications

initiations.

of

Similarly,

the

the

primary

categories

aggressive and dangerous initiations were constructed as subclassifications
initiations.

of

the

primary

category,

threatening

In neither case were these distinctions found to

be significantly informative,

so both pairs were collapsed

back into their respective primary category.

Thus, I was left

with four response categories: general social, instrumental,
sexual, and threatening.
The third stage of this process involved the application
of multi-nomial logistic procedures for the reconstructed set
of

explanatory

variable.

variables

Because

and

there

the

are

reconstructed

four

categories

response
on

the

reconstructed response variables, I estimated models treating
each of the three most frequently occurring categories as
referent.

I applied these procedures specifically to address

the fit of the model and to generate statistics necessary for
the construction of appropriate model weights.
Including both variables, types of behavior initiated and
persistence

of conflict,

in

the

constrained the fit of the model.
separate

models

for

each.

In

same model

significantly

Therefore, I constructed
the

first

case,

fit

was

maximized within significant parameters by including only the
interactions

of

sex

with

evaluation,

with

potency,

with
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activity,

with evaluation and potency,

activity,

and

with

Interestingly,

evaluation,
sex

association with types

itself

with evalutaion and

potency,

had

no

and

activity.

significant

direct

of behavior initiated and was not

necessary to maximize model fitness.

This is probably because

relative affective status mediated the association of gender
with type of behavioral initiation.
and

four

way

interactions

interactions,

are

Since all relevant three

nested within the

two-way

sex of deflector itself did not need to be

included in the final model.

In the second case,

fit was

maximized by including only the direct associations of sex of
deflector and persistence.
After isolating these models,

the next

stage was to

determine which pair-wise response value comparisons varied
significantly by the relevant explanatory variables.
case

of

affective

initiated,

I

gender

isolated

the

representations
sexual

on

initiation

behavior
category's

comparisons across other categories as significant.
case of sex
behavior

of deflector

initiated,

category's
significant,

I

again

comparisons
as

well

and persistence
found

across
as

the

the

other

In the

of conflict

sexual

of

on

initiation

categories

comparison

In the

to

be

instrumental

initiations to general social initiations.
The final

stage of this exploratory process involved

applying weighted, bi-nomial logistic regression to each of
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the above pair-wise response value comparisons.
constructed as before,

Weights were

except that the parameter estimates

used in constructing model weights were generated by multinomial logistic regression.

Thus,

both model fitness and

model weighting were addressed with reference to the full
sample of interaction events.
Tables 6.2-A, B, and C present statistics generated by
the

weighted

logistic

representations
comparisons

of

on

regression

behavior

general

of

initiated

social

to

affective
for

the

sexual

gender

pair-wise

initiations,

instrumental to sexual initiations, and sexual to threatening
initiations respectively.

Sexual initiation is the referent

response category in the first two tables, while threatening
initiation is the referent response in the third table.
In terms of the response comparison of general social to
sexual initiations, table 6.2-A reveals only two significant
parameter estimates.

The positive and significant parameter

estimate for sex*potency informs us that, relative to other
situations,

female deflectors who are not disadvantaged on

potency are significantly more likely to come into conflict
with

men

over

initiations.
for

general

social

initiations

than

sexual

The negative and significant parameter estimate

sex*eval*pot,

however,

shows

that

this

positive

association holds only for relatively potent female deflectors
who are disadvantaged relative to males on the dimension of
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TABLE 6.2-A: Weighted logistic regression of actor-symbolic
variables on behavior initiated (general social vs. sexual).
n=590

VARIABLE
Sex*Evaluation
Sex*Potency
Sex*Activity
Sex*Eval*Pot
Sex*Eval*Act
Sex*Eval*Pot*Act

PARAMETER ESTIMATE
-0.0929
0.7484***
-0.2312
-0.9024***
0.1933
0.1179

ODDS RATIO
0.911
2.114
0.794
0.406
1.213
1.125

* p<=.05; ** p<=.Ol; *** p<=.OOl

Table 6.2-B: Weighted logistic regression of actor-symbolic
variables on behavior initiated (instrumental vs. sexual).
n=277

VARIABLE
Sex*Evaluation
Sex*Potency
Sex*Activity
Sex*Eval*Pot
Sex*Eval*Act
Sex*Eval*Pot*Act

PARAMETER ESTIMATE
-0.3602*
0.8580***
-1.2855***
-1.6446***
1.2919***
1.4600***

* p<=.05; ** p<=.Ol; *** p<=.OOl

ODDS RATIO
0.698
2.358
0.277
0.193
3.640
4.306
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TABLE 6.2-C: Weighted logistic regression of actor-symbolic
variables on behavior initiated (sexual vs. threatening).
n=225

VARIABLE
Sex*Evaluation
Sex*Potency
Sex*Activity
Sex*Eval*Pot
Sex*Eval*Act
Sex*Eval*Pot*Act

PARAMETER ESTIMATE
-0.3624**
-0.0222
0.00984
1. 2276**
0.7508*
-0.1475

* p<=.05; ** p<=.Ol; *** p<=.OOl

ODDS RATIO
0.696
0.978
1.010
3.413
2.119
0.863
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evaluation.

Conflict involving females who are disadvantaged

on neither potency nor evaluation is less likely to concern
general social than sexual initiation. l
Table 6.2-B reveals significant parameter estimates for
all involved explanatory variables concerning the response
comparison of instrumental and sexual initiations.

Of these,

the parameter estimates for sex*potency and sex*eval*pot are
parallel in interpretation to the above.

Conflict involving

female deflectors who are not disadvantaged on potency is
significantly more likely to involve instrumental than sexual
initiation, while conflict involving female deflectors who are
disadvantaged on neither evaluation nor potency is less likely
to involve instrumental than sexual initiation.
In

addition,

the

significant

and

negative

parameter

estimates for sex*evaluation and sex*activity reveal that,
relative

to

deflectors
activity,
invol ve

other
who

are

situations,
not

respectively,
instrumental

conflict

disadvantaged
is

than

involving
on

significantly
sexual

behavior.

female

evaluation
less

likely

However,

or
to
the

significant and positive parameter estimate for sex*eval*act
reveals that conflict involving female deflectors who are
relatively disadvantaged on neither evaluation nor activity is
lThis fact is recognized by finding the sum of the two
relevant parameter estimates (0.7484 + -0.9024 = -0.1540). Thus,
the negative association for the interaction term cancels the
positive association for the single term.
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more likely to involve instrumental than sexual behavior. 2
Similarly, as shown by the parameter estimate for the four-way
interaction of sex and all affective dimensions,

relative

advantage on the dimension of activity diminishes the negative
found

association

for

the

three-way

interaction

of

sex*eval*pot.
Table 6. 2-C reveals three significant parameter estimates
concerning

the

initiation.

comparison
The

sex*evaluation

of

sexual

negative

shows

that,

and

parameter

relative

to

threatening

estimate

conflict

for

in

other

situations, conflict involving female deflectors who are not
disadvantaged on this dimension is significantly less likely
to involve sexual than threatening initiation.

However, the

positive parameter estimates for sex*eval*pot and sex*eval*act
show

that

the

above

association

holds

only

for

conflict

involving female deflectors who are relatively disadvantaged
on potency or activity respectively.3
Overall,

the

above

analyses

suggest

that

sexual

interaction is the focal point of preference conflict for
relations

between

women

and

men

in

which

women

are

disadvantaged neither in terms of affective evaluation nor in

2Again, this is demonstrated by summing the relevant parameter
estimates.
3Again, this is demonstrated by summing the relevant parameter
estimates.
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terms of affective potency.

In such cases, men are likely to

want sex and women are likely to not want sex.

In relations

in which women are not disadvantaged on evaluation but are
disadvantaged on potency, sexual conflict is more an issue
than instrumental conflict but less an issue than conflict
over threatening initiations; when women are not disadvantaged
on potency but are disadvantaged on evaluation, sex is less an
issue of preference conflict than either general social or
instrumental goals.
Sexual interaction is also more an issue of conflict than
instrumental

interaction

when

involved

females

are

not

disadvantaged on the dimension of activity, and more an issue
of conflict than threat of physical harm when females are
disadvantaged on neither evaluation nor activity.
cases, men want sex and women do not.

In both

However, when involved

females are not disadvantaged on other affective dimensions in
addition to activity, instrumental ends are more an issue of
conflict than sexual ends.
Tables 6.3-A, B, C, and D reveal statistics generated by
the regression of sex of deflector and persistence of conflict
on type of behavior initiated.

As stated above,

I offer

persistence of conflict here as a measure of the magnitude of
gendered conflict in preferences.

Table 6.3-A concerns the

proportional distribution of general social to instrumental
initiations, table 6.3-B and C the proportional distribution
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Table 6.3-A: Weighted logistic regression of sex of deflector

and persistence of conflict on behavior initiated (general
social vs. instrumental).
n=889

*

VARIABLE

PARAMETER ESTIMATE

Sex
Persistence

0.1133
-0.6002***

ODDS RATIO
1.120
0.549

p<=.05; ** p<=.Ol; *** p<=.OOl

Weighted logistic regression of sex of deflector
and persistence of conflict on behavior initiated (general
social vs. sexual).

TABLE 6.3-B:

n=848

VARIABLE

PARAMETER ESTIMATE

Sex
Persistence

-0.1087
-1.8610***

* p<=.05; ** p<=.Ol; *** p<=.OOl

ODDS RATIO
0.897
0.156
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Weighted logistic regression of sex of deflector
and
persistence
of
conflict
on
behavior
initiated
(instrumental vs. sexual).

TABLE 6.3-C:

n=503

VARIABLE

Sex
Persistence

PARAMETER ESTIMATE

-0.2293*
-1. 2626***

ODDS RATIO

0.795
0.283

* p<=.05; ** p<=.Ol; *** p<=.OOl

Weighted logistic regression of sex of deflector
and persistence of conflict on behavior initiated (sexual vs.
threatening) .

TABLE 6. 3-D:

n=339

VARIABLE

Sex
Persistence

PARAMETER ESTIMATE

0.0751
1. 6675***

* p<=.05; ** p<=.Ol; *** p<=.OOl

ODDS RATIO
1. 078
5.299
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of general social and instrumental initiations, respectively,
to

sexual

initiations,

distribution

of

sexual

and
to

table

6.3-D

threatening

the

proportional

initiations.

The

referent response for 6.3-A is instrumental initiation, the
referent response for 6.3-B and C is sexual initiation, and
the referent response for 6.3-D is threatening initiation.

In

all cases, I chose the referent response value as the category
with most frequent occurrence.
In reference to these models, sex of deflector emerged as
statistically significant only for the pair-wise comparison of
instrumental to sexual initiation.

The negative parameter

estimate and odds ratio less than one for sex in table 6.3-C
reveal that the proportional distribution of instrumental to
sexual

initiations

is

significantly

deflectors than for male deflectors.
relative

to

initiation,

conflict

involving male

conflict

involving

female

smaller

for

female

This suggests that,
deflection

of

deflection

female

of

male

initiation is significantly more likely to involve sexual
initiations than instrumental initiations.

Thus, females are

more likely to deflect male sexual initiations than males are
to deflect female sexual initiations,

while males are more

likely to deflect female instrumental initiations than females
are to deflect male instrumental initiations.
In addition, each of these four tables reveal significant
parameter estimates for persistence of conflict.

The relevant
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parameter estimate in table 6. 3-A shows that the proportion of
general social to instrumental initiations is smaller for
events

persisting more

than

resolved within five rounds.

five

rounds

than

for

events

The relevant parameter estimates

in tables 6.3-B, C, and D show that the proportion of general
social,

instrumental,

and

threatening

initiations,

respectively, to sexual initiations is significantly lower for
events

persisting more

than

resolved within five rounds.

five

rounds

than

for

events

Taken together, these statistics

suggest that the magnitude of gendered preference conflict is
greater in regards to sexual interaction than any other type.
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Outcomes of Gendered Conflict

In addition to the transmission of gendered identities
and gendered preferences,

the integrated theory of social

action proposes that cultural processes produce social action
through

their

influence

on

individually

expectations concerning action and outcome.
influence is recognized,

in various forms,

subjective

This potential
by each of the

three contributing paradigms.
While the social rationality paradigm views preference as
necessarily underlying social action choices, such choices are
viewed

as

utility.

further

bounded

by

subjective

expectations

of

This is to say that individuals act in purposeful

attempts to attain preferred outcomes given the expectation
that their action will probably attain these outcomes.

If a

preferred outcome is not perceived as attainable, the theory
proposes

that

actors

reevaluate

their

options.

Cultural

transmission continually influences the process of expectation
formation across

individuals by systematically associating

specific actors and specific actions with specific outcomes.
Similarly, while the identity maintenance paradigm views
identity

as

necessarily

underlying

social

action,

the

relationship between

action and identity

is treated as

a

social construction.

This is to say that individuals act to
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maintain

relative

social

identities

given

expectations

concerning how social identities normatively interact with
each

other.

Cultural

transmission

influences

perceived

expectations across individuals by systematically associating
specific

identities

with

specific patterns

of

action

and

outcome.
In addition to motivating or constraining individuals to
act for the purpose of identity maintenance, such expectations
potentially influence the production of social action.

To the

degree that normative expectations are firmly held and highly
salient to a given individual,

the theory proposes that the

failure of experienced action and outcome to confirm normative
expectations generates emotional arousal, which motivates nonpurposive, emotion-specific social action.
Finally,

while

the

abstract

individualist

paradigm

rejects the notion that either identities or preferences are
socially

constructed,

it

recognizes

cultural

process's

potential to repress and/or inhibit innate drives.

Subjective

expectations

inhibition

insofar as

influence

such

repression

and/or

specific actors and actions are systematically

associated with failure to attain of specific outcomes.

Such

expectations can lead the driven individual to reevaluate
options and seek gratification from another source.
In terms of patriarchal imposition, expectations link the
outcomes of gendered interactive conflict with both the actor-
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symbolic

attributes

interaction

and

events.

context-symbolic
In

terms

of

attributes

popular

of

cultural

transmission, I coded theoretically relevant variables in the
content analysis elaborated in chapter five.

Treating these

attributes as surface structure, I apply logistic regression
with event outcome as the response variable and actor-symbolic
and context-symbolic attributes

as explanatory variables.

Because the integration of actor-symbolic and context-symbolic
attributes

yields

an

unmanageable

number

of

explanatory

variables, I constructed separate models for each category of
attributes.
In the case of actor-symbolic attributes, explanatory
variables include the sex of deflector, the relative affective
evaluation, potency, and activity of involved actors, and all
available

interactions

of

these

variables.

Preliminary

analyses again isolated the significant distinction regarding
affective measures as concerning whether or not the deflecting
actor was disadvantaged on the given dimension or dimensions.
Table 6.4 displays the results of the weighted logistic
regression of actor-symbolic attributes of interaction events
on event outcome.

The displayed model includes only one

interaction term, that representing the interaction of sex of
deflector by relative activity (sex*activity).

I excluded

additional interaction terms from the saturated model because
they did not significantly increase the fit of the model.

The
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response

variable,

event

outcome,

is

coded as

deflection

succeeds or deflection fails with deflection fails as the
referent response.

For explanatory variables, I coded sex of

deflector with female as 1 and male as 0; I coded relative
affective measures with deflector not disadvantaged on the
relevant dimension as 1 and other cases as O.

The interaction

of sex of deflector by relative activity is coded with female
deflector not disadvantaged on activity as 1 and others as O.
In table

6.4 ,

positive parameter

estimates

and odds

ratios greater than 1.0 reveal proportional distributions of
successful

to

failed

deflections

that

are

higher

for

explanatory categories coded as 1 than for categories coded as
O.

Negative parameter estimates and odds ratios less than 1.0

reveal the inverse.
The significant and negative parameter estimates for
sex and activity reveal that,
deflectors

and

deflectors

relative to those for male

disadvantaged

on

activity,

the

proportional distributions of successful to failed deflections
for

female deflectors and deflectors not disadvantaged on

activity is significantly low.

In contrast, the significant

and positive parameter estimate for potency reveals that,
relative to that for deflectors disadvantaged on potency, the
proportional distribution of successful to failed deflections
for deflectors not disadvantaged on potency is significantly
high.

In other words, female deflectors and deflectors not
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TABLE 6.4:
Weighted logistic regression of actor-symbolic
attributes on success of deflection.

n=555

VARIABLE

PARAMETER ESTIMATE

ODDS RATIO

Sex
Evaluation
Potency
Activity
Sex*Activity

-0.5657***
0.0128
0.7476***
-0.3473**
0.6215***

0.568
1. 013
2.112
0.707
1. 862

* p<=.05; ** p<=.01; *** p<=.001
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disadvantaged
ineffective

on

activity

deflectors.

are

presented

Relatively

as

potent

relatively
deflectors,

however, are presented as relatively effective deflectors.
The

significant

and

positive

parameter

estimate

for

sex*activity shows that the significant associations found for
sex and activity individually hold only for events in which
female deflectors are disadvantaged on activity and events in
which deflectors who are not disadvantaged on activity are
males. 4

Thus,

activity

level an

important

actor-symbolic

attribute for females, but not for males, with respect to the
effectiveness of deflection in gendered conflict.
In the case of context-symbolic attributes, explanatory
variables
behavior

coded

in

the

content

initiated

and

deflected,

afforded,
appearance

analysis
the

include

degree

of

type

privacy

the presence of alcohol and/ or other drugs,
of

intoxication,

attire,

interactions among these variables.

place,

of

time,

the
and

For theoretical purposes,

sex of deflector and the interaction of sex of deflector with
context-symbolic attributes are also relevant.
Type of behavior initiated, as previously discussed, is
coded according to six categories including general social,
instrumental,

non-physical

aggressive, and dangerous.

sexual,

physical

sexual,

Privacy is coded as private, semi-

4Again, this is demonstrated by summing the relevant parameter
estimates.
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private (others at distance), and public, presence of alcohol
and/or

other

drugs

as

yes

or

no,

and

appearance

of

intoxication as both actors, initiator only, deflector only,
and neither actor.
In terms of attire, coding involved combined measures for
initiator and deflector across the categories full, sexually
revealing,

partially

nude,

and

fully

nude.

Here,

I

distinguish revealing attire from full attire by whether or
not

skin

was

revealed

on the

shoulders,

chest,

back,

or

thighs, partial nudity from revealing attire by whether or not
the buttocks,

nipples,

or genitals were revealed,

and full

nudity from partial nudity by whether or not the buttocks,
nipples, and genitals were revealed.

Combined measures for

attire were constructed as the interaction of these individual
measures, i.e. initiator full and deflector full,

initiator

full and deflector sexually revealing, etcetera.
Finally,

place was coded as to whether or not either

actor could claim unequal authority over the space in which
the interaction event transpired.

I deemed authority to be

unequal in cases that occurred in an actor's house, office,
car, etc.

Time was simply coded as morning, day, evening, and

night.
In preliminary

logistic analyses which included each

category of each explanatory variable as dummy variables,
eliminated

most

categories

as

non-significant

in

I

their
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association

with

event

outcome.

vs.

before,

sub-

of

aggressive vs.

dangerous threatening were non-significant.

I

categories

subsumed them,
sexual

remained:

and

instrumental

threatening vs. other.

physical

the

classification

Therefore,

non-physical

As

respectively,

threatening.

vs.

other,

sexual

into the primary

Three
sexual

and

distinctions

vs.

other,

and

The "other" categories here and below

are coded as O.
The only significant distinction for privacy concerned
full privacy.

Therefore,

I

collapsed the semi-private and

public category as non-private.

This left one distinction for

privacy, non-private vs. other.
Because the presence of alcohol and/or other drugs was
originally coded as a dummy variable, no preliminary analysis
was necessary.

For the appearance of intoxication, I isolated

none

categorical

of

the

associated

with

However,

did

I

event
find

distinctions

outcome

the

in

direction

as

significantly

preliminary
of

analysis.

association

to

be

negative for the both vs. other distinction while remaining
distinctions had positive directions of association with event
outcome.

Therefore, I collapsed the initiator only, deflector

only, and neither categories leaving only the both vs. other
distinction.
For attire, the distinctions between full and revealing
attire

and

between

partial

and

full

nudity

proved

non-
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significant

in

preliminary

analysis.

Consequently,

I

collapsed them leaving only the categories nude vs. other for
each actor.

Additional analysis of combined measures revealed

only one significant association between attire and event
outcome,

and

it

concerned

nude

initiators

and

clothed

deflectors vs. other combinations.
Finally the only significant distinction for place proved
to

be

initiator

not

in

authority

vs.

other.

The

only

significant for time concerned night vs. other.
These

preliminary

analyses

reduced

the

pool

of

explanatory distinctions to a set of nine, three for type of
behavior initiated and one each for privacy, alcohol and/or
other

drugs,

intoxication,

addition,

I

terms

interactions,

of

deflector

attire,

place,

and

time.

included sex of deflector as coded above.

with

significantly

only

threatening

improved the

the

interaction

initiation
fit

of

sex

In
In
of

(sex*threatening)

of the model.

Table

6.5

reveals the results of the weighted logistic regression of sex
of deflector, context-symbolic attributes, and the relevant
interaction term on event outcome.
As before, I coded event outcome with failed deflection
as

the

referent

response.

Therefore,

negative parameter

estimates and odds ratios less than 1.0 reveal proportional
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Weighted logistic regression of context-symbolic
attributes on success of deflection.

Table 6.5:

n=865

VARIABLE

Sex
Instrumental
Sexual
Threatening
Privacy
Alcohol/Drugs
Intoxication
Attire
Place/Authority
Time
Sex*Threatening

PARAMETER ESTIMATE

-0.4720***
-0.3088***
-0.5382***
-0.00640
-0.1644*
-0.1441
-0.5089
0.5513*
0.4043***
0.3009***
-1.7017***

* p<=.05; ** p<=.Ol; *** p<=.OOl

ODDS RATIO
0.624
0.734
0.584
0.994
0.848
0.866
0.601
1. 736
1. 498
1. 351
0.182
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distributions of successful to failed deflections that are
smaller for explanatory categories coded 1 than for those

o.

coded

Positive parameter estimates and odds ratios greater

than 1.0 reveal the inverse.
Significant parameter estimates
those

for

sex

of

deflector,

in table

6.5

instrumental

include

vs.

other

initiations, sexual vs. other initiations, privacy, attire,
place,

and

time.

These

estimates

reveal

that

female

deflectors are significantly less successful deflectors than
male

deflectors,

deflections

of

instrumental

and

sexual

initiations are significantly less successful than deflections
of

other

types,

significantly

deflections

less

in

non-private

settings

successful than deflections

are

in private

settings, deflections put forth by clothed deflectors against
nude initiators are significantly more successful than others,
deflections

put

forth

in

settings

not

under

the

unequal

authority of the initiator are significantly more successful
than

others,

and

deflections

put

forth

at

night

are

significantly more successful than others.
While each of the above may be theoretically interesting
for various reasons, only the significant association between
sex of deflector and event outcome is relevant specifically to
gendered expectations, and it was already established in table
6.4.

The remainder hold regardless of the sex of initiators

and deflectors.

However, the significant parameter estimate
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for sex*threatening is noteworthy.

Female deflectors of male

initiated

are

threatening

behavior

successful than their male counterparts.

significantly

less
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Discussion

The

logistic

analysis

of

the

modeling
fifty

of

movies

data

coded

reveals

in

that

the

content

the

surface

structure of popular culture does exist in a form conducive to
the production of patriarchal imposition.
representations

are

gender

Relevant affective

stereotypical,

preferences

concerning the desirability of specified types of interaction
do

vary

by

gender,

and

expectations

conflict do favor male actors.

concerning

gendered

At the very least, according

to the abstract individualist paradigm, this surface structure
does

not place subjective constraints against patriarchal

imposition by associating failure with male attempts to attain
gratification at the expense of female actors.
For purposes of comprehension, it is helpful here to take
each paradigm's contribution to the integrated model of social
action

in

contribution

turn.
provides

The
two

identity

maintenance

related propositions.

paradigm's
Popular

culture influences patriarchal imposition to the degree that
its transmission (1) promotes the association of differential
social identity with different genders and (2) promotes the
association of differential gender identity with different
rates of success in gendered conflict.
these very patterns of association.

This analysis confirms
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In terms of gender stereotypical identities, the evidence
is very clear.

Female identities are presented as relatively

powerless and passive, male identities as relatively low in
evaluation.
cultural

Thus,

it

sentiments

is

that

normative
conflict

according to

between

women

popular
and

men

involves relative affective inequalities in which men are
relatively

advantaged in terms

of power and activity and

relatively disadvantaged in terms of evaluation.
In addition, the stereotypical associations between the
dimension of evaluation and the dimensions of potency and
activity for female identities are inverse.

While relatively

good actors tend to be portrayed as female,

relatively good

and active actors and relatively good and powerful actors tend
to

be

portrayed

consequently,

as

male.

The

female

stereotype

is,

firmly set as relatively good, powerless, and

passive.
Furthermore, this very identity, that of the relatively
good, powerless, and passive female, is most associated with
failure in gendered conflict.

Lacking the positive influences

of maleness, potency, or the interaction of active femaleness
on success, the stereotypical female identity is presented, to
put it bluntly, as a loser in conflict with men.
According to the identity maintenance paradigm,
culturally normative associations of gender,

then,

identity,

and

outcomes of gendered conflict are conducive to the production
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of patriarchal imposition.

Men whose normative expectations

reflect this cultural representation would,

in purposively

seeking to confirm their expectations, be motivated to enact
patriarchal imposition in events of gendered conflict.
in

cases

in

necessarily
imposition

which
include

can

still

men's

normative

imposing
result

expectations

against
when

the

women,

Also,
do

not

patriarchal

failure

to

attain

expected ends (i.e. women's willing consent) arouses emotions
such as anger, frustration, and resentment which, in turn, can
motivate aggressive and dominating action.
In

addition

to

the

above

associations,

the

identity

maintenance paradigm also suggests relationships between the
context-symbolic attributes of interaction events and event
outcomes.

To the degree that normative cultural presentations

influence individuals' normative expectations for interaction,
these analyses reveal a cultural influence that would lead to
the

expectation

that

deflections

are

most

likely

to

be

successful at night, when the place in which interaction takes
place is not under the unequal authority of the initiator, and
when a clothed deflector is deflecting a partially or fully
nude

initiator.

expected to be
instrumental
settings.

Conversely,

deflections

would

successful when enacted against

initiations

and

when

enacted

in

be

least

sexual

or

non-private

None of these expectations is distinguished by sex

of deflector.
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Theoretical interpretation of most of these associations
o

is straightforward.
structural

power

If authority over place is considered a
advantage,

then

the

lack

thereof

for

initiators would favor the interests of deflectors relative to
initiators.

Also, if nudity indicates vulnerability, than a

clothed deflector is less vulnerable than a nude initiator.
Further, if instrumental and sexual ends are more salient and
important to initiators than other ends, then initiators would
be more determined to attain them and deflectors more likely
to defer to such determined initiations.
Two of the associations, however, are more difficult to
interpret.

In terms of privacy, it seems logical to suggest

that privacy would favor initiators.

Private situations do

provide able initiators with greater opportunity to impose
their desires upon others, because public intervention is not
a potential.

However,

if successful attainment of desired

ends is important primarily for identity confirmation, then
the presence of others may increase identity salience and,
consequently,

an actor's

determination to

attain

identity

confirming ends.
In terms of time of day, the finding that night is the
most

successful

intuitive.

time

day

for

deflectors

is

counter-

Night is popularly considered to carry with it a

seemingly endogenous
women.

of

threat

of

imposition,

especially

for

I have no theoretical explanation for this finding.
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In

terms

of

context-symbolic

attributes,

only

one

interaction with sex of deflector is apparent, and it concerns
the

interaction

initiations.

of

sex

Deflections

of

deflector

with

of

threatening

threatening

initiations

are

significantly more likely to succeed for male deflectors than
for female deflectors.

Here, average physical advantages for

males and their relationship to masculine identities are an
adequate explanation.
Turning to the contribution of the social rationality
paradigm, these analyses describe a surface structure that is
theoretically

relevant

patriarchal impositions.

to

the

is

complex,

of

purposive

Although the relationships among

affective gender representations
preference

generation

male

and gendered conflict
actors

are

presented

in
as

disproportionately successful relative to females in attaining
desired ends across types of initiations, relative affective
relations,

and

situational

contexts.

Regardless

particular attributes of interaction events,

of

the

the ratios of

success to failure in deflection are higher for men than for
women.
this

In terms of sUbjective expectations of utility, then,
surface

structure

reinforces

men's

expectations

of

success in their attempts to attain preferred outcomes at the
expense of women.
When

we

focus

specifically

on

the

affective

representation of gender, the stereotypical representation of
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gendered conflict involves a relative female advantage on the
affective dimension of evaluation and relative male advantages
on

the

dimensions

of

potency

and

activity.

Preference

conflict in such relations is shown to disproportionately
involve

threatening

initiations,

and

outcomes

of

related

conflict are shown to disproportionately favor male deflectors
over female deflectors.
representation

of

Thus,

the stereotypical affective

gendered

conflict

is

associated

significantly with the very type of conflict that

female

actors are shown to be least adept in engaging.
In addition,

these analyses reveal that the greatest

intensity of conflict between women and men is experienced in
regards to sexual initiations.

It seems that the battle of

the

does

sexes

in

popular

culture

center

around

sexual

conflict.
Putting questions of social
aside,
that

identity and preferences

these descriptive analyses definitively demonstrate
the

constrain

surface
against,

structure

of

popular

culture

repress,

or

inhibit

the

patriarchal imposition.

does

enactment

not
of

Even when controlling for context-

symbolic attributes and actor-symbolic attributes other than
sex, sex is significantly associated in popular culture with
success in gendered interactive conflict.

Women are portrayed

as significantly less successful than men across affective
relationships

and

situations.

According to the

abstract
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individualist

paradigm,

then,

popular

culture,

as

operationalized here, does not constrain against patriarchal
domination.
Before closing this chapter,
comments.

First of all,

I

offer three additional

it is interesting that,

in each

logistic model addressed, the only significant distinguishing
characteristic for relative affective status concerns whether
or

not

an

deflector.

initiating

actor

is

advantaged

relative

to

a

This fact suggest that popular culture presents

affective equality in status as sufficient to successfully
express and attain deflection of undesired social interaction.
While

any

theoretical

interpretation

of

this

finding

is

necessarily tentative, I offer as explanation the possibility
that,

in hierarchical society, individuals tend to identify

themselves

by

social

status

and,

consequently,

themselves with others of similar social status.

identify
Imposing

against another of similar status, then, would be cognitively
similar to being imposed upon by another of similar status.
While having an affective advantage might generate feelings of
invulnerability and having an affective disadvantage might
generate

feelings

of

deference,

generate feelings of empathy.

affective

equality

might

Feelings of empathy may serve

to constrain against social imposition.
Secondly, it is important to recognize that the relative
influence of cultural process on social action is most direct
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when one's interactive counterpart is a relatively unknown
quantity.

In such circumstances,

one must infer another's

social identity without adequate experiential information,
and such inferences are likely to be shaped by stereotypical
cultural representations.
overwhelming
involves

stereotype

relatively

relatively

low

In terms of affective identity, the
for

events

powerless

evaluation

and

males.

of

gendered

inactive
In

the

conflict

females
absence

and
of

experiential information to the contrary, this stereotype may
be situationally inferred by default.
Finally,

I re-emphasize that the aggregate patterns of

association isolated in these analyses cannot be reduced to
post-hoc

explanations

imposition.

I

understanding
domination.

suggest

of
only

aggregate-level

individual-level
that

they

tendencies

are
in

patriarchal
relevant

to

patriarchal

An entirely different methodology is necessary to

address why a given man would situationally impose undesired
social interaction against a given women.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
DEEP STRUCTURE

Introduction

Popular culture reveals its deeper structure as emergent
themes of content embedded within the process of cultural
transmission.

Such

themes,

because

they

are

observable

neither as discrete categories nor linear progressions or
because

they

qualitative

are

not

theoretically

interpretation.

interpretation

on

the

I

focus

processual

deduced,
this

unfolding

require

qualitative
of

gendered

relational conflict.
My purpose
Altheide

(1987)

in this

chapter

analysis,

content

is

qualitative

usefully

applied

quantitative content analyses.
provide

information

First,

as

emphasizes in his overview of ethnographic

content

analyses

is two-fold.

interpretation
as

a

isolated

validity

cultural

check

for

To the degree that qualitative

interpretation

reliably

of

by

that

converges

quantitative

ethnographic content analysis allows

upon

analyses,

for greater security

concerning construct validity.
In the previous chapter, I used statistical procedures of
logistic regression to isolate patterns of association between
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gender and affective identity,
gender

and

conflict.

outcomes

in

gender and preferences,

interaction

events

of

and

gendered

I argue that the perception of these associations

by individuals is influential in the generation of motivation
and the production of social action.

A potential problem of

validity here concerns the equality of significance accorded
to each interaction event by logistic regression.

If some

events are perceived with more salience by audiences than
others, then this equal treatment of events is problematic.
The centrality of the relationship in a given movie and
the relative importance of an interaction event to a given
relationship

are

two

important

considerations

qualitatively "controlling" for these factors,

here.

By

I am able to

check the findings of the previous chapter against a subsample

of

data

considerations.
strings for

constrained
This

sub-sample

by

methodological

these

includes

seventy relationships which I

a

set

of event

have identified

subjectively as relatively important within the context of
given movies. 1
Second, qualitative interpretation of cultural content
allows the researcher to advance beyond the limitations of
lThis methodological strategy is similar to a parallel forms
reliability test.
The key difference, however, is that the
parallel measurement is not conducted on identical data. Instead,
the data is varied and the interpretation of subsequent measurement
is evaluated in terms of its convergence to the interpretation of
prior measurement.
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quantitative procedures and search for variation that is not
available to the "eye" of statistical modeling.

Put simply,

statistical analysis requires one to reduce observed data into
either discrete
reliability.

or

linear form.

However,

In doing so,

one gains

if observed data does not exist in

discrete or linear form to begin with or if important concepts
are

not

theorized in the

first

place,

then this

gain

reliability comes at the expense of content validity.

in
By

supplementing quantitative methods with qualitative methods,
researchers are able to tap into non-discrete and non-linear
variations in content and recognize important patterns in data
not predicted by theory.
To reiterate the overview of methods I gave in chapter
five,

the qualitative side of my content analysis combines

constant comparison (Glaser and Strauss 1967) and interpretive
interactionism
constant

(Denzin

comparison

1989).
are

My

units

relational

of

event

analysis
strings,

in
or

temporally ordered sequences of interaction events of gendered
conflict between given actors in given movies.

Important

dimensions of difference regarding these event strings include
topics of conflict, relation of conflict to the movie's plot,
contestation of relationships by other women and

men,

the

degree to which a movie focuses dominantly on the perspective
of one or another actor, and ultimate outcome/resolution of
conflict.
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My units of analysis in interpretive interactionism are
epiphanies,

or

specific

interaction

events

within

event

strings which serve to define " ... those interactional moments
that leave marks on people's lives" and" ... have the potential
for creating transformational experiences for the person."
(Denzin 1989, p.

15)

relevant

which

events

epiphanies

to

Here,
focus

cultural

I

offer thick descriptions of
on

content

the
as

symbolic

well

as

on

import

of

emotional

displays and their relation to conflict and its outcomes.
In terms of both constant comparison and interpretive
interactionism, resources do not allow for a thorough analysis
of every relationship in each of the fifty movies.

Therefore,

I have chosen to analyze only movies which have a gendered
relationship as the central focus of the plot.
twenty-eight such movies in my sample.
strings,

I

undertake

qualitative

There are

In terms of event

analyses

of the

central

relationships in each of these twenty-eight movies.

I also

analyze any relationships involving actors who are presented
as competitors for the attention of one or another actor in
these central relationships.
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Construct Validation

Construct validity concerns the fit between theoretical
conceptualization and methodological operationalization. Does
the constructed operationalization get at variation that the
elaborated

theory

proposes

as

significant?

In

order

to

address this question, I excluded from the original data set
all interaction events involving actors whose interaction was
not presented within the context of ongoing relationships
pertinent to the plot of the given movie.
events involving seventy pairs of actors.
of course is drawn subjectively.

I was left with
This distinction,

It is meaningful, however

because it addresses the question of salience to audiences.
As

a

group,

perceived

by

the

relationships

audiences

with

included are

greater

likely

saliency

than

to be
those

excluded.
Further,

I excluded from consideration all events for

each relationship except those that signify ultimate outcomes
for the event strings in question.

Here, borrowing from the

masculine vocabulary of warfare, I focus on the resolution of
wars rather than individual battles.

For each remaining pair,

then, I focus on the relative affective status of each actor,
the behavioral context of the conflict in question, and the
ultimate outcome of said conflict.

To the degree that the
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relevant associations I

isolate here converge with those I

reported in the previous chapter, the proposed relationship
between the content analysis which I have constructed and the
theory which I have elaborated is validated.
In

terms

of

relative

affective

status,

associations

between sex of actor and each affective dimension for this
sub-sample are parallel to those previously reported.
seventy

pairs,

fifty-four

(77%)

involve

males

Of the
who

are

presented as disadvantaged on the dimension of evaluation.
Conversely, forty-four (63%) involve females who are presented
as disadvantaged on the dimension of potency and forty-two
(60%)

involve females disadvantaged on activity.

Thus, the

stereotypical relationship between the relatively potent and
active man and the relatively good woman is apparent.

Twenty-

two (31%) of the seventy relationships involve pairs portrayed
stereotypically on each of the three dimensions,
which

greatly

outdistances

other

a number

multi-dimensional

representations.
In

terms

of

the

behavioral

context

of

conflict

in

gendered relations, the centrality of sexual behavior in the
cultural battle of the sexes is undeniable.
chapter,
types

of

In the previous

I found sexual initiations to stand out from other
initiations

gendered conflict.

across

affective

representations

of

Further, I found sexual initiations to be

more intensely battled than other types of initiations.

Of
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the seventy conflict relationships currently at issue, sexual
contexts are involved at least marginally in sixty-four (91%).
Husband-wife pairs, such as the grandparents in Parenthood who
are at such odds with each other that sexual relations seem
out of the question, are the most marginal of these.
that

explicit

sexual

conflict

is

reserved

for

It seems
unmarried

couples.
Of the six relationships in which conflict has nothing to
do with heterosexuality, two involve kinship ties (mother-son,
brother-sister) that legally preclude sexual relations, three
involve enemies engaged in moral battles, and the remaining
case involves the pair in Driving Miss Daisy who are separated
by racial, class, and age barriers.

Indeed, heterosexuality

is assumed in popular cultural representations of gendered
relations and, in the absence of moral or social barriers, sex
poses inevitable conflict between women and men.

From the

social

no

rationality

perspective,

popular

culture

doubt

fosters the construction of preference conflict between women
and men

regarding

inextricably

linked

sex.
in

In

fact,

sex

the popular

and

conflict

cultural

seem

portrayal

of

gendered relationships.
Finally,
(23%)

of

the

in terms
seventy

of ultimate outcomes,
females

unambiguously

favor

counterparts.

In contrast, thirty

their

attain

interests

only sixteen

resolutions

over

those

of

that
male

(43%) of the males attain
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unambiguously successful resolutions.
four

outcomes

are

ambiguous

in

that

The remaining twentyboth

actors

attain

benefits at some cost.
Much of this ambiguity is due to the multi-dimensionality
of relational conflict.

Such conflict rarely involves just

sex, just occupation, or just kinship; success in conflict on
one dimension often is associated with cost on another.

For

example, in The Golden Child the lead male character defers to
the persistent prodding of the

lead female

character and

agrees to enter into a professional contract that he does not
want.

Upon this deferential act, however, he then begins a

sexual pursuit of his client to which she eventually defers.
In the end, both actors achieve desired ends at some cost, and
both are happy with this ultimate outcome.
It
happens.
in

is not surprising that such negotiated compromise
What is surprising is that compromise is presented

popular

culture

at

a

frequency

lower

than

that

of

unambiguously male dominant outcomes and higher than that of
unambiguously female dominant outcomes.

To the degree that

these relative frequencies of presentation influence men's
subjective expectations of utility for gendered conflict, men
are led to expect unambiguous success over compromise and
compromise over unambiguous failure.
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Emergent Themes: Uncontested Relationships

Of the twenty-eight pairs I deem central to the plots of
these

movies,

relationships.

fifteen

involve

uncontested

gendered

By uncontested, I mean that a third actor is

not competing for the attention of one of the central actors.
Of these fifteen, twelve take a primarily male perspective.
I measure perspective here according to a simple question.
When the two are not together,
focus on?

who does the camera tend to

If the camera tends to follow the male actor, the

movie takes a primarily male perspective.

If it tends to

follow the female actor, the movie takes a primarily female
perspective.
Of the twelve uncontested relationships presented from
the male's perspective, several patterns of similarity emerge.
Most obviously, the male actor is sexually attracted to the
female in each case.

In addition, his sexual attraction to

her is contextualized within his pursuit of some instrumental
goal which serves as the grounding of the film's plot.

For

example, in Rainman, Charlie Babbitt is consumed with getting
his share of his deceased father's estate and using it to save
his floundering sports car import business.

His battle to

keep the affection of his lover, Suzanna, is contextualized
within this pursuit.

Similarly, in Crocodile Dundee II, Mick
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Dundee's relationship with his wife, Sue, unfolds within the
context of a battle for survival against evil drug dealers.
This

linkage

in

popular

cultural

portrayals

of

masculinity between instrumentality and sexuality suggests to
audiences

that

men's

sexual

attractiveness

to

women

is

contingent upon men's efficacy in the public, as opposed to
the private,

realm.

actor

to

fails

In the single case in which the male

resolve

presented in Parenthood,

his

instrumental

dilemma,

that

he similarly fails to resolve his

relational conflict.
In ten of the remaining eleven cases told from male
perspectives, the male actor succeeds in both his instrumental
pursuit

and

contingency

his

sexual

between

conflict.

instrumental

Two
and

versions

sexual

of

this

efficacy

are

readily apparent.
In the first, a man's instrumental efficacy is associated
wi th his breaking off his relationship with a woman.

Examples

of this version include the films Good Morning Vietnam and
Batman.

In

Good Morning Vietnam,

Kronauer's

success

in

uncovering the identity of an enemy Vietnamese spy, who also
happens to be his romantic interest's brother, allows him to
break emotional ties with a young woman who has rejected his
romantic advances and go on with the war.
In Batman,

Bruce Wayne's obsession with bringing evil

criminals to justice causes him to break up with Vicki Vale,
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the woman who loves him.
is

tarnished

as

he

In this second case, Batman's honor
deceitfully

enters

into

a

sexual

relationship with Vicki that he knows he cannot sustain.
context, however, we are expected to

fo~g!vc

In

him this lie, as

Vicki does, because it is the consequence of a heroic battle
with a tormented soul.
The second version of this tale, as presented in eight
movies ,

involves the male attainment of both instrumental

success and desired sexual relations.
Rainman,

Top Gun, Die Hard,

Examples here include

Crocodile Dundee II,

The Karate

Kid II, Ghostbusters II, Scrooged and The Golden Child.

The

relationship between Charlie and Suzanna in Rainman provides
a representative unfolding along these lines.
Charlie and Suzanna are unmarried lovers.
also

Suzanna's boss.

A central

area

Charlie is

of stress

in their

relationship is business related; Charlie is having problems
keeping the business afloat,
tends

to

be

and his temper is short.

overbearing and egotistic.

Suzanna

is

He
very

patient, however, and allows his meanness to run off her back.
Both actors are in their late twenties to early thirties, and
both are white; Suzanna's ethnicity is Italian.

On affective

dimensions, Suzanna is morally superior to Charlie and Charlie
is more potent and active than Suzanna.
In terms of their sexual relationship, the primary source
or

conflict

is

Charlie's

unwillingness

to

express

his
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emotions,

open

vulnerable.

himself

up

to

Suzanna,

and

make

A scene early on in the movie

himself

reveals this

conflict, as Suzanna sarcastically asks Charlie to "consider
it foreplay" in an attempt to get him to talk.
The central focus of conflict in the movie, however, is
economic.

Charlie's father has died and left Charlie out of

his will; Raymond, a brother that Charlie did not even know
about,

is

the

institutionalized

primary
for

beneficiary.

a

form

of

Raymond

autism.

When

is

also

Charlie

discovers this, he hatches a scheme to kidnap Raymond from the
institution and hold him for ransom.

This way, he hopes, he

can get his fair share of the inheritance and use it to save
his business.

Charlie does not inform Suzanna of this scheme,

however, and instead tells her that the doctors recommended
that he take Raymond from the institution.
It does not take long for Suzanna to figure out that
Charlie is lying to her,
being.

and she fears for Raymond's well

The epiphany of this conflict occurs at night at a

hotel where the three have stopped for the night.
been cruel to Raymond,

Charlie has

screaming at Raymond for curiously

walking in on him and Suzanna having sex.

Suzanna scolds

Charlie for his cruelty and tells him to go and apologize.
Instead, Charlie insults Raymond further.

The epiphany occurs

while Suzanna is taking a bubble bath, the bubbles concealing
her nudity.

Charlie is wearing pajama bottoms and no shirt.
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The

italics below

represent

Suzanna's

words.

Hereafter,

italics will be used to represent the words of female actors.

Charlie comes into the bathroom, sits on the edge of the
tub, and leans over to caress Suzanna's cheek. She pushes his
hand away, obviously upset.

"Ahhh!

You don't listen to me. You don't listen to me."

"What?

What are you talking about?"

"I asked you to go in there and apologize.
there and insulted him again."
in?

You went in

He gets defensive.
"What am I supposed to do, tuck him
I'm not his mother for Chrissakes!"
Now she gets really upset. "Charlie, you're his brother.

His brother! They tell you today for the first time that you
have a brother and I don't see in your face one little
reaction."
He interrupts her.

"Take it easy.

Take it easy."

"I'm not saying joy, I'm saying something."
"Take it easy.
You don't know what I'm going through
here." He's very defensive now. He has backed up from her a
little, and the camera focuses in on his face.
This only
upsets her further.

"No, I don't know what you're going through.
What are
you going through? Because I don't know ... because you don't
tell me anything! You just give me lies, lies, lies!"
"Lies?
Lies?
What lies?"
He is not convincing in
either facial expression or tone of voice.
He is unsure,
retreating.

"You saying that Dr. Brunner asked you to bring him here,
that is bullshit!
I know it's not true.
So why don't you
tell me why? Why is he here?"
Now the breakthrough.
He has finally given up the
charade.
"'Cause I'm pissed at him!
'Cause I got him and
they want him!"
She's confused.
"This makes no sense!"
She's very
animated, splashes water.
"Raymond was left all the money and I got nothing!"

"How much?"
"Three million dollars.

The inheritance, every penny of

it."

"So ?"
"So, I'm gonna keep him until I get my half!
I deserve
that!"
Suzanna's face clears.
She is enlightened.
She
understands. She gets herself out of the tub and storms out
of the bathroom, hastily grabbing a robe to cover her nudity
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from the camera.
He tries to stop her,
actions. She packs and leaves him.

Suzanna

clearly

epiphany.
with

her,

achieves

a

successful

to

justify his

outcome

in

this

Not only does she get Charlie to communicate openly
but

she

also

uses

knowledge

gained

from

this

communication to make a decision based on her own interests.
She will not be a part of Charlie's selfishness and deceit.
From Charlie's point of view, things will never again be
the same.

The cards are on the table and Suzanna has walked.

If he wants her back, he must change his ways.

Luckily for

him, he is able to change his ways after he has used Raymond's
genius with numbers to win enough money in Las Vegas to save
his business.

Is it a coincidence that immediately following

Charlie's instrumental victory, Suzanna shows up at the door
to their hotel suite?

Is it a coincidence that immediately

following his instrumental victory, Charlie has a change of
heart?
Ultimately, Charlie both succeeds in saving his business
and his relationship with Suzanna.

She forgives him, he sends

Raymond back to the institution, and they live happily ever
after.

"Listen," he says to her on the stoop of her apartment

building, "I'm glad ... happy, happy that you came to Vegas."
"I know."

away.

She smiles, contentedly,

and watches them drive
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Qualitative analysis of these films also points to the
ambiguity of affective representations.

For instance, in the

movie Top Gun, the central relationship is between Maverick,
the hot-shot naval aviator, and Charlie, his independent and
professional

instructor.

Here,

I

coded Charlie as being

relatively advantaged on the affective dimension of potency.
This coding was also justified by an inter-coder reliability
test.
than

However, it remains ambiguous.
Maverick,

has

more

military hierarchy,

education,

While Charlie is older
is

not

is Maverick's teacher,

money than Maverick,

subject

to

a

and makes more

Maverick has the testosterone.

At a

structural level, Charlie is clearly the more potent actor.
However, at an individual level, Maverick has the advantage in
the explicitly masculinist sense of potency; he is virile, a
man with a capital M.
From the beginning,

the conflict between Maverick and

Charlie is sexually charged.

They first meet in a bar as the

consequence of an ongoing game between Maverick and his best
friend, Goose.

To win the game, Maverick must gain "carnal

knowledge" of the attractive woman at the bar.
game, Maverick the predator.
the

bar,

he

aggressively

even

follows

propositions

rudeness and chauvinism,

Charlie is the

When she rejects his advance at
her

her

into
there.

the

ladies'
Despite

Charlie is intrigued.

room

and

Maverick's
While she

rejects his advances, she also lies to Goose so that Maverick
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can win the game.
The next day, when Maverick attends a flight training
class, he finds out that Charlie is his instructor.

He is

unbelievably rude to her, disrespecting her authority to a
degree that would never be allowed in any military setting.
However, she remains intrigued.

Eventually, she gives in to

his repeated overtures and invites him to dinner.
attraction is now admitted by Charlie.

The sexual

"This is going to be

complicated. "

With the sexual attraction recognized as mutual, Maverick
dismisses their professional relationship and their conflict
takes on a new dimension.

Charlie is still his instructor,

and instructor's criticize students when students are wrong.
This happens to Maverick in the classroom, and he doesn't take
the criticism well.

He stalks out of class,

informal male uniform of

jeans,

sunglasses, and a leather jacket.

a

tight,

wearing his

white t-shirt,

She follows him, also in a

leather jacket but wearing the more formal attire of a white,
button-down blouse and a knee-length skirt.

Maverick is heading for his motorcycle. He is very angry
at Charlie for daring to criticize him. She follows, wanting
to talk.
"Lieutenant.

Maverick!"

He climbs on his motorcycle, ignoring her, and starts the
engine. He revs it up so that the noise drowns out her calls.
She walks up to the motorcycle, very angry and defensive.
"My review of your
opinion!"

flight

performance was

right

on

in my
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He hold his hand up to his ear in a mock gesture of
ignorance.
"I can't hear you." He lets out the clutch and
speeds off.
She's exasperated, goes to her car and chases him at high
speeds.
When they come to an intersection, she runs a red
light and narrowly avoids a collision with another car.
He
sees this and pulls his motorcycle off to the side of the
rode. She pulls over behind him.
He gets off his motorcycle and walks back toward her car
as she gets out. He is extremely angry. "Jesus Christ! And
you think I'm reckless! When I fly, I'll have you know that
my crew and my plane come first!" He holds up his fist to her
face.
"Well, I'm going to finish my sentence, Lieutenant! My

review of your performance was right on!"
"Is that right?"

He's being sarcastic.
Now she changes her demeanor.
calmer, more deferential. "But I held something back.

"That is right."

She's

I see
some real genius in your flying, Maverick, but I cdn't say
that in there."
His expression changes from anger to shock and confusion.

"I was afraid that everyone would see right through me.
I just don't want anyone to know that I've fallen for you."
She's dead serious, looking him right in the eyes.
He's speechless.
He raises his hand to her cheek and
kisses her passionately.
The camera cuts to her bedroom,
where they proceed to make love.

With this epiphany,
become lovers.
as

She just wants him to let her be professional

Once

well.

Charlie defers to Maverick's desire to

he

realizes

her deference,

his

emotional

display transforms from anger and resentment to passion and
desire.

Symbolically, however, he maintains control of the

relationship.

In the morning, when Charlie arises, she finds

Maverick gone and a paper airplane/note and a flower in his
place.

She reads the note and smiles.

Later,

however,

a

horrible

tragedy

Maverick shuts Charlie back out of his

takes
life.

place

and

Maverick's
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navigator

and

best

Maverick survives.

friend,

Goose,

dies

in

a

crash

that

With this rejection, Charlie decides to

take a promotion and moves to Washington, D. C., and a new
job.

In the meantime,

Maverick goes to the Indian Ocean,

shoots down some Soviet jets, and returns to base a hero.
the end, Charlie can't live without her Maverick.
up her

job,

returns

to Fighter Town.

pilots' bar when Charlie arrives.
striking
smiles.

a

seductive pose.

In

She gives

Maverick's

at

the

She leans against the wall,

"Hello,

Pete

He

Mitchell."

"I heard the best of the best were going to be back

here, so,

uh ... "

In two of these uncontested cases told from the male
perspective,
considered

the presentation of gendered conflict can be
in

terms

Crocodile Dundee II,

of

a

backlash

against

feminism.

In

the film opens with the picture of a

domesticated, and somewhat pitiful, ex-alligator hunter named
Mick Dundee.

He's in the kitchen,

wearing a bathrobe and

contemplating his boring life as a househusband to Sue,
professional
however,

journalist.

Over

the

course

of

the

a

movie,

the tables are turned as Sue is kidnapped by drug

dealers and Mick comes to the rescue, a rescue which catapults
them back to Mick's home turf, the Australian outback.

Here,

Mick is the professional and Sue must take a back seat to his
survivalist expertise.

In the climactic scene, Mick is going

out to kill or be killed.

Sue wants come with him, to kill or
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be killed by his side.

But, Mick informs her in no uncertain

terms, she would only slow him down.
over the bad guys, they hug.

She defers, he triumphs

Know your place, woman.

The relationship between John McClane and Holly Gennaro
in Die Hard presents an even more explicit example of this
backlash.

In this relationship, the central topic of conflict

concerns her insistence on pursuing her own career as an
executive even if it means separating from her police officer
husband.

The symbolic issue of this conflict in clear.

Holly

has dropped John's last name, McClane, in favor of her maiden
name, Gennaro.
The film opens with John coming from New York to visit
He shows up at her

his wife and children in Los Angeles.
office building,

a

Christmas party.
lobby,

and

skyscraper,

join her at her office

He stops at the information desk in the

pushes

the

information display.
"G" button.

to

"M"

button

on

No Holly McClane.

the

computerized

He then pushes the

The office number for Holly Gennaro appears.

He's not happy.
Later, in her office, the two are engaged in small talk.
They are both awkward.
and the children.

Holly invites John to stay with her

John accepts, and the sexual tension starts

to rise, but his ego is too big.
didn't miss my name though, huh.
checks."

"I miss you."

"I guess you

Except when you're signing
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Most

of

this

movie

has

nothing

relationship between Holly and John.

to

do

Rather,

with
the

the

camera

follows John as he battles the terrorists who have taken over
the building.

Of course, John succeeds in killing all the bad

guys and saving the day.

He even gets to save Holly's life as

he catches her by the hand and keeps her from falling out of
a broken window to her death.
The epiphany of the
closes.

He is a hero.

relationship occurs

They emerge from the ravaged building.

as

the

film

He's a mess,

covered with dirt and grease, sweaty and bloody, shirtless and
shoeless.
is.

She's disheveled, but in far better shape than he

They each have fire jackets draped over their shoulders.

Dramatic music plays in the background.

As John and Holly are walking away from the building,
John spots the police officer who had been his link to the
outside world a major source of support throughout his ordeal.
The two men embrace, each simultaneously laughing and crying.
"AI, this is my wife Holly, Holly Gennaro." The ordeal
has softened him up. He is willing to defer.
"Holly McClane."
She overrides his deference with her
own. She's so thankful and appreciative. She's also ashamed
of her ever challenging him.
Al turns to John and says, "You take good care of her."

The independent wife has been given a huge dose of reality.
She

really

does

need

subordination to him.
last name.

him.

She

really

is

deserving

of

She really should be identified by his

Her identity really is dependent upon his.
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A common theme to each of the above is that, when push
comes to

shove,

women ultimately recognize

and accept as

legitimate the interests of their male counterparts.

Vicki

understands why Batman did what he did and wishes him well in
her deference.
D.C.

and

Charlie gives up her new job in Washington,

returns to

"Fighter Town"

and Maverick.

thankfully takes back John's last name.

Holly

In each case, the

emotional display of the female actor expresses a cathartic
realization of the male actor's perspective.

However, in the

single case in which the tables are turned, the male actor is
shocked and confused by the female's action.
In Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home, Admiral James T. Kirk
of the United Federation of Planets is

involved with Dr.

Gillian Taylor of the Cetacean Institute of San Francisco,
California, United States of America, Earth.
Gillian's future,

James is from

and has returned in an effort to save the

future earth from destruction by an alien probe.
Gillian's whales to carry out this mission.

He needs

To get Gillian's

whales, he needs Gillian's help.
Understandably,

Gillian

is

reluctant

to

help

without first being informed as to what is going on.
reluctant.
strategy?
out of her,

He does not want to negotiate.

James

James is

So what is his

Why, it is to invite her to dinner and romance it
of course.

Gillian, however,

is not nearly so

easy as James thinks; she still demands to be clued in.

James
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defers,

but

Gillian

does

not

preposterous story, after all.
eventually

is

persuaded

by

believe

It

him.

is

a

Gillian is a scientist and
the

empirical

evidence

encounters in the form of the Admiral's space ship.

she
She

agrees to help.
The
Gillian,

epiphany

to

this

relationship

comes

as

James,

and the Admiral's crew return to the ship after

rescuing a crew member from military officials.
a hurry; the adrenalin is flowing.

They are in

Gillian does not wish to

be left behind.

As the crew head into the door of the ship, James hangs
back with Gillian, holding her back with a hand on her elbow.
"Where would the whales be by now?"
"At sea. If you have a chart on board, I'll show you."
She is excited and moves towards the ship's door.
He steps between her and the door, impeding her progress.
"No, no, no.
All I need is the radio frequency to track
them. "
She frowns. "What are you. .. What are you talking about?
I'm going with you."
"You can't. Our next stop is the twenty-third century."
He is patronizing in his offering of a fake smile.
She becomes angry, indignant. "Well, I don't care! I've
got nobody here! ... "
He interrupts her and grabs her by shoulders as if she is
too emotional to grasp the import of what he is saying.
"I
haven't got time to argue with you! ... "
She interrupts him. "I have got to help those whales!
In the meantime, the ship's door has closed.
James
continues, " ... or to tell you how much you've meant to us.
The radio frequency, please."
She resigns. If The frequency is 401 megahertz."
He smiles, relieved. "Thank you ... for everything." He
pulls out his communicator. "Scotty, beam me up."
Gillian has an idea, and her facial expression changes
from a frown to one of anticipation.
She assertively takes
advantage of her opportunity, jumping into James' arms and
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g~v~ng him a bear hug.
"Surprise." She nervously smiles at
him, fact to face.
She is beamed into the space ship along
with him.
Once inside, James is angry.
"You tricked me."
But
there is no time to argue. They must save the whales and the
planet.

Given that James has failed both at keeping Gillian ignorant
and at keeping her in the past, he decides to make the best of
their future.
However,

To James, Gillian is now a potential lover.

for a third time,

the audience is witness to his

failure.
In a crowded auditorium celebrating the return of the
heroic

crew,

Gillian approaches

Admiral Kirk has

James.

received only a slap on the wrist for disobeying Federation
orders.

"I'm so happy for you,

so much."

He thought they were to be lovers.

Where are you going?"

I'm going to mine."

understand.

She reassures him by saying she'll track
He defers,

but does not

He mournfully watcher her walk away.
the

point

incomprehensible why
interest.

"Wait a

"You're going to your ship,

him down sometime in the future.

From

Thank you

She moves to kiss him goodbye, and he is obviously

taken aback.
minute.

can't tell you.

I

of
a

view

of

the

male,

woman would not

defer

then,
to

it
a

is

man's

Such an occurrence generates negative emotions of

surprise, shock, sadness.

According to the theory elaborated

earlier, if surprise, shock, and sadness translate into anger,
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bitterness,

and

resentment

in

men

who

are

rejected,

patriarchal imposition may be the ultimate result.

It is

normal, however, for a woman not only to comprehend a man's
interest, but also ultimately to agree with it, defer to it,
and feel good about it.
sexual

double-standard

This double standard symbolizes a
concerning

sympathy.

Women

are

expected to sympathize with men's desires, but men are not
expected to reciprocate.
Of the fifteen uncontested relationships, only three are
told from the female perspective.

One of these, that between

Daisy and Hoak in Driving Miss Daisy, is more pertinent to a
discussion of race relations and racial conflict than gendered
relations and gendered conflict; it will be discussed in later
section of this chapter.

A second, that between Cele and the

husband she is sold to by her father in The Color Purple,
involves

a

level

of

servitude

and brutality that

is

not

representative of these movies and, again, involves race as a
central

component

of

the

relationship.

The

relationship

between Vivian and Edward in Pretty Woman, however, is more
easily discussed here.

What is most interesting is that the

surface structure of this movie belies its deeper structure.
On the surface, this is simply a modern retelling of an ageold fairy tale.

If we look deeper,however, the modern version

departs significantly from the traditional.
While both Cinderella and her prince are highly evaluated
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characters, neither Edward nor Vivian are.
nice and caring person,

While Vivian is a

she is also a prostitute.

While

Edward is legitimately employed, he is not a nice and caring
person.

From the beginning of the movie, it is clear that the

answer to these evaluative
sorts.

shortcomings

is

a

marriage of

Edward can provide Vivian with legitimacy,

while

Vivian can provide Edward with compassion.
Further,

while the prince is eager to find and marry

Cinderella, Edward is initially eager only to use Vivian as a
prostitute.

Hence the conflict.

The telling of this tale

from the female perspective allows, however, for the audience
to identify with Vivian and her motives.

Rather then rooting

for the woman to sympathize with the interests of a lead male
character, then, we root for Edward to wisen up and recognize
the benefits of committing to Vivian.
To Vivian,

their relationship

strictly business

is either going to be

or strictly personal.

straddle the fence.

Edward wants to

The symbolic center of this struggle

concerns the act of kissing.

To Vivian,

kissing is a very

personal interaction, an interaction that she doesn't enter
into with clients.

Because Edward is a client, no kissing.

The epiphany of this relationship occurs after the two
have spent a wonderful, carefree day together.

Edward, the

man who never relaxes, never sleeps, and always works actually
took a day off to play.

Now,

back in Edward's penthouse
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suite, Vivian is in the bathroom making herself up for Edward.
She's wearing a fancy, lace nightgown that is very revealing.

Vivian fluffs her hair as she walks into the dimly lit
bedroom.
Soft and romantic music is playing in the
background.
As she approaches the bed, she notices that
Edward is sleeping.
This is a miracle because Edward is an
insomniac.
She has relaxed him.
"He sleeps."
He's shirtless, wearing only silk pajama bottoms.
She
sits on the bed next to him, looks at him, and smiles. Then,
surprisingly, she puts her finger to her lips, kisses it, and
then lightly caresses his mouth. Now, her facial expression
changes.
She is thoughtful, rather than just adoring.
She
leans over and lightly kisses his cheek, then his lips.
He wakes. They kiss, at first very gently but gradually
more passionately.
They embrace and rollover, her on her
back and him on top.
He removes her nightgown with her
willing aid.
They make love, as opposed to having sex, for
the first time.
Afterwards, she is laying in his arms. She thinks he is
asleep. She's contemplative as she absent-mindedly runs her
fingers over his forearm.
"I love you."
But he is awake and hears her say it. He says nothing.
They go to sleep.

Now, from Vivian's point of view, they are no longer involved
in a business relationship.
to commit.

He offers her an apartment and an allowance, but

Vivian declines.
want?"

However, Edward is still unable

That would still be business.

"I want more."

"How much more?"

"What do you

"I want the fairy

tale."
In the traditional version of the fairy tale, Cinderella
does not give up on the prince.
her;

She knows he is looking for

the only question is whether or not he'll find her.

Vivian, however, does give up on Edward.

She goes back to her
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apartment, packs her bags, says goodbye to her roommate, and
prepares to leave for the bus station.
Edward has had a change of heart.

He comes after her with

flowers, opera, and a shiny white limousine.
fire escape.

In the meantime,

He climbs up her

"So what happened after he climbed up the tower

and rescued her?"
happily ever after.

"She rescues him right back."
She wins,

They live

and he's the better for it.

The tale as told from the female perspective seems to be a
mirror version of those told from the male perspective.
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Emergent Themes: Other Women

Thirteen of the twenty-eight central relationships are
relationships contested by other women, other men, or both.
Seven involve other women.

Each of these seven are presented

from a primarily male perspective.
It is redundant in discussion of sexuality and cultural
content

to

recognize

the

Madonna-whore

however, it is also unavoidable.

Here,

complex.

The common denominator in

each of the seven cases presented from the male point of view
is that the two women competing for the attention of one man
are

separated by

an

evaluative chasm.

On the

affective

dimension of evaluation, which is operationalized by affect
control theory as having both positive and negative ranges,
one woman scores positive and the other negative. 2

Movies

involving such triangles include Fatal Attraction, Dick Tracy,
Cocktail,
School,

The Secret

of my Success,

Total

Recall,

Back to

and Coming to America.

2It is important to note that, while traditional Madonna
figures have been sexually chaste, modern Madonnas are not.
One
outcome of the sexual and Women's revolutions of the 1960s and
1970s is that sexual activity is no longer necessarily associated
with pejorative labels for females.
This is not to say that no
sexual double standard exists regarding the evaluation of sexually
active women and men.
While it is safe to assume that the
traditional comic strip versions of Dick Tracy and Tess Trueheart
are not lovers, it's not unlikely that the contemporary movie
versions are.
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In

each of these

literally

caught

evaluation.

in

cases,
the

the

middle

lead male

character

in

of

terms

is

affective

He is advantaged relative to the whore persona

and disadvantaged, or relatively equal at best, to the Madonna
figure.

This

is

not

the

case,

however,

for

the

other

dimensions; he tends to be relatively more potent and active
than either female character. 3
An

intriguing

aspect

of

these

romantic

triangles

involving other women is that the central relationship is as
likely to involve the whore as it is the Madonna.
Back

to

School

unambiguously

to

Coming

around the

America

positively

my

do

plots

center

evaluated woman.

In

positively

and

negatively evaluated females each play central roles.

In

Cocktail

and

and

Only in

The

Secret

of

Success,

Fatal Attraction, Dick Tracy, and Total Recall, the negatively

evaluated woman is central.

Needless to say, however,

the

positively evaluated woman always wins.
Dick

Tracy provides

a

representative,

if cartoonish,

example of competition between "good" and "bad" women for the

3It is noteworthy that, while affect control theory also
operationalizes potency and activity with negative ranges,
evaluation may be the only dimension with an empirically sound case
for a negative range.
One could argue that death, the ultimate
absence of potency and activity, is best expressed as 0 on both
dimensions.
The cultural association of death with heaven and
hell, however, does not equate death with an evaluative O.
Evaluation may be unique in this sense and, thus, of unique
applicability to triadic social relations.
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attention of a man.
detective.

Here, the man is Dick Tracy, a police

The women are Tess Trueheart, Dick's girlfriend,

and Breathless Mahoney,

a nightclub singer and mistress to

gangsters.
Dick and Breathless meet while Dick is on the job.
murder has taken place and Breathless is a witness.

A

However,

she won't testify because she fears retribution from Big Boy,
the

bad

guy

While

responsible.

Dick

wants

Breathless won't give him anything but sex.
room,

in his office,

revealing

black

at his apartment,

dresses

provocative poses.

Once,

and

information,

In her dressing

she tempts him with

underwear,

champagne,

and

she even kissed him before being

interrupted by his girlfriend, Tess.
Despite his obvious attraction,

Dick is a

rock.

The

epiphany of their relationship occurs as he convinces her to
meet him in private at the docks.
there is a full moon.

It is late at night, but

His uniform yellow overcoat and fedora

provide a stark contrast to her black wraps.
we see Breathless walk up to Dick.

From a distance,

Sad and soft string music

plays in background.

"It's your up, Tracy.
I'm
shouldn't be talking to a cop."
"You know what I want."

the

one in

danger.

I

Dick doesn't mince words.

"I want you to say it."

"I don't want you to be hurt."

"Don't tell me what you don't want. Tell me what you do
want." The camera shifts to a close up. "You want me, don't
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you."

He's frustrated.
"You're right.
I do want you ... in
court where you can tell the truth ... "
She interrupts him.
She's on the verge of tears.
"You're lying! You want me the same way that I want you. You
want me to take a risk? I want you to take a risk!"
"I told you I'd protect you if you testify."
"Protect me?"
"It's my job."
"I don't care about your job. I only know what I feel.
If you can't tell me what you feel, Tracy, then I can't trust
you." She sounds desperate.
He's angry, and grabs her by her arms. "Wait a minute.
What do you want me to admit, that I think about you? All
right, I admit it. Testify."
"You want my testimony?" She's choking up, on the verge
of crying. "Tell me you want me. Tell me you want it all.
But tell me now!"
Dick looks at her compassionately, regretfully.
"If I
say that, I'm gonna hurt somebody I don't want to hurt."
She pulls away from him, rejected. He grabs her by her
arm and jerks her back.
She looks up at him.
"You trust
her . ..
"I love her."
She turns and walks away. He stands and watches, then turns
to ocean.

While this epiphany makes it clear that Dick will not defer to
Breathless's romantic fantasies,

it is still unclear as to

whether Breathless is going to help Dick catch Big Boy.
success in conflict remains incomplete.

His

However, the ultimate

event regarding these two actors resolves this issue in Dick's
favor.
This scene takes place in the chaos of a police raid on
Big Boy's club.

Big Boy has kidnapped Tess and escaped

through a secret tunnel.
they went.

Breathless, however, knows where

Significantly, Breathless is now wearing a silvery
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white gown, as opposed to the black she has worn previously.
She has been converted.
When Dick walks by,

Breathless points toward the wine

"He took her through there."

cellar.

willing to help.

She is depressed, but

He doesn't trust her, and starts to go the

"Tracy, you don't trust me."

other way.

and decides to believe her.

He changes his mind

As he heads for the wine cellar,

Breathless wishes him good luck.
What is most interesting about this scene is that, while
Dick

defers

to

Breathless's

suggestion

within

the

event

itself, the event suggests an ultimate resolution that favors
Dick.

He has not only convinced Breathless to give up on

romance,

but he has

also convinced her to take his

against the bad guys.

side

If we combine this with the ultimate

finale of the movie, in which Breathless is killed by Big Boy,
we see that Dick success in unambiguous.
While Tess Trueheart survives the movie, Dick's success
in conflict with her is similarly unambiguous.

Tess wants

Dick to settle down, take a desk job, get married, and start
a family.

Dick, however, is too devoted to crime fighting to

do this.

Their conflict comes to a head after Big Boy's

cronies attempt to assassinate Dick while he's with Tess.
Afterwards,

Dick

tries

to

apologize

but

Tess

stops

him.

"Tracy, when you play in the street, it's part of the game.
I

know that.

Just don't ask me to like it."

Days later,
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after walking in on Breathless and Dick's kiss, Tess leaves to
stay with her mother.
At this point, it seems as if Dick has lost.

However,

the audience really knows that Tess will come to her senses.
After listening to her mom explain how some good men are torn
between love and duty,

Tess begins to empathize with Dick.

Again, we see that empathy is truly a gendered quality.
don't have it.

Tess returns.

Men

In male-centered triangles

presented from male perspectives, the men win on both counts.
They

are

tempted by,

but ultimately turn

away

from,

the

seductresses who want them; they also get and keep the good,
moral women that they want.
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Emergent Themes: Other Men

Ten of these films center on a woman whose attention is
the focus of competition for two men.

Interestingly, eight of

the ten present a male version of the Madonna-whore complex.
In masculine terms, however, this is expressed as a princescoundrel

complex,

Prince Charming.

prince

referring to

the

stereotypical

In terms of the dimension of evaluation, the

affective relationships between the woman in the middle and
the men on either side mirror those of the man in the middle.
She is advantaged on evaluation relative to the scoundrel and
disadvantaged relative to the prince.

Movies reflecting such

relations include Crocodile Dundee I, Big, The Secret of my
Success, Back to School,

Coming to America, Out of Africa,

Look Who's Talking, and Moonstruck.

These latter three films

with female-centered triangles are presented from a primarily
female

perspective;

none

of

the

male-centered

triangles

discussed in the previous section are presented from a female
perspective.
In seven of these cases, the lead female character is
initially romantically involved with the scoundrel.

The

unfolding of the competing relationship between her and the
prince, which is the central one in each movie, involves the
prince gaining first the attention and then the respect of the
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woman,

eventually

winning

her

away

from

the

scoundrel.

Whether the woman's romantic relation with the prince lasts or
not,

she has been converted and her life improved.

Where

would she be if it weren't for him?
The

triangle

provides a

involving Susan,

Paul,

and Josh

in Big

representative example of this emergent theme.

Josh, a little boy magically transformed into an adult, gains
the attention of Susan, a real adult and an executive for a
toy store, simply by acting like a little boy.

They meet at

work by accident, as Josh runs into and knocks down Susan in
the hall.

While both are bending over to retrieve their

respective files, Josh is mesmerized by Susan's open blouse.
She has his attention.
Susan

has

a

However, she is also taken.

reputation

for

sleeping her

way

up

the

corporate ladder, and Paul is the latest link in her chain.
He is, to put it bluntly, a real schmuck, but he is a powerful
schmuck.

At the office Christmas party, Paul is blotto and

Susan is angry.
pick up Josh.

She reacts to this situation by trying to
She succeeds,

and they head back to Josh's

apartment where they spend the night playing with his toys and
sleeping in separate levels of a bunk bed.
because he has shown her respect.

She is hooked

He has shown her respect

because he hasn't learned disrespect yet.
Susan's epiphany with Paul is illuminating in its irony.
It

is

ironic because Josh's

immaturity is what makes him
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appear so grown up in comparison to Paul.

This event takes

place during the work day in Paul's office.

Susan storms in as Paul is working, and slams a paper bag
down onto his desk.
She is obviously angry.
"What's this?" She has taken him by surprise.
"Shampoo, razor, two neckties, toothpaste, and your

exercise tape.

What does it look like?

He makes a pleading gesture.

"Susan ... "
She holds her hand out.
"Sure." He gives her the keys and tries to stay cool.
"It's just some scratches, honey. He'll get over them." Paul
is referring to a fight he had with Josh.
"Oh, it has nothing to do with him." She's defensive,
and not very convincing.
"Oh, come on Susan!
He's just another link in the
chain.! First it was Tom Caufield, then Hanlon, then Golding,
then me. Am I missing anybody?"
Now,
she's more
"It's not like than anymore."
convincing.
"What's so special about Baskin?"
"He's a grown up." She turns to leave, but stops at the
door.
"I can't believe you brought up Golding!" She leaves
him for good.

"Oh, and I want my keys back."

Now, she is free to pursue Josh.
She

asks him out

for

his

It is a very short pursuit.

birthday,

and they have a

very

romantic evening at an amusement park.
The epiphany of this relationship occurs after the date
at her apartment.

Romantic music is in the background.

Josh

is very awkward, which comes off as kind of cute on a thirty
year old man.

They are standing just inside the doorway to her bedroom,
and her bed is visible just off to the left.
They are
kissing, and she backs away to give herself room to undo the
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buttons of her blouse.
She slides the blouse back from her
shoulders, revealing her bra, and while she looks seductively
into his eyes her stares excitedly at her breasts. She leans
behind him and turns out the light.
He responds by turning the light back on.
She smiles, flattered.
"You want the light on?"
He smiles and nods, then very slowly reaches for her
breast. He touches her very lightly, as she sighs, and then
more passionately.
They kiss again.
As he pulls his hand back from her
breast, he doesn't know what to do with it; he wants to save
the sensation. Then he uses it to hold her.
The camera then cuts to a jubilant Josh coming in to work
the next morning. He has lost his virginity.

Again, as was the case with Bruce Wayne's treatment of Vicki
Vale in Batman, Josh enters into a sexual relationship with
Susan

that

he

cannot

forgives him,
Ultimately,

sustain.

And

again,

the

this time because he is really

Susan forgives him,

returns to his childhood.

too,

audience

just a kid.

as he leaves her and

In both cases, the men's actions

are arguably justifiable given the situations.

However, if

such presentations encourage men to pursue sex while looking
for

excuses,

then

such

presentations

support

patriarchal

imposition.
The

final

emergent

theme

I

will

discuss

here

is

represented by two movies, Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade
and

Total Recall.

The central relationships in both are

presented from a primarily male point of view.

Here, we have

the ever popular siren, a temptress who deceives, uses, and
manipulates good men for diabolical purposes.

Her hidden
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allegiance, which becomes apparent to the hero well into the
film,
force.

is to a man who represents a dark and conspiratorial
In Indiana Jones, this force is the Nazi Germany of

World War II.

In Total Recall, it is a renegade intergalactic

version of the United States' CIA or the former Soviet Union's
KGB.

Of course, in such cases, the hero must triumph.

the villainess must die.

And

As the hero of Total Recall, Doug,

says to the villainess, Laura,

just after he shoots her to

death, "Consider that a divorce."
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The Culture of Exclusion

A brief aside.

Patricia Hill Collins and bell hooks are

two important inspirations for this work.

They have inspired

me not so much in their writing, although both are wonderful
writers, but more by the unique combination of pragmatism and
passion with which they speak.

At a lecture I attended a few

years ago at the University of Arizona,

hooks stressed the

necessity to recognize one's audience, what one wants to say
to

them

and

what

they

want

presentation accordingly.

to

hear,

and

adapt

one's

I have done so to the best of my

ability.
I have also had the pleasure of attending a presentation
given

by

Collins

Sociological

at

the

1992

Association.

emphasized the

In

importance

feminism to other men.

meetings

of men
I

this

of

the

American

presentation,

taking

the

messages

she
of

do so here to the best of my

ability.
I bring this up now because, on a third front, my work is
inadequate.

Both Collins and hooks also emphasized in their

respective presentations the inadequacy of intellectual and
political

feminist

pursuits

which

ignore

the

broader

contextualization of gender within race, within class, within
sexual preference.

I have had neither the time nor the energy
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to do so in this work.
However, the scant attention I have paid suggests that I
am not alone.

The invisibility of race and sexual preference

in this work reflects the invisibility of the same in popular
culture.

Invisibility equals hidden variation, and race and

sexual preference

in popular culture are presented almost

exclusively as white and straight.
While the theory and methodology I have elaborated focus
on gendered sexual relations, I have also looked for parallel
same-sex relations.

Only two such cases are evident across

these fifty movies, both involving implicit lesbian behavior.
In The Color Purple, an abused and emotionally damaged young
woman

experiences

represents

an

freedom.

attraction
In

Ghost,

to
a

an

older

female

woman

psychic's

who
body

embraces and kisses a grieving wife while possessed by the
spirit of the deceased husband.

In neither case are any of

the actors presented as being homosexual.

Rather, it is the

situation that causes them to act that way.

Is it simply

coincidence that one of Hollywood's most unconventional and
outspoken actors,
scenes?

Whoopi

Goldberg,

acts

in both of these

Is it a coincidence in a male-dominated industry that

neither case involves male homosexuality?
In terms of race, only twelve of the seventy relations
analyzed in this chapter have at· least one non-white actor.
Six pairs involved black women and black men, two white men
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and Asian women, two white women and black men, one a black
man and an Asian woman, and one an Hispanic woman and a white
man.

Further, six of these were portrayed in just two movies,

The Color Purple and Coming to America.

Only seven of the

fifty most popular movies of the latter half of the 1980s
presented any significant gendered relations involving other
than white pairs.
Further

still,

of

the

nine

black

male

characters

presented in these seventy pairs, three were acted by a single
actor, Eddie Murphy.

Of the six black female characters, two

were acted by Whoopi Goldberg.
professional

actors

significantly

Thus,

only twelve of the

involved

in

the

gender

relations of these movies were black, only two Asian, and only
one Hispanic.

According to Kanter (1977), such extreme and

institutionalized tokenism not only fosters stereotypes, but
also imposes a
those

involved

level of visibility and social pressure on
that

works

against

the

expression

of

individuality and the right to make forgivable mistakes.

So

long as Hollywood treats Whoopi Goldberg, Eddie Murphy, and a
very few others as representatives for all people of color,
Hollywood supports cultural ignorance.
One

final

thought.

Sexual

and racial prejudice

discrimination are complex processes.

and

An interesting note

here concerns the exclusion of white women in these movies
from having sexual relations with men of color.

The only two
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pairs differentiated by race and including white women are the
moral adversaries in Beverly Hills Cop II and the lady-servant
relationship of Driving Miss Daisy.

It seems that Hollywood

is yet to get past the conceptualization of white femininity
as the sexual property of white masculinity that motivated
and/or justified the systematic lynching of black men in the
reconstructed South.
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Conclusion

There is so much more to say about the content of these
movies.

I have barely scratched the surface here.

However,

what I have learned is illuminating.
Seventy years after modern feminism's first wave, twenty
years after its second, and into its third, gender stereotypes
remain firmly entrenched in popular culture.

In the portrayal

of

defer

uncontested

relationships,

powerful and active men.

good

women

to

their

And they are better off for it.

They do so because, unlike men, women have the ability to
empathize, to see things from another point of view.

Men,

however, are portrayed as hopelessly incapacitated in this
regard.
In the portrayal of contested relationships,

immoral

temptresses entice even the best men, while the good wife, the
good friend, and the good lover hope that their respective men
will be strong enough to abstain.

The men stumble, trip, and

fall, but eventually return to the open arms of their good
women.

And Prince Charmings attract naive but good-hearted

women from the clutches of scoundrels, opening their eyes,
their hearts, and sometimes their legs to the virtue of moral
masculinity.
But, other times, the woman is neither naive, insecure,
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nor evil.

Sometimes she is a marine biologist who leaves her

space soldier to pursue her own quest for universal knowledge
and adventure.

Sometimes she is a revolutionary at war with

a corrupt Martian government.

Sometimes she is a middle-aged

woman who dumps a chauvinistic and boring, middle-aged fellow
for the challenge of a young stud.

Sometimes she leaves an

abusive husband, opens a clothing store, and defines her own
life on her own terms.

Sometimes she is strong, sometimes she

is active, and sometimes she is bad.
The only problem is that the sometimes are too few and
too far between.
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CHAPTER EIGHT:
BROADER IMPLICATIONS

Popular Media and Political Contexts

If

popular

media

provide

information,

information

knowledge, and knowledge power, then there is no doubt that
such media are political.
previous sentence.
singular medium.

"Are"

is the

key

word in the

The word "media" is the plural form of the
I emphasize this not to patronize but to

highlight that we are not dealing with a singular entity.

I

recognize that this does not necessarily mean that multiple
individual media do not work together in some systematic way.
However, media systems in a democratic society are comprised
of relatively autonomous individual actors.

Democratic actors

vary in their political positions.
I criticize here the reductionist tendencies of Marxist,
post-Marxist,
hegemony,

and critical conceptualizations of ideology,
I also criticize contemporary

and mass culture.

conceptualizations in public discourse of the "liberal" media.
In

an

introduction

to

conducted by Richard Grenier

a

content
(1991),

analysis
former

of

movies

Supreme Court

nominee Robert H. Bork offers the following analysis of United
States culture:
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The Left commands the intellectual and cultural heights
of our society - the most prestigious universities, most
of the best known newspapers and magazines, the three
major television networks, the writers and producers of
movies, much of the staffs of the mainline churches, and
much more. The Left therefore has a disproportionate
influence over the agenda for public discourse and over
the symbols by which we define ourselves.
(Grenier, p. xvii)
In the body of the work itself, Grenier offers interpretation
of numerous motion pictures to substantiate Bork's claim.
am sure that,

for those who hold similar beliefs prior to

opening Grenier's book,
convincing.
work.

I

this

claim and this

evidence are

I find two glaring inadequacies, however, in this

One concerns Bork's theoretical conceptualization of

political conflict and the other Grenier's methodology.
The problem with Bork's conceptualization is that he not
only reduces the spectrum of variation in political values and
philosophy into two groups, the Right and the Left, but he
also fails to define, distinguish, and operationalize these
two groups.

We are

left assuming that there is but one

dimension

of

political

debate,

dimension

is

dichotomous,

and

that
that

variation
the

on

Republican

this
and

Democratic political parties represent the Right and the Left
respectively.
concerning

the

Bork

leaves

meaningful

us

content

in
of

ignorance,
the

however,

dimension,

the

debate, or the partisan parties involved.
In a May 1992 speech, however, then Vice-President Dan
Quayle offered pertinent information regarding some of this
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content.

I will assume here, for purposes of argument, that

the former Vice-President's values coalesce with those of
Bork.

In

this

speech,

Quayle

criticizes

the

television

situation comedy, Murphy Brown, specifically and the popular
media generally as anti-family and anti-male.

Thus, he argues

that this pejorative characterization of the liberal media
includes non-traditional representations of gender relations.
In her conscious, yet fictional, decision to have a baby out
of wedlock, Murphy Brown denigrates traditional family values
and contributes to the erosion of our society's moral fabric.
By generalizing from this single instance to popular media as
a whole, Quayle treats this instance as representative of a
broader system of cultural transmission.
Let's assume that this is what Bork means by the cultural
Left.

Popular culture,

then,

should reveal this anti-male

bias at an aggregate level, and systematic research should be
able

to

measure

Grenier's book.

it.

This,

however,

is

the

problem

of

While Bork errs in terms of validity in

defining the content of political variation, Grenier errs in
terms of reliability by not analyzing a systematically drawn
sample of motion pictures.

While he

~oes

demonstrate that

some movies contain liberal content, he does not treat this
content as relative in both quality and quantity to other
content.

As Quayle leaves us to assume that Murphy Brown is

representative of the liberal media,

Grenier leaves us to
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assume that his purposefully selected sample is representative
of the motion picture industry as a whole.
In my work here, I both operationalized cultural content
in terms of gendered relations and analyzed a systematically
drawn

sample

of

motion

pictures.

The

results

of

this

operationalization and systematic analyses are clear:

(1)

popular culture stereotypes females as powerless, passive and
moral relative to the males with whom they relate, (2) popular
cultural

representations

of

gendered

relations

present

heterosexuality as a focal point of conflict between women and
men,

and

(3)

across

representations,

behavioral

popular

contexts

culture

and

portrays

affective
males

as

disproportionately successful in attaining desired outcomes at
the expense of women.
To

the

proposition
artistic

How is this to be considered Leftist?

degree
that

class

that

our
of

we,

popular

Leftist

as

a

media

society,
are

ideologues,

accept

dominated
then

the

by

the
an

social

definition of the political center is pushed far to the right.
If it is Leftist to influence cultural sentiments through the
stereotypical portrayal of women as powerless and passive
relative to men, then the reductionist distinction of Left and
Right is meaningless in terms of sex and gender.
This criticism suggests, at the same time, that we should
not treat popular media as conservative.

Doing so would be

accepting the very reductionism that is the problem in the
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first

place.

Further,

it

is

invalid

to

suggest

that

conservatives should be satisfied with the cultural status
quo.

They are unsatisfied because the content of popular

culture is not to their liking.
I

prefer

the

less

reductionist

conceptualization

of

culture and cultural conflict provided by Williams· (1977),
granted

that

we

put

aside

any

implied

materialistic

determinism.
Hegemony is always an active process, but this does not
mean that it is simply a complex of dominant features
and elements. On the contrary, it is always a more or
less adequate organization and interconnection of
otherwise separated and even disparate meanings, values,
and practices, which it specifically incorporates in a
significant culture and an effective social order.
(Williams, p. 115)
Rather than
dominant

reducing cultural media to the expression of

values,

Williams

describes

an

ongoing

conflict

between traditional, institutional, and formative values.

The

implied value continuum is temporal; institutional culture is
the province of existing authority,
past authority,

traditional culture of

and formative culture of potential future

authority.

For any given epoch,

relatively

dominant,

traditional

institutional values are
values

residual,

and

formative values emergent.
Even this level of reductionism can be transcended by
specifying cultural themes across these categories.

Here, we

could specify dominant, residual, and emergent definitions of
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gender, of race, of sexual preference, etcetera.
By applying this conceptualization to the issue at hand,
the conservative critique of cultural media is validated, but
so is the feminist critique.
dominant

values

as

amoral

We can view institutionally

relative

to

both traditionally

residual conservative values and formatively emergent feminist
values.

While Williams tends in his work to focus on conflict

between

institutional

institutional

forces

forces
and

and

traditional

formative

forces,

forces
a

or

reflexive

treatment of his conceptualization reveals potential conflict
between traditional and formative forces.

Murphy Brown's

familial decision, then, becomes a topic of cultural conflict
involving residual processes of re-institutionalization and
emergent processes of institutionalization.
At present, neither side is satisfied with the state of
affairs in popular culture.

However, the research I present

here

that

clearly

demonstrates

the

emergent

culture

of

feminism is less apparent in institutional culture than is the
residual culture of conservatism.

And when this emergent

culture does make inroads into the institutional media,

its

appearance is highly visible because of its minority status.
Murphy has caused so much trouble because she is among the
first of her kind, not because she represents a dominant force
in popular culture.
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Censorship

It is unavoidable to enter into a discussion of culture,
motivation,
questions

and patriarchal imposition without entertaining
concerning

censorship,

a

debate

which

marks

dimension of conflict within the feminist movement.
media

influence

men

to

subordinate,

objectify,

a

If some
dominate,

oppress, rape, and murder women, shouldn't we deny men access
to them?

Of course, pornography is the central focus of this

debate.

I

must

admit

that,

while

I

will take

an

anti-

censorship position here, I am ambivalent.
At the most general level, the debate is framed in terms
of classical liberalism, and the focus is on rights and the
balancing thereof.

Should the pornographer's right to produce

and

commodity

sell

her/his

and

the

consumer's

right

to

purchase or not purchase the same be held above women's right
to not have their bodies be treated like meat?
pornography

front

answers

no,

the

The anti-

anti-censorship

front

answers yes, and each depict the other's argument as morally
flawed

(Berger et al,

1990).

However,

in my opinion, this

question is far too abstract to answer.

It could be, and I

imagine it will be, argued forever and a day with no ultimate
resolution.
response.

The

question

calls

for

a

non-falsifiable
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At a more concrete level, pragmatics take over.

If we

are to censor cultural media based on their sexual and violent
content, where do we draw the line?
sex

or

on

violence,

the

violence

(Schwartz

Should we focus on the
1987)?

If

sex,

is

the

should we censor misogynistic depictions only, or

misandronist and misanthropic depictions as well?
the

it

how

much

nudity

is

behaviors should be censored?
the violence per se,

as

I

allowable

and

If it is

which

sexual

If it is neither the sex nor

argue,

but

the contextual

and

relational presentation of gender, how do we draw a line at
all?
Further, if we are going to draw a line, who is going to
define it?

Local, county, state, national, or international

legislators?

Also,

how will we deal with the underground

economy that will inevitably flourish in the production and
distribution of censored materials?
opinion on these matters.

Again, I do not offer an

Obviously,

censor, a line will be drawn,

if we are going to

someone will draw it,

will spend money on enforcement.

and we

Any final strategy will be

the result of negotiation, compromise, and experimentation.
I

believe,

however,

that

a

third

set

of

questions

concerning the logic of causality are more pertinent to the
debate at hand.
generated from

Pro-censorship, anti-pornography arguments
feminist perspectives are generally based on

the treatment of pornography as an independent variable which
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causes, in either a probabilistic or deterministic sense, men
to commit acts that are hurtful to women.

My criticism of

such logic is three-fold.
First,

linking the consumption of pornography to the

enactment violence against women is problematic.

This is the

case not only because most men have been exposed to some kind
of pornography to some extent, but also because the enactors
of violence against women are exposed to a multitude of other
varieties of cultural content as well.
noted

in

a

probably

too

harsh

As Susie Bright has

criticism

of

Catharine

MacKinnon's pro-censorship stance:
Sometimes I wonder if MacKinnon has simply been driven
mad by all the sick things that people do to one
another. I, too, recoil in pain and incomprehension
whenever I hear about the latest psychopath who has shot
his mother, machine-gunned his co-workers, raped his
daughter, slashed a prostitute. I notice that such men
are more likely to have read the Bible than pornography,
but I do not hold either script responsible for their
actions.
(1994, p. 39)
While Bright's claim may lack specific empirical support, her
point is well taken.
cultural material.

We all are exposed to a wide variety of
How are we really to know which ones are

the specific causes of which specific actions?
Second,

if exposure to pornography

is

significantly

correlated with sexual and violent patriarchal imposition,
this association potentially is spurious.

The same forces

that cause people to produce and consume pornography may be
the true causes of patriarchal imposition.
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How different,
viewing pornography

really, are the actions associated with
and patriarchal

imposition'?

Granted,

there is no direct interaction between women who pose for the
pictures

and men who

look at them.

But,

when a

man is

fantasizing and masturbating to a skin-flick or magazine, he
is fulfilling his own desire without regards to the interests
of the three-dimensional version of the two-dimensional figure
captured on film.
magazine,

will

If he is denied access to the skin-flick or
he

really

be

more

likely

interests of the women he interacts with'?

to

respect

the

If it is the more

general cultural sentiments to which men are socialized that
lead them to disrespect women, then it is these more general
cultural sentiments which need to be addressed.
The intersection of the two above issues of causality
forms my third criticism.
reading,

fail

to

Pro-censorship arguments,

contextualize

against women wi thin a

pornography

complex system,

independence does not exist.

a

and

in my

violence

system in which

In the introduction to this

work, I briefly conceptualized patriarchy as a complex system
according to the logic of chaos theory.

Although I cannot

provide an in-depth discussion of the applicability of chaos
theory to the understanding of social systems here, a brief
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sketch is illustrative. 1
Chaos theory defines complex systems as systems in which
causation

is

produced

not

from

the

direct

effects

of

a

delimited set of variables but from the interactions of an
unspecified set of variables.

Because lists of potentially

relevant variables cannot be specified a priori, interactions
are not fully predictable, even in probabilistic terms, and
system trajectories are not deducible beyond a
short

"relaxation

(Polkinhome) .

period"

Here,

from

"initial

relatively
conditions"

initial conditions involve the current

status of a system on its relevant parameters and relaxation
periods are temporal periods within which such conditions can
be treated as relatively stable.

Of c0urse, these concepts

are exceedingly difficult to define in an empirical sense.
Therefore, and admittedly, chaos theory is most applicable to
ex-post facto explanations of observed system variance (Hobbs
1993) .
In

a

nutshell,

chaos

theory

suggests

that

the

consequences of complex systems, such as patriarchy, are never
determined

by

relationships

an

easily

between

causes

identifiable
and

effects.

set

of
In

a

linear
sense,

Enlightenment scholars erred arrogantly by proposing that they

1I have drawn my limited knowledge of chaos theory from the
following sources: Gleick (1987), Hobbs (1991, 1993), Polkinhome
(1991) .
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could explain the natural universe by the simple aggregation
of individual cause-effect relationships.

We are similarly in

error when we attempt to control the natural universe by
controlling independent variables.
we

must

address

conditions.

system

Pornography

change
is

Control is not the answer;
at

not

an

the

level

initial

of

initial

condition

of

patriarchy, but a variable consequence of patriarchy.
This focus on initial conditions leads me to my final,
and most important point.

If it is the foundational level of

initial conditions that must be addressed in pursuit of social
change,

then top-down strategies,

prove insufficient.
control.

such as censorship,

will

Top-down strategies are organized to

If such control is impossible in complex systems,

then such strategy is misguided.
Ultimately, however, none of this means that we should
not censor.

It only means that the effects of censorship are

not predictable;

we would need to censor and measure its

effects before we could know what the effects of censorship
are in a patriarchal system.

In my view, then, censorship is

justifiable as a pursuit of knowledge regarding the complexity
of patriarchy; it is not justifiable as a method of social
control.
At this point,

I

am sure that the ambivalence I

towards this debate is clear.

feel

The key factor in my anti-

censorship position is philosophical.

I simply prefer grass-
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roots social movement strategies, which treat individuals as
acti ve and reflexive human being,

to top-down strategies,

which treat the masses as livestock whose behavior needs to be
controlled.

In my view, we need to socialize and enculturate

men not to desire pornography in the first place, and not to
desire

social outcomes which subordinate the interests of

women.

We need to teach men to respect women.

best,

I believe, through praxis.

action to

alter the

We can do this

If we use our own social

socio-cultural processes

in which we

participate, then we can generate an action-oriented cycle of
change.

This work is my praxis; the initial conditions of

patriarchy today begin with me.
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The Continuing Research Process

As I have stated from the beginning, this is a work in
progress.

It tells only part of a story and provides only a

partial answer.

To fill out the story,

we need much more

research.
Of the full range of socio-cultural process, this work
addresses only one branch, and it addresses this branch only
partially.

Other samples of motion pictures can be analyzed,

such as cult films, art films, feminist films, and films from
other cultures and other times.

Cult films, art films, and

feminist films may be the most important sources, as they can
be analyzed in comparison to popular films for purposes of
identifying areas of cultural conflict.
analyzed

to

identify

cross-cultural

presentation of gendered conflict,
decades,

and future

decades,

Foreign films can be
variation

in

the

and films from previous

can be analyzed to

identify

historical variation.
This methodology of content analysis is also applicable
to other forms of cultural content.

Poetry and prose can be

analyzed to the degree that such media can be deconstructed
into interaction events.
The two other branches of socio-cultural process, direct
and indirect social processes, are also in need of address.
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Alternative methodologies such as naturalistic observation,
participant

observation,

and

interview

techniques

are

applicable.
Further, this work focuses narrowly on the transmission
of cultural sentiments without 'addressing relevant processes
of legitimation.

In regards to legitimacy, we need analyses

of both political and economic cultures.
is always an aspect of legitimacy.
generate

profit

Politically,

influence

legislative

Economically, profit

How does the ability to

definitions
and

of

judicial

legitimacy?

forces

define

distinctions between legitimate and illegitimate acts.

How do

cultural sentiments gain legitimacy through law, and how do
interpretations

of

law

define

legitimate or illegitimate?

cultural

sentiments

as

In terms of the former question,

analyses of the economic processes of cultural production are
needed.

In terms of the latter,

we need analyses of the

legislative process and congressional records as well as of
courtroom proceedings and court transcripts.
If we consider such research as praxis, the goal of each
of

the

above

is

the

same.

By

identifying

conditions of patriarchy in the present,
energy on alteration.

the

initial

we can focus our

While we cannot predict with certainty

what the ultimate consequences of such alteration will be, we
can be confident of the trajectory of such change.
maximize

sentiments

of

female

respect,

we

can

If we
minimize
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patriarchal domination at the aggregate level by influencing
patriarchal imposition at the individual level.
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